2008 R&D 100 AWARDS ENTRY FORM
1. Submitting Organization:

Organization
Address
City, State, Zip
Country
Submitter
Phone
Fax
E-mail

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
1 Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94720-8125
USA
Pamela Seidenman
510/486-6461
510/486-6457
PSSeidenman@lbl.gov

AFFIRMATION: I affirm that all information submitted as a part of, or supplemental to, this entry is a fair and accurate representation of this product.
Submitter’s signature: _______________________________________________
2. Joint entry with:

Organization
Address
City, State, Zip
Country
Contact Name
Phone
Fax
E-mail

3. Product name:

Berkeley Lab PhyloChip

4. Briefly describe (25 words or less) what the entry is (e.g., balance, camera,
nuclear assay, etc.)

The PhyloChip is a DNA chip (microarray) that quickly, comprehensively, and
accurately identifies species within microbial samples from any environmental
source, without any culturing required.
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5. When was this product first marketed or available for order? (Must have been
available in 2007.)

This product was made available to academic and research organizations on a limited basis for the purpose of testing the product. It was marketed and made commercially available in 2007.
6. Inventor or Principal Developer (List all developers from all companies):

Developer Name
Position
Organization
Address
City, State, Zip
Country
Phone
Fax
E-mail
Developer Name
Position
Organization
Address
City, State, Zip
Country
Phone
Fax
E-mail

Key Contributor
Position
Organization
Address
City, State, Zip
Country
Phone
Fax
E-mail
Key Contributor
Position
Organization
Address

Gary Andersen
Staff Scientist
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94720
USA
(510) 495-2795
(510) 486-7152
GLAndersen@lbl.gov
Todd DeSantis
Software Developer
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94720
USA
(510) 761-6720
TDeSantis@lbl.gov

Eoin Brodie
Research Scientist
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94720
USA
(510) 486-6584
(510) 486-7152
ELBrodie@lbl.gov

Yvette Piceno
Research Associate
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road
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City, State, Zip
Country
Phone
Fax
E-mail

Berkeley, CA 94720
USA
(510) 486-4498
(510) 486-7152
YMPiceno@lbl.gov

7. Product price:

To be determined by licensee.
8. Do you hold any patents or patents pending on this product?

Yes—International Patent Application number, PCT/US2007/024720, filed
11/29/07, titled “Array for Detecting Microbes,” LBNL Docket No. IB-2229PCT.
9. Describe your product’s primary function as clearly as possible. What does it
do? How does it do it? What theories, if any, are involved?

“[The PhyloChip] streamlines the process of sample analysis…
allowing us to address previously unapproachable questions.”
—Dr. Roberto Kolter, Harvard Medical School

Bacteria never live alone. Instead, they grow in complex communities, made up of
hundreds of different species. Bacterial communities are found in familiar environments, such as water, soil, food, air, and within our own bodies. Knowledge about
these bacterial communities—including the predominant species among them, their
interaction, and their changes over time—is essential for understanding the effect of
any disturbance within natural ecosystems. Deep, sudden changes in the structure of
a bacterial community could represent a danger to us. These changes could take the
form of an airborne biological terrorist attack, or an epidemic caused by contaminated water, or soil, or hazardous atmospheric alterations caused by climate change.
But how do we know “what’s there,” hidden in those ecosystems?

Until now, scientists have had no fully accurate, comprehensive way of
detecting the presence, quantity, and diversity of bacteria (including diseasecausing microbes or pathogens) in an air, water, soil, or clinical sample.
Researchers relied on bacterial cultures to identify what was present in such a
sample: The problem with this method, in addition to the time (often days or
weeks) that growing the culture requires, is that it leaves out all of the organisms
that can’t survive in the culture, which could be as much as 99 percent of the bacteria in a sample. Moreover, while recent advances in genetic detection technology
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(for example, assays that detect the presence of a specific gene sequence) have been
effective in identifying discrete organisms in samples, they have only been able to
test for individual bacteria that researchers anticipate being present in the sample.
As in the child’s card game Go Fish, this technology could determine only whether
specific bacteria were present, not which bacteria were present. We still would have
little idea of “what’s there.”
The Berkeley Lab PhyloChip, developed by Gary Andersen, Todd DeSantis, Eoin
Brodie, Yvette Piceno, and their colleagues at Berkeley Lab, provides the best
answer yet to “what’s there.” The PhyloChip is a microarray unique in its ability to
quickly and comprehensively identify multiple bacteria and archaea within microbial DNA samples. Capable of analyzing samples from any environmental
source—air, water, soil, blood, tissue—the PhyloChip is unprecedented in its
ability to accurately test such samples without any culturing required, and
without prior knowledge of a sample’s microbial composition, all in a single
test.

Easily fitting into a person’s hand (Figure 1), the PhyloChip can simultaneously (i.e., within one testing sample) detect most known microorganisms—testing
for over 8,000 bacterial species, a microbial detection power previously
unknown. Also, its ability to produce useful results in a matter of hours means that
numerous samplings of a specific environment can be conducted virtually on a
daily basis, enabling scientists to track, as never before, the progress (i.e., appearance/disappearance, increase/decrease) of a certain microorganism over a short
period of time.

Figure 1. The Berkeley Lab

PhyloChip profiles microbial
populations at a rate and with
an accuracy heretofore
unknown. It simultaneously
detects most known microorganisms (over 8,000 species
tested in parallel) without
culturing.
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Berkeley Lab PhyloChip Operation

Inside the PhyloChip’s disposable cartridge is a glass surface (called a microarray)
divided into a grid of 356 rows × 712 columns, resulting in 253,472 separate tests,
each capable of capturing a specific nucleic acid. When the DNA or RNA molecules from the sample (soil, blood, etc.) come into contact with the short pieces of
DNA bound to the glass surface, each molecule adheres only to the appropriate
location (Figure 2). The Berkeley Lab PhyloChip can distinguish microbes based on
how well their ribosomal DNA or RNA anneals, or “sticks,” to each of the many
test sites (Figure 3).

Figure 2. PhyloChip operation: (a) Multiple tests conducted on a single glass surface; (b) DNA

from a sample (blood, soil, water, etc.) adheres where a match is found (“hybridization”); (c) laser
scanning reveals which tests were positive (i.e., which microbes are present). In this way,
PhyloChip quickly and accurately identifies microbes in complex samples. (Images provided by
Affymetrix, Inc., Santa Clara, CA.)

The cartridge is inserted into a scanner that detects which tests are positive by the
emission of fluorescent light only from the test sites bound by nucleic acids in the
sample. The intensity of the fluorescence from each test corresponds to the quantity
of organisms in the sample—allowing ecosystem comparison over time to determine which bacterial populations are changing.

All microorganisms have ribosomal genes because these genes (as protein generators) are essential for life. The small sequence differences within the ribosomal
gene are what distinguish different species. The PhyloChip has divided all known
sequence variations from bacterial and archaeal ribosomal genes into over 8,000
distinctive groupings, each representing a specific microbial genus or species identified from many different sampled environments—including clinical, air, soil, and
water. Given its ability to perform over 250,000 tests simultaneously, the
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Figure 3. Bacterial types (a) contain ribosomes (b) that are composed of a specific sequence of

DNA/RNA bases (c), allowing them to be differentiated. The PhyloChip detects these differences,
and thus is the first tool able to classify all types of DNA/RNA sequences in complex mixtures.

PhyloChip does not require customization for different types of samples, since
the total diversity of all known ribosomal genes that could be present within
any media is represented within the 250,000 tests. With a comprehensive assay
for all currently identified bacteria, the PhyloChip eliminates before-the-sampling
guesswork as to what bacteria exist within a sample, taking advantage of (and
incorporating into the PhyloChip) the vast amount of ribosomal sequence data
available in public databases. As these databases grow, updated versions of the
PhyloChip can easily include novel diversity, because room exists on the chip
surface for over 1 million tests.

Moreover, the PhyloChip’s high-density format, combining tests for each species
with paired mismatch-control tests, significantly reduces the chances of misidentifying a specific microorganism. These PhyloChip capabilities allow for unprecedented accuracy in characterizing a microbial sample—all within a day.
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Berkeley Lab PhyloChip Validation, Accomplishments, and Contributions

“The PhyloChip has given us an unparalleled view of the bacterial
community…there is nothing else as comprehensive or sensitive.”
—Dr. Kasthuri Venkateswaran, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

In its short existence, the Berkeley Lab PhyloChip has already achieved considerable success. It has been validated (Figure 4) through an extensive collection of air
samples obtained for identifying microbial communities typically inhaled by inhabitants of U.S. metropolitan cities. In addition, preliminary PhyloChip testing of
water and soil samples has shown that this technology is feasible in those environments as well. Findings made possible by the PhyloChip have led to publications
in a number of scientific journals (see Appendix B) and attracted extensive press
coverage (see Appendix C).

Figure 4. Validation of PhyloChip sensitivity. The figure shows how mixtures of nine bacteria

(shown in the legend) in varying concentrations are accurately resolved by the PhyloChip.
Fluorescence intensity correlates well with the quantity of bacteria in the sample, revealing the
bacterial community structure. The PhyloChip is sensitive over a wide dynamic range—it can
simultaneously detect large amounts of one bacterial species and small amounts of another. No
other device has the ability to profile both the predominant and the minority bacterial populations.
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In 2004, Berkeley Lab researchers conducted (for the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security) a first-of-its-kind cataloguing of microbes taken from air samples above
the Texas cities of San Antonio and Austin. Before this study, no one had a sense of
the diversity of microbes in the air. Investigators found over 1,800 diverse bacterial
types, a much richer and more varied population than anyone expected (Figure 5),
rivaling that of soil microbial diversity. This research, described in a paper published
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences and reported on in Scientific
American in December 2006 (see Appendix B), marks the beginning of a regional
bacterial census that will help the Department of Homeland Security differentiate
between normal and suspicious fluctuations in airborne microbes. It also helps to
establish a baseline background of airborne bacteria, which scientists can now use to
track how climate change affects bacterial populations.

Figure 5. Closely related bacterial species can be tracked spatially and temporally. This
figure shows 13 of the greater than 8,000 bacteria (left axis) profiled from 16 samples
(bottom axis) from above San Antonio and Austin. Some bacteria were never found;
others were detected in many samples. The height of each bar represents the abundance
of each species, while the color indicates detection likelihood (in descending order from
red, to orange, to yellow, to white). The PhyloChip allows rapid, inexpensive comparison
among samples to reveal community differences, regardless of bacterial culturability.
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In addition, the PhyloChip has already been an important part of recent critical
medical studies. Respiratory infections caused by the ambient environment are a
major problem in hospitals. As reported in the Journal of Clinical Microbiology
(2007) (see Appendix B), the PhyloChip was used to analyze the microbial environment within respiratory tube airways. It was the key to discovering that a loss of
bacterial diversity (resulting from antibiotic treatments) was directly associated with
the development of pneumonia in ventilated patients exposed to a certain common
strain of bacteria. The potential life-saving possibilities of this finding are obvious.
The PhyloChip has also shown great value in bioremediation cleanup efforts at
contaminated sites. When uranium mining and processing for nuclear weapons and
fuel were at their peak, in the 1950s and 1960s, uranium-containing wastes accumulated, resulting in a multitude of contaminated sites in the U.S. and worldwide. One
promising approach to containing uranium migration is to catalyze the reduction of
soluble U(VI) to the less-soluble U(IV). As described in a paper published in
Applied and Environmental Microbiology (2006) (see Appendix B), the PhyloChip
was central in identifying (from soil samples) those bacteria that could, through
ingestion of the uranium, prevent U(IV) from converting to soluble uranium U(VI),
thus forestalling the migration of this radioactive material and optimizing site
remediation efforts.
Degraded water quality is also a growing environmental problem. The PhyloChip
allows researchers and environmental managers to gain unprecedented knowledge
about water-borne microbes to rapidly distinguish between harmful and beneficial
species. The PhyloChip has empowered water-resource administrators to assert
proper corrective actions within days after a pollution episode (as opposed to
months). For instance, in an ongoing study, the PhyloChip was recently used to
monitor California creek water suspected to be contaminated by sewage. The
PhyloChip allowed researchers to pinpoint the creek locations associated with
specific types of human fecal bacteria. Evidence was produced to demonstrate that
untreated sewage was entering the creek. Using the results from PhyloChip sampling, public health officials will be able to specify break points in the creek to
divert and sanitize the water before it reaches the ocean.
10A. List your product’s competitors by manufacturer, brand name, and model
number.

1. The Berkeley Lab PhyloChip is the first technology to both identify and
quantify the full spectrum of microbes within a sample in a cost-effective
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manner. Competitive technologies are: MicroSeq, distributed by Applied
Biosystems, Inc., which determines the identity of culturable microbes one
at a time by reading their ribosomal gene sequence.
2. MicroLog, distributed by Biolog, Inc., which determines the identity of
culturable microbes one at a time by testing their ability to grow on a
variety of carbon sources.
3. Clone Sequencing Services are provided by, for example, SeqWright, Inc.
or Agencourt Biosciences, Inc. For this technology, a small portion of DNA
is extracted directly from the microbes within a sample without the need for
culturing. Hundreds to thousands of ribosomal genes from the DNA extraction are sequenced to identify the microbes present in the highest quantity.
10B. Supply a matrix or table showing how the key features of your product
compare to existing products or technologies. Include both numerical and
descriptive comparisons.
Berkeley Lab
PhyloChip

MicroSeq

MicroLog

Clone
Sequencing
Service

Resolution

Identifies and
quantifies
>8,000 species.

Identifies only
what is culturable
(~1,000 species).

Identifies only
what is culturable
(~1,000 species).

Identifies and
quantifies ~50%
of the most
abundant species
within a sample.

Sensitivity

Excellent—
sensitivity over
4 orders of
magnitude (i.e.,
detects wide
variations in
abundance).
Detects both
culturable and
nonculturable
bacteria.

Detects only
culturable
organisms.
Produces a
sequence to
match against
a small,
proprietary
database.

Detects only
culturable
organisms.
Produces a
carbon utilization
pattern to match
against a small,
proprietary
database.

Poor—only about
10% of the
community
members are
detected,
producing a
sequence that
can be matched
against a public
database.

Reproduces
only what is
culturable.
Unable to test
for abundance.

Reproduces
only what
is culturable.
Unable
to test for
abundance.

Poor
reproducibility,
cannot generate
a reproducible
distribution for
scarce species
within a large
sample.

Reproducibility Very good—
(Identification, coefficient of
Quantification) variation is
~10% (the
smallest of
the relevant
technologies).
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Competitive
advantage of
Berkeley Lab
PhyloChip

It identifies and
quantifies far
more organisms
within a sample
than other
technologies.

It is far superior
to competing
technologies in
its ability to
distinguish
microorganisms
in a sample.

It gives
reproducible
detection across
all species
within a sample
(culturable or
nonculturable,
abundant or scarce).
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Output
Rate/Speed

16 complete
microbial
communities
per day.

1 partial
community
per month.

Ease of
Operation

Requires
lysis (cell
disintegration),
labeling,
loading
of array
cartridge.

Cost

$250 per
microbial
community.

Requires plating
Requires plating,
(replicating),
incubating, use
incubating, lysis,
of microtiter plate.
polymerase chain
reaction (PCR)
method (to replicate
species DNA),
sequencing.
$50 per isolated
community
member
(typically
hundreds),
so about $6,000
to 20,000 per
community.

1 partial
community
per month.

$25 per isolated
community
member (typically
hundreds), so
about $3,000 to
10,000 per
community).

1 partial
community
per week.
Requires PCR
in lab, then
mailing off for
analysis, receiving
results, then
performing
in-house
bioinformatics.
$650 for cloning
and robotic
selection + $5,000
to quantitatively
sample each
species—
ultimately
~$50,000.

It analyzes far
more samples
in far less time
than competitive
technologies.
It provides a
simple in-house
solution for
microbial
detection.

It provides a
comprehensive
sample analysis
at much lower
cost than
competitive
technologies.

10C. Describe how your product improves upon competitive products or technologies.

The Berkeley Lab PhyloChip includes the following advantages over competing
technologies:
• It detects more microbial species simultaneously in one test than any
other method, by far. Unlike other technologies, it is not bound by the culturability of a specific microbe within a sample, nor does a microbe have to
be present in high abundance for the PhyloChip to detect it.
• It is dramatically superior to competing technologies in its ability to distinguish microorganisms within a sample. Most other tests designed to
detect many bacteria simultaneously can do so for tens to hundreds of bacteria, but the PhyloChip detects thousands of different bacterial groups.
• It provides a simple, in-house solution for microbial detection. While
other methods involve a multitude of steps, and in some cases require mailing of samples back and forth to other service labs, the PhyloChip enables
in-house analyses using a few steps (Figure 6), thus simplifying the process
and reducing the chances for error or contamination.
• It is much faster than any competitive technologies. For the reasons stated
in the previous sentence, and because it does not rely on culturing of bacte-
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•

rial samples, the PhyloChip can be up to two orders of magnitude faster
than other methods.
It offers comprehensive sample analyses at much less cost. Per sampled
community, it is typically an order of magnitude less expensive than
competitive technologies.

Figure 6. Overview of processing steps required for existing community profiling technologies.

The PhyloChip is easier to use compared to culture and cloning methods. Its direct operational
path (right path) contrasts with the redundant (MicroSeq, MicroLog) or multistep (cloning) methods
(left path). The PhyloChip’s direct method requires less technical training, leads to faster results,
and provides fewer opportunities for error.
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11A. Describe the principal applications of this product.
Environmental

The main application of the Berkeley Lab PhyloChip is to detect microbes in samples from a variety of environments, namely air, water, or soil. The recent sampling
of the air over San Antonio and Austin was the first scientific program of its kind,
and led to a completely new understanding of airborne microbial life, as well as
what was involved in accurately assessing airborne bioterrorist threats.
Clinical/Medical

The PhyloChip has also already proven itself in hospital studies, not only in detecting dangerous bacteria within air samples but also in studies of blood and tissue
samples. With its ability to detect bacteria in all such samples, it promises to be an
indispensable medical-diagnostic tool for the foreseeable future.
Bioremediation

As in the uranium waste and creek sewage examples discussed in Section 9
(above), the PhyloChip is an essential tool for monitoring bacterial populations during environmental bioremediation. Unlike any previous technology, it can quickly
identify the most metabolically active microorganisms in a soil sample, as well as
those microorganisms most responsive to environmental changes or stresses. In this
way, it can isolate what species would be most effective in urgent, ongoing bioremediation efforts, and track their abundance.
11B. List all other applications for which your product can now be used.
Biofuels

Plant bacteria are crucial in the development of those plants that will become biofuels. To properly understand the biological processes involved in a desired outcome,
like energy creation, we need to understand not only the individual microorganisms
responsible for any catalytic events that promote fuel creation, but also the interplay
of the supporting cast of bacteria that provide metabolites and defenses for the
plant. The PhyloChip is the only tool that exists for rapidly detecting the identity,
diversity, and abundance of bacteria, and for observing how the bacterial community
changes and interacts over time.
Rapid Diagnostics

All the applications listed here take advantage of the PhyloChip’s ability to characterize a microbial sample without culturing. Given that commonly as much as 99%
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of bacterial communities are not detected using culture-based techniques, this is a
huge advantage, especially when researchers are studying new systems. The ability
to detect a shift, for example, in a patient from a bacterial community typical of a
healthy person, to one typical of someone with minor indicators of a diseased state,
could allow more rapid treatment and result in shorter, less intense illness.
Carbon Sequestration

The PhyloChip could be decisive in determining the bacteria involved in the key
geochemical reactions for enhanced CO2 storage—specifically for monitoring the
microbial processes that facilitate mineral trapping of CO2, or the development of
precipitates and biomass that could seal natural fractures, which might otherwise
serve as conduits for CO2 seepage.
Microbial Fuel Cell Monitoring

Microbes aid in converting carbon compounds found in wastewater directly into electricity, within chambers referred to as microbial fuel cells (MFC’s). The PhyloChip
assists engineers in monitoring the microbial community during the creation and
maintenance of novel high-efficiency MFC’s. The PhyloChip is able to identify the
bacterial families that are able to grow rapidly and convert a very high percentage
(nearly 90 percent) of the water-borne carbon compounds into electrical current.
12. Summary. State in layman's terms why you feel your product should receive
an R&D 100 Award. Why is it important to have this product? What benefits will it
provide?

Knowing that what we can’t see can affect us in profound ways, we need to be able
to detect what was undetectable before now, at a speed inconceivable before now.
The Berkeley Lab PhyloChip provides this ability, and in the process changes the
way scientists conduct certain basic, essential investigations.

The PhyloChip packs an enormous amount of analytical power into a device not
much larger than a quarter. Its ability to test all manner of environmental samples for
their microbial content is unprecedented. The information that it has already provided about the airborne bacterial content above American cities is a first step in distinguishing between a climate-related bacterial change and a real bioterrorist threat.
Moreover, the PhyloChip’s contributions to public health, medical diagnostics, and
environmental cleanup projects have already paid large dividends. It promises even
more advances in the development of biofuels and carbon sequestration. In short,
scientists are continually finding new ways to use the PhyloChip, and finding things
that they could not have found by any other means.
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ORGANIZATION DATA
13. Contact person to handle all arrangements on exhibits, banquet, and publicity.

Name
Position
Organization
Address
City, State, Zip
Country
Phone
Fax
E-mail

Pamela Seidenman
Marketing Manager, Technology Transfer
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
1 Cyclotron Road, 90R1070
Berkeley, CA 94720-8125
USA
510/486-6461
510/486-6457
PSSeidenman@lbl.gov
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Appendix A

Letters of Support

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Roberto Kolter, Harvard Medical School
Jizhong Zhou, Institute for Environmental Genomics,
University of Oklahoma
Kasthuri Venkateswaran, California Institute of Technology,
Jet Propulsion Lab
Dr. Wen-Tso Liu, National University of Singapore
Dr. George Kowalchuk, Netherlands Institute of Ecology
Patricia Holden, University of California, Santa Barbara
Dr. Jenine P. Wiener-Kronish, University of California, San Francisco
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Cheryl Ventimiglia
R&D 100 Lab Project Coordinator
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
One Cyclotron Road, MS 46-125
Berkeley, CA 94720-8202

Dear R&D 100 Award Selection Committee:
I am pleased to enthusiastically offer my full support to the 2008 R&D100 Award application for the
PhyloChip developed at the Berkeley Lab. This fabulous tool is already beginning to surpass other
techniques as a method to determine the composition of complex bacterial communities in both
environmental and clinical samples. A high-density 16s rDNA microarray, the PhyloChip permits highresolution analysis of microbial community composition and dynamics and has significant benefits over
traditional clone-library based approaches, the current “gold-standard”, particularly where communities are
dominated by a few bacterial species, such as Cystic Fibrosis (CF) lung infections. More importantly, this
tool streamlines the process of sample analysis from months per sample to weeks for multiple samples
allowing us to address previously unapproachable questions.
Defining bacterial community composition in states of disease and health in an accurate and high-throughput
manner is essential if we are to move towards predictive modeling and more rapid diagnostics. In my
laboratory, we have two projects that utilize the PhyloChip. The first, spearheaded by Dr. Vanja KlepacCeraj, focuses on delineating the establishment and dynamics of the complex microbial community involved
in chronic lung infection in children with CF. Using the PhyloChip we have detected a diverse population of
bacterial species, many of which may be significant in disease progression, that had been previously
overlooked due to the inadequacies other approaches. With the PhyloChip, we have the capacity to not only
fully define these complex polymicrobial lung infections, but, for the first time, to monitor large numbers of
individuals over time and determine the impact of antibiotic therapy on the entire bacterial population, rather
than just a few known pathogens. The second project, led by Dr. Katherine Lemon, aims to determine the
microbial community composition of normal flora in the nostrils and throats of healthy children. Elucidating
the development and maintenance of these microbiota will provide the foundation for exploring the effects of
pathogen carriage, antibiotic use, vaccination, and variation in host genetics on this resident microbial flora.
We envision virtually unlimited utility of this novel technology in a broad range of both clinical settings,
where it will undoubtedly lead to a better understanding of human-microbial interactions and polymicrobial
pathogenesis, and natural settings, as a means to monitor the emergence of pathogens in the environment.
Sincerely,

Roberto Kolter, Ph.D.

Department of Botany and Microbiology
Institute for Environmental Genomics
University of Oklahoma
101 David L. Boren Blvd., Norman, OK 73019
Phone: 405-325-6073; Fax: 405-325-7552; Email: jzhou@ou.edu; Web: http://ieg/ou.edu/

January 18, 2008
Cheryl Ventimiglia
R&D 100 Lab Project Coordinator
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
One Cyclotron Road, MS 46-125
Berkeley, CA 94720-8202

Dear R&D 100 Award Selection Committee:
It is my great pleasure to write this letter in support of Dr. Gary Andersen and his colleague, Mr.
Todd DeSantis, for nomination for the 2008 R&D100 Award. Gary is a world-class leader in the
application of microarrays to the study of microbial communities in the environment. Over the
past decade, the Andersen lab has provided innovative solutions to address the challenge of
identifying key microbial interactions on complex environmental communities. It is well known
that a single gram of soil may contain many thousands of distinctive bacterial species. The only
way, until now, to specifically identify the individual members of a population has been to
serially sequence hundreds to thousands of cloned 16S rRNA gene fragments. This is costly,
tedious and very time consuming. The PhyloChip, developed in the Andersen lab, is the first
device that has been able to comprehensively categorize all of the individual types of bacteria in
a rapid DNA hybridization reaction. This is nothing short of revolutionary for the study of how
bacterial interact with each other and the environment and will have applications in all areas
where bacteria exist as a multi-member community.
Prior to the Berkeley Lab PhyloChip, observations of microbial communities were limited to one
or a few individual samples in a study. This was due to the prohibitive cost of completing a 16S
rRNA gene sequence library and length of time to properly place individual sequence
observations in the correct phylogenetic context. As the price of DNA sequencing has decreased
over the years, the desire to obtain more sequence information from each sample has resulted in
a steady state in cost for characterizing an individual sample. This is because billions of
amplified 16S rRNA gene molecules are produced in a PCR reaction but, at best, only thousands
of molecules are actually cloned into an appropriate vector and sequenced. By contrast, the
entire amplified 16S gene product can be placed on the PhyloChip to categorize the individual
components. The PhyloChip is particularly advantageous in identifying the rare, low abundance
members of the microbial community. With orders of magnitude reduced costs for PhyloChip
analysis compared with a typical 16S rRNA gene sequence library, the PhyloChip lends itself to
multiple observations with replication so that, for the first time, we can get an accurate picture of
how all the members of a microbial community are changing over time.

What makes this technology worth of the R&D 100 award is the impact it has had and will
continue to have on the study of the interactions of microbes to each other and to their
surrounding environment. The PhyloChip has already demonstrated key microbial interactions
in subsurface bioremediation sites contaminated with mobile uranium, chromium contaminated
groundwater, and clinical samples from patients with ventilator associated pneumonia. The
PhyloChip has also, for the first time, shown the diversity and composition of bacteria in the
atmosphere as well as the effect of climate change on soil-borne microbes. As great as these
accomplishments are, the real value of the PhyloChip will be observed in the next couple of
years as the numbers and types of studies using this technology increases. This breakthrough
technology will shed light on microbial processes that could be harnessed by scientists for any
number of applications including biofuels, land management, food safety, human health and
climate change prediction. For these reasons, I give my highest endorsement of the innovative
PhyloChip for this prestigious R&D 100 Award.
If you have any question, please do not hesitate to ask me!
Yours sincerely

Jizhong Zhou
Presidential Professor, Department of Botany and Microbiology
Director, Institute for Environmental Genomics (IEG)
University of Oklahoma
Editor for Applied and Environmental Microbiology
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Cheryl Ventimiglia
R&D 100 Lab Project Coordinator
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
One Cyclotron Road, MS 46-125
Berkeley, CA 94720-8202
Dear R&D 100 Award Selection Committee:
I write to enthusiastically support the nomination of the Berkeley Lab PhyloChip for
consideration of the 2008 R&D 100 award. No other tool has been so expeditious and simple-touse as the PhyloChip for detecting the thousands of types of bacteria in the streams and coastal
zones that my research team monitors. Such observations are extremely crucial if we want to
understand and predict how point source contamination will affect downstream water quality. The
Berkeley Lab PhyloChip is unique in its ability to categorize all members of a bacterial community
and to measure population shifts over time and location.
Degraded water quality is a serious environmental problem in this region as well as many
other parts of the world where human populations are increasing. The PhyloChip allows researchers
and environmental managers to gain immense knowledge about microbes in our natural
surroundings, some of which are harmful and others beneficial. Being able to rapidly distinguish
between them allows us to employ proper corrective actions within days after a pollution episode, as
opposed to months.
In 2007, we used the PhyloChip for monitoring creek water suspected of sewage
contamination. We were able to determine the precise creek locations associated with specific types
of bacteria including those typically found in human feces. Not only were we able to demonstrate
that untreated sewage was entering the creek but the resolution of the PhyloChip approach lets us
target break points in the creek to divert and treat the water before it reaches the oceans.
Without the PhyloChip we would be forced to either run hundreds of separate tests or use a
very low resolution fingerprinting technique to detect the diversity of waterborne bacteria. The
materials and technician time would be expensive and would require separate quality assurance
measures for each test. With the PhyloChip, we can test for over 8000 of types of bacteria,
including the ones affecting human health and disease, with a single method.
The research and environmental protection opportunities made possible by the PhyloChip
are important to any habitat since it produces rapidly applicable data that leads directly to
management decisions having an immediate impact on a local community. For these reasons, I most
PHONE: (805) 893-3195 • FAX: (805) 893-7612
holden@bren.ucsb.edu
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enthusiastically support this nomination. Please don’t hesitate in to contact me if you have any
further questions
Sincerely,

Patricia Holden, Ph.D., P.E.
Professor, Environmental Microbiology

Jeanine P. Wiener-Kronish, M.D.,
Professor of Anesthesia and Medicine,
Vice Chairman, Department of Anesthesia and Perioperative Care
Investigator, Cardiovascular Research Institute

513 Parnassus Avenue, Suite S-255
San Francisco, California 94143-0542
Tel: (415) 476-1935
Fax: (415) 476-8841
E-mail: wienerkj@anesthesia.ucsf.edu

Cheryl Ventimiglia
R&D 100 Lab Project Coordinator
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
One Cyclotron Road, MS 46-125
Berkeley, CA 94720-8202

Dear R&D 100 Award Selection Committee,
I am pleased to offer my enthusiastic support for the Berkeley Lab PhyloChip device in response to the
2008 R&D100 Award. This tool permits rapid identification of bacterial communities in complex
environmental and clinical samples and holds great promise for providing clinicians with an accurate
and comprehensive system for polymicrobial identification of bacteria in states of health and disease.
The high-density PhyloChip uses a unique combination of oligonucleotide probes for the identification
of virtually all known bacterial taxonomic groups and includes mismatch control probes for every
perfectly matching probe on the array to minimize the effect of cross-hybridization and increase
detection accuracy.
As a Professor of Anesthesia at UCSF, I am exploring the impact of microbial community composition
on airway diseases, including asthma and ventilator associated pneumonia. The PhyloChip has been a
unique resource for high-resolution identification of bacterial community composition and temporal
dynamics associated with changing pulmonary function in a variety of patient groups. We have used
this device to establish that reduced bacterial diversity in the airways of intubated patients treated with
antimicrobials, was associated with a high rate of mortality. These finding have not only lead to several
publication in a highly ranked journals, but are also contributing to a change in our perception of clinical
infection and pathogenesis.
This novel technology has not only been of great help in my research but has generated interest among
many of the physicians that I have talked to. Myself and my colleague, Dr. Susan Lynch have set up
multiple collaborative projects on cystic fibrosis, interstitial pulmonary fibrosis, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, chronic rhinosinusitis and food allergy amongst other disease states that use the
PhyloChip to provide the most comprehensive polymicrobial community analysis of these disease
states – particularly those of unknown etiology. This approach, which represents the cutting edge of
translational research will truly revolutionarize how we perceive and treat microbial infections. The need
for such a rapid comprehensive tool is great in the clinical arena and I foresee a strong role for the

PhyloChip in multiple studies and potentially as a clinical diagnostic tool. This is truly an innovative tool
to harnesses the power of parallel sampling and provide critical insight into polymicrobial composition in
states of health and disease, aspects fundamental to understanding and combating infectious disease.

Sincerely,

__________________________
Jeanine Wiener-Kronish M.D
Professor of Anesthesia and Medicine
Vice-Chairman, Department of Anesthesia and Perioperative Care
Investigator, Cardiovascular Research Institute

2008 R&D 100 AWARDS
Berkeley Lab PhyloChip
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Urban aerosols harbor diverse and dynamic
bacterial populations
Eoin L. Brodie, Todd Z. DeSantis, Jordan P. Moberg Parker, Ingrid X. Zubietta, Yvette M. Piceno, and Gary L. Andersen*
Ecology Department, Earth Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720

Considering the importance of its potential implications for human
health, agricultural productivity, and ecosystem stability, surprisingly little is known regarding the composition or dynamics of the
atmosphere’s microbial inhabitants. Using a custom high-density
DNA microarray, we detected and monitored bacterial populations
in two U.S. cities over 17 weeks. These urban aerosols contained at
least 1,800 diverse bacterial types, a richness approaching that of
some soil bacterial communities. We also reveal the consistent
presence of bacterial families with pathogenic members including
environmental relatives of select agents of bioterrorism significance. Finally, using multivariate regression techniques, we demonstrate that temporal and meteorological influences can be stronger factors than location in shaping the biological composition of
the air we breathe.
16S rRNA 兩 biosurveillance 兩 aerobiology 兩 microarray 兩 climate change

L

ow levels of moisture and nutrients combined with high levels
of UV radiation make the earth’s atmosphere an extreme
environment for microbial life. Little is known regarding the
atmospheric microbial composition and how it varies by location
or meteorological conditions. Plant canopies for example, are
known to be significant sources of bacterial aerosols with upward
flux of bacteria positively impacted by temperature and wind
speed (1). Aerosols created at the surface of aquatic systems are
known to concentrate and carry bacteria through the liquid–air
interface (2, 3). The relationship between environmental conditions and bacterial aerial dispersal indicates that climate
change could potentially alter the microbial composition of
downwind areas, resulting in increased health risk from pathogens or allergenic components of unclassified environmental
bacteria. For instance, the last decade has seen a dramatic
increase in the amount of desertification and a concomitant
increase in upper atmospheric particulates (4). In sub-Saharan
regions of Africa, dust storms have been associated with regional
outbreaks of meningococcal meningitis caused by the bacterium
Neisseria meningitidis (5). Since the 1970s, El Nino weather
events have coincided with increased flux of African Dust across
the Atlantic (4) that, in turn, has been linked to coral reef disease
(6) and increased exacerbations of pediatric asthma (7) in the
Caribbean. Therefore, as particles from dust storms shield
bacterial and fungal passengers from the inactivating effects of
UV exposure, global transport of dust will have more farreaching affects than impaired visibility.
The consequences of natural environmental variation such as
meteorological shifts, combined with anthropogenic influences
such as land use changes, may alter atmospheric microbial
composition. To monitor the effects of climate change on
aerosol microbial composition, it first is necessary to establish
baselines that acknowledge the current microbial components
and how they fluctuate naturally. However, the potential heterogeneity, both spatial and temporal, in species composition
coupled with low microbial biomass ensures this is not a facile
task.
Natural shifts in bacterial composition also have implications
for atmospheric pathogen monitoring systems, such as the
Department of Homeland Security effort to monitor major U.S.

www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0608255104

cites for intentional release of biowarfare agents (www.ostp.gov/
html/10-20-03%20jhm%20BioSecurity%202003.pdf). Many
such pathogens and other closely related bacteria with undefined
pathogenicity already are endemic to the locations that are being
monitored (8) and so may interfere with detection networks (9),
but little is known regarding the frequency or variability of their
occurrence. Most aerobiology studies to date (e.g., refs. 10–12),
have used culture-based methods for determining microbial
composition. Although some studies recently have applied
culture-independent techniques (e.g., refs. 13 and 14), little is
known of what constitutes the breadth of diversity of ‘‘typical’’
organisms in the atmosphere (as opposed to those capable of
growth in laboratory media) and what influences their composition. To address these methodological limitations and to
augment our view of aerosol microbial diversity and dynamics,
we have designed a microarray (PhyloChip) for the comprehensive identification of both bacterial and archaeal organisms. We
target the variation in the 16S rRNA gene, possessed by all
prokaryotes, to capture the broad range of microbial diversity
that may be present in the atmosphere. This tool allows bacteria
and archaea to be identified and monitored in any type of sample
without the need for microbial cultivation.
The two greatest obstacles to designing a 16S rRNA genebased microarray to identify individual organisms in a complex
environmental mixture are natural sequence diversity and potential cross-hybridization. Sequence diversity is an issue as we
sample new and distinctive environments such as the atmosphere. There may be many undocumented organisms with 16S
rRNA gene sequences that are similar, but not identical, to the
sequences that were used for array design. Microarrays based on
single sequence-specific hybridizations (single probes) may be
ineffective in detecting such environmental sequences with one
or several polymorphisms. To overcome this obstacle, we have
designed a minimum of 11 different, short oligonucleotide
probes for each taxonomic grouping, allowing for the failure of
one or more probes. On the other hand, nonspecific crosshybridization is an issue when an abundant 16S rRNA gene
shares sufficient sequence similarity to nontargeted probes, such
that a weak but detectable signal is obtained. We have found that
the perfect match (PM)-mismatch (MM) probe pair approach
effectively minimizes the inf luence of cross-hybridization.
Widely used on expression arrays as a control for nonspecific
binding (15), the central nucleotide is replaced with any of the
Author contributions: E.L.B. and T.Z.D. contributed equally to this work; E.L.B., T.Z.D., and
G.L.A. designed research; E.L.B., T.Z.D., J.P.M.P., I.X.Z., and Y.M.P. performed research;
E.L.B., T.Z.D., Y.M.P., and G.L.A. analyzed data; and E.L.B., T.Z.D., and G.L.A. wrote the
paper.
The authors declare no conflict of interest.
This article is a PNAS direct submission.
Freely available online through the PNAS open access option.
Data deposition: The sequences reported in this paper have been deposited in the GenBank
database (accession nos. DQ129237–DQ129666, DQ236245–DQ236250, and DQ515230 –
DQ515231).
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0608255104/DC1.
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Fig. 1. Representative phylogenetic tree showing all known bacterial phyla (and individual classes in the case of proteobacteria) annotated to show 16S rRNA
gene sequences detected in an urban aerosol by both microarray and cloning. Also annotated are phyla detected by microarray only that subsequently were
confirmed by targeted PCR and sequencing. The Archaea are used as an outgroup. (Scale bar: 0.1 changes per nucleotide.)

three nonmatching bases so that the increased hybridization
intensity signal of the PM over the paired MM indicates a
sequence-specific, positive hybridization. By requiring multiple
PM-MM probe pairs to have a positive interaction, we substantially increase the chance that the hybridization signal is due to
a predicted target sequence.
We grouped known 16S rRNA gene sequences ⬎600 bp into
distinct taxa such that a set of at least 11 probes that were specific
to the taxon could be chosen. The resulting 8,935 taxa (8,741 of
which are represented on the PhyloChip), each containing ⬇3%
sequence divergence, represented all 121 demarcated bacterial
and archaeal orders [supporting information (SI) Table 2]. For
a majority of the taxa represented on the PhyloChip (5,737,
65%), probes were designed from regions of gene sequences that
have been identified only within a given taxon. For 1,198 taxa
(14%), no probe-level sequence could be identified that was not
shared with other groups of 16S rRNA gene sequences, although
the gene sequence as a whole was distinctive. For these taxonomic groupings, a set of at least 11 probes was designed to a
combination of regions on the 16S rRNA gene that taken
together as a whole did not exist in any other taxa. For the
remaining 1,806 taxa (21%), a set of probes were selected to
minimize the number of putative cross-reactive taxa. Although
more than half of the probes in this group have a hybridization
300 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0608255104

potential to one outside sequence, this sequence was typically
from a phylogenetically similar taxon. For all three probe set
groupings, the advantage of the hybridization approach is that
multiple taxa can be identified simultaneously by targeting
unique regions or combinations of sequence.
To assess the bacterial composition of environmental aerosols
and how it changes over time and with location, we examined
outdoor air collected at multiple locations in two cities, Austin
and San Antonio, TX. These cities are part of the U.S. multiagency biosurveillance effort that use aerosol collectors to
concentrate airborne particulate matter in search of pathogens
that potentially could be indicative of a bioterrorism threat. For
either city, aerosol monitors were used to draw in air and pass
it through filters designed to collect submicrometer particulates
for a 24-h period. The samplers were placed immediately adjacent to six Environmental Protection Agency air quality monitoring stations located throughout the urban area of each city,
and the filter eluents were pooled for each day before amplification of the 16S rRNA gene products from the extracted DNA.
Although PCR amplification may introduce some bias in terms
of quantitative assessment of an organism’s abundance due to
factors such as preferential amplification (16, 17), the extremely
low bacterial biomass in aerosol samples necessitate such an
approach. Amplified products from 4 days within a 7-day period
Brodie et al.

were pooled into a single sample representing 1 week, and 17
consecutive weekly samples beginning May 2003 were analyzed
from both cities for bacterial composition.
Results and Discussion
PhyloChip results for one sample, representing bacteria recovered from outdoor air at San Antonio from the week of July
14–20 (calendar week 29), 2003, were compared with clone
library sequence results from the same pool of amplified 16S
rRNA gene products (Fig. 1). A conservative comparison of the
PhyloChip and cloning approaches was made at a taxonomic
level below family and above species classification (see SI
Materials and Methods), termed ‘‘subfamily’’ for clarity. This
demonstrated that the PhyloChip correctly detected 90% of
cloned subfamilies (SI Table 3) and additionally detected almost
2.5-fold more diversity at the phylum level (Fig. 1). We subsequently have confirmed many of these PhyloChip-only hits
(which include known pathogenic genera), by cluster-specific
PCR and sequencing (Fig. 1 and SI Table 4). The most common
sequences in the air clone library (35%) were Bacilli most similar
to the species Bacillus bataviensis (previously isolated from soil
in a disused hay field) (18) and another Bacillus sp. associated
with biodeterioration of mural paintings (19), suggesting dispersal through aerosolization. The diversity of the remaining
clone sequences was quite high, with a majority of the clones
representing distinctive 16S rRNA gene sequences (SI Fig. 4).
Because of the relative dearth of information regarding aerosol bacterial diversity, we compared the diversity detected in this
aerosol sample by cloning with that found in a farm soil from a
previous study (20). Soils are considered to be highly diverse
microbial habitats with an estimate of up to 1 million distinct
genomes per gram (21). Rarefaction analysis revealed a similar
level of diversity (at the 16S rRNA gene biomarker level) in the
aerosol and soil samples (Fig. 2). Predicted estimates of richness
(Chao1 and ACE) indicated between 1,500 and 1,800 16S rRNA
phylotypes (by using a 99% identity cutoff) in the aerosol sample
(SI Fig. 5). However, because both ACE and Chao1 richness
prediction curves were nonasymptotic, this is likely to be an
underestimate because of insufficient clone sampling, a common
problem when assessing environmental microbial diversity by
using cloning approaches.
Microbial communities are characteristically dynamic, and it
is expected that aerosol communities are no exception, considering the turbulent and well mixed nature of the atmosphere.
Using a Latin Square type study containing mixtures of ampliBrodie et al.
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Fig. 2. Rarefaction curves comparing bacterial diversity in a Minnesota farm
soil (20) and the urban aerosol in this study. (Inset) Complete rarefaction curve
for 1,874 sequences from the Minnesota farm soil library.

cons from diverse bacterial species applied to the PhyloChips in
rotating concentrations (SI Table 5), we tested the ability of the
PhyloChip to track 16S rRNA amplicon dynamics quantitatively.
This demonstrated a strong linear relationship, spanning five
orders of magnitude between PhyloChip intensities and quantities of bacterial 16S rRNA gene signatures applied to PhyloChips (SI Fig. 6). Having determined the potential of the
PhyloChip for detecting changes in biomarker quantities, we
analyzed intensity data for the two cities over the 17-week period
of the study. We also collated a range of meteorological parameters to investigate whether local weather conditions could be
correlated with the observed fluctuations in aerosol bacterial
populations. Using multivariate regression tree analysis (22, 23),
we examined such correlations, with tree topology and splitting
parameters suggesting that sample location (in this case two
geographically proximate cities) was less of a factor in explaining
the variability of aerosol bacterial composition than temporal or
meteorological influences (Fig. 3). The week of the year at which
a sample was taken proved to be a stronger predictor of
community composition with samples taken after the first three
weeks in May (weeks 19–21) clustering separately from those
taken before this, regardless of city sampled. Unsurprisingly,
sample week was observed to correlate with weather conditions
(SI Table 6). For both cities, week was positively correlated with
temperature, air pressure, and visibility, whereas negatively
correlated with wind speed and particulate matter. It is important to note from the composition of the PhyloChip generated
tree clusters that the clone library ‘‘snapshot’’ taken during week
29 in San Antonio was representative of only approximately
one-third of the samples collected (11 of 34 weeks clustered at
this node). Therefore, caution should be used in interpreting
snapshot analyses in such dynamic systems. Underlying these
changes in bacterial community composition was a differential
abundance of biomarkers for many spore-forming bacteria such
as Actinomycetes and Firmicutes. Indeed, most of the taxa with
significant correlations to weather conditions were Actinomycetes, which showed positive correlations with temperature (SI
Table 7). Warmer temperatures may result in increased desiccation of soil/plant-based bacteria, leading to spore dispersal or
aerosolization. Additionally, alpha-proteobacteria such as phyllosphere-inhabiting Sphingomonas spp (24). were correlated
with sea-level pressure, week, and temperature (Fig. 3 and SI
Table 7). These and other alpha-proteobacteria are typically
oligotrophic and also may originate from freshwater and marine
ecosystems (3) in addition to plant surfaces. The most significant
correlation between any PhyloChip intensity pattern and an
environmental/temporal variable was between the gammaproteobacterium Pseudomonas oleovorans and week (r ⫽ 0.83,
P ⫽ 2.1 ⫻ 10⫺5). Real-time quantitative PCR of the same
genomic DNA pools used for PhyloChip PCRs demonstrated
that changes in PhyloChip intensity were representative of the
dynamics of this organism (SI Fig. 7).
Despite the variable nature of the aerosol bacterial population, we detected some groups of organisms in every sample over
the 17-week period (summarized in Table 1, with complete
details in SI Table 8). Between the two cities, more types of
bacteria consistently were detected in San Antonio aerosol
samples (80 subfamilies) compared with Austin (43 subfamilies),
although there was significant overlap in the consistent 16S
rRNA signatures between the two cities. Many of these organisms (e.g., Acidobacteria and Verrucomicrobia) are major components of the soil microbiota and may be particle-associated.
Sphingomonas species also were detected consistently, psychrotolerant strains of which have been detected in dust and air
samples from the Antarctic (25). Notably, other bacteria consistently detected were spore formers such as the endosporeforming Bacilli and Clostridia and the exospore-forming Actinomycetes. Cyanobacteria such as Plectonema were also

Fig. 3. Multivariate regression tree analysis of the interaction between aerosol bacterial dynamics (array intensity) and environmental parameters. The model
explains 89.1% of variance in SI Data Set 1. Bars plotted under each cluster represent mean of normalized array intensities of phylogenetically related bacteria
shown to be significantly correlated with environmental/temporal parameters.

frequently detected members of the aerosol community, as were
plant chloroplasts (presumably from pollen). Significantly, epsilon proteobacteria were consistently detected by PhyloChip in
both cities, including organisms within the families CampyTable 1. Bacterial groups detected in all weeks during sampling
period
Phylum, class

San Antonio

Austin

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

Acidobacteria, Acidobacteria
Acidobacteria, Acidobacteria-6
Acidobacteria, Solibacteres
Actinobacteria, Actinobacteria
Actinobacteria, BD2–10 group
Bacteroidetes, Sphingobacteria
Chloroflexi, Anaerolineae
Chloroflexi, Dehalococcoidetes
Cyanobacteria, Cyanobacteria/Chloroplasts
Firmicutes, Bacilli
Firmicutes, Catabacter
Firmicutes, Clostridia
Nitrospira, Nitrospira
OP3, Unclassified
Proteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria
Proteobacteria, Betaproteobacteria
Proteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria
Proteobacteria, Deltaproteobacteria
Proteobacteria, Epsilonproteobacteria
TM7, TM7–3
Verrucomicrobia, Verrucomicrobiae

Subfamilies detected are summarized to phylum and class level. Y, detected
in each of 17 weeks sampled per city; N, not detected in every sample.
302 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0608255104

lobacteraceae and Helicobacteraceae, both of which contain human and animal pathogens. The exact Campylobacteraceae taxon
detected by the PhyloChip contains the genus Arcobacter, whose
presence we subsequently confirmed by taxon-specific PCR and
sequencing (SI Table 4). This genus is known to cause bacteremia and severe gastrointestinal illnesses in humans, and together
with Helicobacter (a causative agent of gastric ulcers), could be
considered indicators of fecal contamination (26, 27), which is
known to occur through aerosolization from wastewater treatment plants (11, 28).
The consistent detection of signatures from potentially pathogenic bacteria led us to examine taxonomic clusters containing
other pathogens (and their relatives) of public health and
bioterrorism significance over the 17-week period (SI Table 9).
Environmental relatives of monitored pathogens have already
been implicated in multiple detection events in U.S. Homeland
Security monitoring systems (www.houstontx.gov/health/
NewsReleases/bacteria%20detection.htm). In fact, in response
to such a detection event, a recent survey of soils in Houston was
carried out to determine potential reservoirs of environmental
relatives (10). This study revealed a surprising diversity of
Francisella-like organisms that may have been responsible for
triggering detectors in the aerosol monitoring systems. Similarly,
in the aerosol samples analyzed here, we detected taxonomic
clusters containing organisms closely related to Francisella in
one week in Austin and two weeks in San Antonio, although the
causative agent of tularemia, Francisella tularensis, was never
encountered. We also consistently detected phylogenetic nearneighbors to Bacillus anthracis with the taxonomic cluster containing B. anthracis itself (also containing common soil relatives
B. cereus, B. thuringiensis, and B. mycoides) being detected in one
week in San Antonio. Tick-borne Rickettsia and Clostridium
botulinum types C (causes illness in mammals, fish, and birds)
Brodie et al.

Materials and Methods
Sample Collection and Pooling. Air samples were collected by using

an air filtration collection system under vacuum located within
six Environmental Protection Agency air quality network sites in
both San Antonio and Austin. Approximately 10 liters of air per
minute were collected on a Celanex polyethylene terephthalate,
1.0-m filter (Calanese, Dallas, TX). Samples were collected
daily over a 24-h period. Sample filters were washed in 10 ml
buffer (0.1 M sodium phosphate/10 mM EDTA, pH 7.4/0.01%
Tween-20), and the suspension was stored frozen until extracted.
Samples were collected from 4 May to 29 August 2003. Sample
dates were divided according to a 52-week calendar year starting
January 1, 2003, with each Monday-to-Sunday cycle constituting
a full week. Samples from four randomly chosen days within each
sample week were extracted. Each date chosen for extraction
consisted of a 0.6-ml filter wash from each of the six sampling
sites for that city (San Antonio or Austin) combined into a ‘‘day
pool’’ before extraction. In total, for each week, 24 filters were
sampled.

assigned probe pairs for its corresponding probe set were
positive (positive fraction ⬎ ⫽ 0.92). This was determined based
on empirical data from clone library analyses. Hybridization
intensity (referred to as intensity) was calculated in arbitrary
units for each probe set as the trimmed average (maximum and
minimum values removed before averaging) of the PM minus
MM intensity differences across the probe pairs in a given probe
set. All intensities ⬍1 were shifted to 1 to avoid errors in
subsequent logarithmic transformations. When summarizing
PhyloChip results to the subfamily, the probe set producing the
highest intensity was used.
Validation of PhyloChip Detection of Airborne Bacteria by Comparison
with Clone Library. To compare the diversity of bacteria detected

with PhyloChips to a known standard, one sample week was chosen
for cloning and sequencing and replicate PhyloChip analysis. One
large pool of SSU amplicons (96 reactions, 50 l per reaction) from
San Antonio week 29 was made. One milliliter of the pooled PCR
product was gel-purified, and 768 clones were sequenced at the
DOE Joint Genome Institute (Walnut Creek, CA) by standard
methods. An aliquot of this same pooled PCR product also was
hybridized to a PhyloChip (three replicate PhyloChips performed).
Subfamilies containing a taxon scored as present in all three
PhyloChip replicates were recorded. Individual cloned rRNA genes
were sequenced from each terminus, assembled by using Phred and
Phrap (31–33), and were required to pass quality tests of Phred 20
(base call error probability ⬍10⫺2.0) to be included in the comparison. Chimeric sequences were removed after Bellerophon (34)
analysis, and similarity of clones to PhyloChip taxa was calculated
with DNADIST (35) measurement of homology (DNAML-F84)
over 1,287 conserved columns identified by using the Lane mask
(36). Sequences were assigned to a taxonomic node by using a
sliding scale of similarity threshold (37). These steps are described
in detail in SI Materials and Methods, and a full comparison between
clone and PhyloChip analysis is available in SI Table 3.
Validation of PhyloChip-Detected Subfamilies Not Supported by the
Clone Library. Primers targeting sequences within particular taxa/

subfamilies were generated by using ARB’s probe design feature
(38) and based on regions targeted by PhyloChip probes or were
obtained from published literature (SI Table 4). Primer quality
control was carried out by using Primer3 (39).

DNA Extraction and 16S rRNA Gene Amplification. The ‘‘day pools’’

were centrifuged at 16,000 ⫻ g for 25 min, and the pellets were
resuspended in 400 l of 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH
8). DNA extraction was performed as described in DeSantis et
al. (29), but only a single bead-beating velocity and duration was
used (6.5 m䡠s⫺1 for 45 s). DNA was quantified by using a
PicoGreen fluorescence assay according to the manufacturer’s
recommended protocol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 16S rRNA
gene amplification was performed according to standard procedures as outlined in SI Materials and Methods.
PhyloChip Processing, Scanning, Probe Set Scoring, and Normalization. The pooled PCR product was spiked with known concen-

trations of synthetic 16S rRNA gene fragments and non-16S
rRNA gene fragments as internal standards for normalization
with quantities ranging from 5.02 ⫻ 108 and 7.29 ⫻ 1010
molecules applied to the final hybridization mix (SI Table 10).
Target fragmentation, biotin labeling, PhyloChip hybridization,
scanning, and staining were as described by Brodie et al. (30),
and background subtraction, noise calculation, and detection
and quantification criteria were essentially as reported in Brodie
et al. (30), with some minor exceptions. These exceptions were
as follows: For a probe pair to be considered positive, the
difference in intensity between the PM and MM probes must be
at least 130 times the squared noise value (N). A taxon was
considered present in the sample when 92% or more of its
Brodie et al.

Quantitative Detection of Changes in 16S rRNA Gene Concentration in
Heterogeneous Solutions. To determine whether changes in 16S

rRNA gene concentration could be detected by using the
PhyloChip, various quantities of distinct rRNA gene types were
hybridized to the PhyloChip in rotating combinations. We chose
environmental organisms, organisms involved in bioremediation, and a pathogen of biodefense relevance. 16S rRNA genes
were amplified from each of the organisms shown in SI Table 5.
Then each of these nine distinct 16S rRNA gene standards was
tested once in each concentration category, spanning five orders
of magnitude (0 molecules, 6 ⫻ 107, 1.44 ⫻ 108, 3.46 ⫻ 108,
8.30 ⫻ 108, 1.99 ⫻ 109, 4.78 ⫻ 109, 2.75 ⫻ 1010, 6.61 ⫻ 1010, and
1.59 ⫻ 1011) with concentrations of individual 16S rRNA gene
types rotating between PhyloChips such that each PhyloChip
contained the same total of 16S rRNA gene molecules. This is
similar to a Latin Square design, although with a 9 ⫻ 11 format
matrix.
Real-Time Quantitative PCR Confirmation of PhyloChip-Observed
Shifts in Taxon Abundance. A taxon (no. 9389) consisting only of

two sequences of Pseudomonas oleovorans that correlated well
with environmental variables was chosen for quantitative PCR
confirmation of PhyloChip-observed quantitative shifts. Primers
for this taxon were designed by using the ARB (38) probe match
function to determine unique priming sites based on regions
PNAS 兩 January 2, 2007 兩 vol. 104 兩 no. 1 兩 303
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and G (rarely illness causing) also were detected regularly, as
were Burkholderia mallei and Bu. pseudomallei, which cause
glanders and melioidosis respectively. Other select agents such as
Yersinia pestis and Brucella spp. (melitensis, suis, and abortus)
were never encountered. The frequent occurrence of environmental relatives of bacteria targeted by biosurveillance efforts in
urban aerosols makes prediction of natural occurrences of
endemic pathogens or their uncharacterized environmental relatives critical for the implementation of a robust biosurveillance
network.
This study represents a comprehensive molecular analysis of
airborne bacterial composition and dynamics. We have demonstrated that the atmosphere contains a diverse assemblage of
microorganisms probably representing the amalgamation of
numerous point sources. The composition of this habitat varies
widely and may be subject to climatic regulation. A global-scale
study of this uncharacterized ecosystem is necessary to determine baselines for bioaerosol transport patterns. Such data will
enable an understanding of future anthropogenic impacts including pollution, bioterrorism, and climate change in altering
the biological composition of the air we breathe.

detected by PhyloChip probes. These regions then were imputed
into Primer3 (39) to choose optimal oligonucleotide primers for
PCR. Primer quality was assessed further by using Beacon
Designer v3.0 (Premier BioSoft, CA). Primers 9389F2 (CGACTACCTGGACTGACACT) and 9389R2 (CACCGGCAGTCTCCTTAGAG) were chosen to amplify a 436-bp fragment.
Validation of primer specificity and reaction conditions are
available in SI Materials and Methods.
Statistical Analyses. All statistical operations were performed in
the R software environment (ref. 40; www.R-project.org). For
each day of aerosol sampling, 15 factors including humidity,
wind, temperature, precipitation, pressure, particulate matter,
and week of year were recorded from the U.S. National Climatic
Data Center (www.ncdc.noaa.gov) or the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (www.tceq.state.tx.us). The
weekly mean, minimum, maximum, and range of values were
calculated for each factor from the collected data. The changes
in ln(intensity) for each PhyloChip taxon considered present in
the study was tested for correlation against the environmental
conditions. The resulting P values were adjusted by using the
step-up false discovery rate controlling procedure (41).
Multivariate regression tree analysis (22, 23) was carried out
by using the package ‘‘mvpart’’ within the ‘‘R’’ statistical programming environment. A Bray-Curtis-based distance matrix
was created by using the function ‘‘gdist.’’ The Bray-Curtis
measure of dissimilarity is generally regarded as a good measure
of ecological distance when dealing with ‘‘species’’ abundance, or
in this case, array probe-set intensity, because it allows for
nonlinear responses to environmental gradients (22, 42). Large
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trees were calculated with splitting based on information gain
and then pruned (from 13 to 10 nodes) based on 100 crossvalidations to a complexity parameter of 0.025286, where crossvalidation relative error had reached a plateau.
Before clone library rarefaction analysis, a distance matrix
(DNAML homology) of clone sequences, was created by using
an online tool at http://greengenes.lbl.gov/cgi-bin/nphdistance㛭matrix.cgi (43) after alignment of the sequences by
using the NAST aligner (http://greengenes.lbl.gov/NAST) (44).
DOTUR (45) was used to generate rarefaction curves, Chao1,
and ACE richness predictions and rank-abundance curves. Nearest neighbor joining was used with 1,000 iterations for bootstrapping.
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PCR primers, while variable regions within this gene permit
discrimination between bacterial types (16). This approach has
been applied successfully to the analysis of environmental (2,
20, 35, 37, 42) and human (18, 26, 28, 29, 38) bacterial communities and has revealed a much broader bacterial diversity
than has traditional culture-based techniques (38). However,
to our knowledge, no previous study has examined the extent
of bacterial diversity within the lungs of intubated patients by
culture-independent methods.
Here, we report the use of two 16S rRNA gene-based culture-independent methods, clone library sequencing (the current “gold standard” in microbial ecology) (1) and a novel
high-density oligonucleotide microarray (PhyloChip) (3). Clone
libraries typically involve sequencing of a few hundred 16S
rRNA genes following PCR amplification; while this strategy
provides great specificity, it may profile only the dominant
organisms of a complex bacterial population, while less-abundant species that may contribute to disease pathogenesis remain undetected. For this reason, the PhyloChip approach was
applied in parallel with 16S rRNA clone libraries to determine
changes in the bacterial community composition of the lungs of
intubated patients with hospital-acquired Pseudomonas aeruginosa during antimicrobial treatment.

Mechanically ventilated patients develop bacterial colonization of the oropharynx and endotracheal tube within 12 h of
intubation (14, 36). During mechanical ventilation, the endotracheal tube decreases normal airway defenses and allows
microbe-laden oropharyngeal or gastric secretions to be aspirated around the endotracheal tube into the lower airways
(14). The fate of such bacteria in the lungs of intubated patients is largely unknown. To date, investigations of intubated
patients have used aerobic cultures of either endotracheal secretions or bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) specimens to determine the presence of pathogenic bacteria. However, these
techniques determine neither the dominant bacterial species
nor the range of bacterial diversity within the community.
Culture-independent methods provide a more comprehensive
view of bacterial diversity and may be used to evaluate complex
bacterial community dynamics, particularly during antibiotic
therapy.
Culture-independent analyses are typically based on biomarker identification. The 16S rRNA gene is the most commonly used biomarker for bacterial community studies (44).
Highly conserved regions of the 16S rRNA gene enable amplification of this gene from most bacteria with “universal”
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient selection and sampling protocol. Daily endotracheal aspirates (EAs)
were collected from all intubated patients in the medical, surgical, neurovascular,
and cardiac intensive care units of the University of California at San Francisco
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Management of airway infections caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a serious clinical challenge, but little
is known about the microbial ecology of airway infections in intubated patients. We analyzed bacterial diversity
in endotracheal aspirates obtained from intubated patients colonized by P. aeruginosa by using 16S rRNA clone
libraries and microarrays (PhyloChip) to determine changes in bacterial community compositions during
antibiotic treatment. Bacterial 16S rRNA genes were absent from aspirates obtained from patients briefly
intubated for elective surgery but were detected by PCR in samples from all patients intubated for longer
periods. Sequencing of 16S rRNA clone libraries demonstrated the presence of many orally, nasally, and
gastrointestinally associated bacteria, including known pathogens, in the lungs of patients colonized with P.
aeruginosa. PhyloChip analysis detected the same organisms and many additional bacterial groups present at
low abundance that were not detected in clone libraries. For each patient, both culture-independent methods
showed that bacterial diversity decreased following the administration of antibiotics, and communities became
dominated by a pulmonary pathogen. P. aeruginosa became the dominant species in six of seven patients
studied, despite treatment of five of these six with antibiotics to which it was sensitive in vitro. Our data
demonstrate that the loss of bacterial diversity under antibiotic selection is highly associated with the
development of pneumonia in ventilated patients colonized with P. aeruginosa. Interestingly, PhyloChip analysis demonstrated reciprocal changes in abundance between P. aeruginosa and the class Bacilli, suggesting that
these groups may compete for a similar ecological niche and suggesting possible mechanisms through which
the loss of microbial diversity may directly contribute to pathogen selection and persistence.
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and quantification criteria were essentially as previously reported (3), with some
minor exceptions. For a probe pair to be considered positive, the difference in
intensity between the perfect match (PM) and mismatch (MM) probes must be
at least 130 times the squared noise value (N). A taxon was considered present
in the sample when 90% or more of its assigned probe pairs for its corresponding
probe set were positive (positive fraction, ⱖ0.90). Hybridization intensity (referred to as intensity) was calculated in arbitrary units for each probe set as the
trimmed average (maximum and minimum values removed before averaging) of
the PM minus MM intensity differences across the probe pairs in a given probe
set. All intensities of ⬍1 were shifted to 1 to avoid errors in subsequent logarithmic transformations. To account for scanning intensity variations from array
to array, the intensities resulting from the internal standard probe sets were
natural log transformed. Adjustment factors for each PhyloChip were calculated
by fitting a linear model by the least-squares method. A PhyloChip’s adjustment
factor was subtracted from each probe set’s lnintensity. Intensities for patient 1
were also normalized by total array intensity. When summarizing PhyloChip
results to the subfamily, the taxon with a probe set producing the highest intensity within a subfamily was used.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The nucleotide sequences generated
in this study have been submitted to the GenBank database under accession
numbers EF508731 to EF512008.

RESULTS
We began our study by comparing sampling techniques. To
do this, the bacterial species compositions of samples obtained
with blind mini-BAL were compared to those obtained with
EAs from two patients with hospital-acquired P. aeruginosa by
using 16S rRNA clone library sequencing. While there were
distinct differences in community compositions between these
two patients, the community compositions of the EA and BAL
samples from each individual were highly similar (Fig. 1A and
B). Therefore, in the remainder of this study, EAs were used
due to the simplicity and cost-effectiveness of this less-invasive
sample collection method.
Next, as a control for this study, EA samples were collected
from three healthy individuals who had been briefly intubated
for elective surgery. No 16S rRNA PCR product was detected
from these patients (data not shown) under the conditions that
readily yielded 16S rRNA amplicons in study patients, confirming that the normal lung is sterile and that our techniques
identify organisms present only after colonization of the endotracheal tube and airway has occurred.
We next collected EAs from seven patients colonized by
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Patient age, sex, timing of EA sampling, periods of antibiotic administration, and antibiotic sensitivity details are presented in Table 1. All patient samples
yielded a 16S rRNA PCR product, and a total of 3,278 nonchimeric 16S rRNA sequences from patient-derived 16S libraries were subjected to phylogenetic analysis. Almost all organisms detected by cloning and sequencing were from five
bacterial phyla, the Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Proteobacteria,
Actinobacteria, and Fusobacteria (Fig. 1C). Over half (55%) of
the sequences obtained were from Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
followed by Stenotrophomonas maltophilia (9.7%), Prevotella
spp. (5.8%), Acinetobacter spp. (5.7%), Serratia marcescens
(5.0%), Haemophilus spp. (3.8%), Neisseria spp. (3.3%), Mycoplasma spp. (2.4%), and Streptococcus spp. (2.3%). An additional18 genera were detected but together represented less
than 7% of all clones sequenced. Of these less-abundant species, many are known oral, nasal, and gastrointestinal tract
inhabitants, e.g., Porphyromonas, Campylobacter, Fusobacterium,
Lactobacillus, Enterococcus, Rothia, Actinomyces, Abiotrophia,
Alcaligenes, Corynebacterium, Staphylococcus, and Veillonella
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(UCSF). Daily EA samples were obtained, and all samples were screened by
culture on Difco Pseudomonas isolation agar (Becton Dickinson). Pseudomonaspositive patients were approached, they gave informed consent, and daily quantitative cultures of P. aeruginosa were performed on their respiratory samples.
Blind mini-bronchoalveolar lavage (mini-BAL) was performed with a CombiCath catheter when clinical infection was suspected. The right bronchoalveolar
tree was irrigated with three 20-ml aliquots of nonbacteriostatic saline. The
resulting lavage was used for P. aeruginosa culture and 16S rRNA analysis. Blind
mini-BAL and EA samples were centrifuged and stored at ⫺80°C. Clinical data
were collected from patients’ charts and recorded in an Access database so that
severity of illness could be correlated with 16S rRNA data. Antibiotic drug
history was also recorded. All protocols were approved by the Committee on
Human Research of UCSF.
DNA extraction and amplification of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene. Bacterial
genomic DNA was isolated from 0.5 ml of EA and BAL samples with the
Promega (Carlsbad, CA) Wizard genomic DNA purification kit, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions for purification of both gram-negative and grampositive bacteria. The 16S rRNA gene was amplified from extracted DNA with
the universal bacterial primers Bact-27F (5⬘-AGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG3⬘) and Bact-1492R (5⬘-GGTTACCTTGTTACGACTT-3⬘) (22). The reaction
mixture (50 l, final volume) contained 5 l of 10⫻ PCR buffer (Amersham, NJ),
1 l of deoxynucleoside triphosphates (10 mM), 0.7 l of forward primer and
reverse primer (100 pmol/l each), 0.35 l of Taq polymerase (5 U/l; Amersham), and 1 l of template DNA. PCR was performed with the DNA Engine
Tetrad thermal cycler (Bio-Rad). To maximize the number of bacterial species
that could be recovered by PCR, three different annealing temperatures (48°C,
52°C, and 56°C) were used for each sample to amplify the 16S rRNA genes. The
following cycling parameters were used: 3 min of initial denaturation at 95°C
followed by 25 cycles of denaturation (30 s at 95°C), annealing (30 s), and
elongation (120 s at 72°C), with a final extension at 72°C for 7 min. Amplified
products from all samples were verified by gel electrophoresis. All PCR products
were gel purified with the QIAquick gel extraction kit (QIAGEN), and, for each
sample, the purified products amplified at three different annealing temperatures
were pooled for cloning, sequencing, and microarray analysis.
Cloning and sequencing. To generate libraries for each sample, the respective
full-length 16S RNA PCR products were cloned into pCR4-TOPO vectors (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. One hundred ninety-two
transformants from each library were picked randomly. Double-ended sequencing reactions of the entire 16S RNA sequence were carried out with PE BigDye
terminator chemistry (Perkin Elmer) and resolved with an ABI PRISM 3730
(Applied Biosystems) capillary DNA sequencer. Sequencing was performed at
the DOE Joint Genome Institute.
Sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis. Paired-end sequencing reads
of 16S rRNA clones were assembled with Phrap (12, 13), and only clones in
which ⬎80% of the bases had quality scores of at least Phred 20 (indicating a
probability of error of ⱕ1%) were included in the analysis. Chimeric sequences
were then detected with an online tool at Greengenes (8) (http://greengenes.lbl
.gov) by using an updated version of Bellerophon (19) and were also excluded
from the analysis. For the 19 samples we report here, an average of 90% of
sequenced clones met these criteria and were included in subsequent analyses.
Sequences were aligned to the Greengenes 7,682-character format with the
NAST (9) web server prior to being assigned to a taxonomic node with a sliding
scale of similarity thresholds (34) and the Greengenes classifying tool. Distance
matrices were constructed for each library with the distance matrix tool at
Greengenes, with NAST-aligned sequence data as input.
Phylotype clustering and diversity estimates. Using the distance matrices
generated, numbers of 16S rRNA gene phylotypes were calculated at 99%
sequence identity with the furthest neighbor clustering in the program DOTUR
(33), with 1,000 iterations for bootstrapping. A representative 16S rRNA genebased phylogenetic tree was constructed with the software package ARB (32)
using data from the Greengenes database. Microbial diversity was estimated with
the Shannon diversity index (H⬘). This index takes into account both the number
of species present and the proportion of the total accounted for by each species,
increasing with species number and greater unevenness of species prevalence
(11, 15, 23). The number of species present and the diversity index were compared with the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired samples.
PhyloChip processing, scanning, probe set scoring, and normalization. The
pooled PCR product was spiked with known concentrations of synthetic 16S
rRNA gene fragments and non-16S rRNA gene fragments as internal standards
for normalization, with quantities ranging from 5.02 ⫻ 108 to 7.29 ⫻ 1010
molecules applied to the final hybridization mix. Target fragmentation, biotin
labeling, PhyloChip hybridization, scanning, and staining were as described by
Brodie et al. (3), while background subtraction, noise calculation, and detection
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FIG. 1. (A and B) Comparisons of 16S rRNA clone libraries of EA (white bars) and BAL (black bars) patient samples. (A) A total of 173 clones were
sequenced from the EA samples, and 153 clones were sequenced from the BAL samples. (B) A total of 154 clones were sequenced from the EA samples,
and 141 clones were sequenced from the BAL samples. Species abundances (as percentages) of the sequenced clones are indicated above the bars.
(C) Phylogenetic tree showing all recognized bacterial phyla/divisions. Phyla detected in EAs by cloning and PhyloChip microarray analyses are shown.
The five main phyla detected by clone library are indicated. Many additional phyla, undetected by cloning, were detected by array analysis.
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TABLE 1. Patient information and antimicrobial treatment
Patient

1

No. of days after
enrollment
(sample no.)

1 (1)

Antimicrobial treatment
Sex

Patient age
Within 24 h before study enrollment

Following sampling (sensitivitya)

Female

57 yr

Cefazolin, piperacillin-tazobactam

Piperacillin-tazobactam (S), fluconazole,
cefazolin
Cefazolin (S), fluconazole (S), levofloxacin (S)

Male

79 yr

Cefazolin, ceftazidime

Antifungal, ceftazidime (S), vancomycin
Ceftazidime (R), vancomycin, piperacillintazobactam (S), ciprofloxacin (S)
Vancomycin, piperacillin-tazobactam,
ciprofloxacin

7 (2)
2

1 (1)
11 (2)
15 (3)
1 (1)
5 (2)

Female

54 yr

None

Ciprofloxacin (S)
Ciprofloxacin

4

1 (1)
7 (2)

Male

55 yr

None

Piperacillin-tazobactam, vancomycin
Piperacillin-tazobactam

5

1 (1)
4 (2)

Female

85 yr

Clindamycin

Clindamycin, piperacillin-tazobactam (S)
Piperacillin-tazobactam (S), vancomycin,
ciprofloxacin (S)
None
None
None

Female

45 yr

None

Meropenem (I), fluconazole, linezolid
Tobramycin(S), imipenem (I), cefpirome,
cefazolin, cefepime (I)
Timentin, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole,
imipenem, vancomycin, fluconazole,
cefepime, cefpirome, amphotericin B,
tobramycin

Ampicillin, gentamicin,
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole

Ampicillin (R), gentamicin

15 (3)
18 (4)
23 (5)
6

1 (1)
23 (2)
102 (3)

7

1 (1)

Female

2 mo

82 (2)
a

Gentamicin (S)

S, sensitive; R, resistant; I, indeterminate.

(6, 10, 27, 39). These results support the hypothesis that oral,
nasal, and gastrointestinal tract microbiota are the major reservoirs for bacteria that colonize the lower airway in intubated
patients (17, 40, 41).
We next evaluated the bacterial diversity in five patients
(Table 1, patients 1 to 5) for whom an initial sample was
obtained within 24 h of parenteral antibiotic administration
and a second sample was obtained 4 to 10 days later. Analysis
of microbial diversity in the 16S clone libraries demonstrated a
substantial reduction in bacterial diversity during antibiotic
administration (Fig. 2). The mean number of bacterial species
identified fell from 16.2 to 5.6 (P ⬍ 0.05), and Shannon’s
diversity index, a commonly used measure of microbial diversity, fell from 1.48 to 0.59 (P ⬍ 0.05). In each case, antibiotic
therapy led to selection of a pathogenic species that dominated
the community. In four of five patients, P. aeruginosa came to
dominate the microbial community at the second time point,
despite the administration of antibiotics to which it was susceptible in vitro (Table 1). In the fifth patient, the community
became dominated by another pathogen, Klebsiella pneumoniae. Even when P. aeruginosa constituted the majority of
the population at the initial time point, as in patient 3, who was
chronically ventilated, there was initial diversity in the remainder of the community that was lost with antibiotic therapy.

To investigate how the bacterial community changed over a
longer period of antibiotic treatment, we obtained additional
samples at later time points for two patients (patients 2 and 5),
and during prolonged antibiotic therapy in two additional patients (patients 6 and 7). All of these samples showed reduced
diversity compared with the initial time point, and P. aeruginosa was the predominant species in six of seven samples,
suggesting that once this organism is established as the dominant species, microbial diversity is slow to recover. Patient 2
did demonstrate a reduction in the relative abundance of P.
aeruginosa following adjustment of antipseudomonal therapy
11 days after colonization, and, importantly, this was accompanied by substantial recovery of microbial diversity. This patient improved clinically, and extubation was attempted. Collectively, these data demonstrate that the loss of bacterial
diversity and Pseudomonas dominance are highly correlated
during antipseudomonal therapy.
Dominance of bacterial communities by one or a few species
may result either from overgrowth of the dominant species or
from loss of the nondominant species. Due to the limited
number of clones that can feasibly be sampled from clone
libraries, highly abundant species may mask the presence of
less-abundant but clinically significant species. To determine
whether the decline in diversity observed in clone libraries was
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a true reflection of the bacterial community in these patients,
bacterial diversity was also analyzed with high-density microarrays (PhyloChips), which have enhanced sensitivity for lowabundance species compared with cloning (7). For four patients, the same 16S rRNA gene amplicon pools from which
clone libraries were prepared were subsequently hybridized to
PhyloChips, and the bacterial communities were compared
(Fig. 3). While the microarray approach detected ⬎30 times
more bacterial types than did clone library sequencing (P ⬍
0.0001), the PhyloChip data clearly mirrored the loss of diversity found in the clone library data, with the mean number of
observed phylotypes falling from 517 to 280 during antibiotic
treatment (P ⬍ 0.05). These data clearly show that the loss of
diversity demonstrated in clone libraries is not an artifact of
sampling and confirm that antibiotic treatment leads to lower
diversity.
Due to the great sensitivity of the PhyloChip, entire bacterial
community responses can be monitored by this technique.
Figure 4A illustrates temporal changes in the fluorescence

FIG. 3. Comparison of PhyloChip and clone library monitoring of
bacterial diversity (phylotype numbers) over time for four patients.
Closed symbols show numbers of bacterial phylotypes detected by
PhyloChip analysis; open symbols show numbers of bacterial phylotypes detected by clone library on a logarithmic scale. The PhyloChip
reveals many more bacterial groups, but the data exactly mirror the
loss of diversity revealed by clone library sequencing.
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FIG. 2. Temporal changes in bacterial diversity. Each bar represents the color-coded relative abundance of bacteria in a single EA. Numbers above
the horizontal bars represent individual patients, and the numbers of clones analyzed for each sample are indicated directly above each bar. For each
sample, Shannon’s diversity statistic, which reflects both species numbers and evenness of species distribution, is plotted below the histogram.
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FIG. 4. PhyloChip analysis of complete bacterial communities over time in EAs. (A) Bacteria are ordered alphabetically from left to right
according to taxonomic affiliation. Bars above the zero line represent bacteria that increased in abundance relative to the first EA sample being
compared; bars below represent those bacteria that declined in abundance. (B) Venn diagrams demonstrate the number of bacterial subfamilies
detected at each time point. Note the significant overlap in composition between successive time points.
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DISCUSSION
Management of infections caused by P. aeruginosa is increasingly difficult due to this bacterium’s metabolic versatility,
intrinsic antimicrobial resistance, and remarkable armory of
virulence factors. Clinically, treatment options are becoming
limited due to the rapid emergence of multidrug-resistant
strains, which are now estimated to account for up to 30% of
strains isolated from patients in nursing homes, hospitals, and
intensive care units (30). In this study, we used 16S rRNAbased culture-independent methods to determine the effect of
antibiotic therapy on bacterial community dynamics in patients
colonized with P. aeruginosa. Compared to culture-based
methods, both clone library and microarray techniques have
often provided a richer picture of microbial diversity (3, 10,
44), and we found that to be true in this study. Prior to, or early
in, antibiotic therapy, the airways were colonized with a remarkably wide array of oral, nasal, and gut flora that are
presumably aspirated into the lung around the endotracheal
tube.
Not unexpectedly, antimicrobial treatment had a pronounced effect on bacterial community composition, with bacterial diversity falling in every case. In most cases, P. aeruginosa
began as a relatively small fraction of the observed species and
came to dominate the community despite the administration of
antibiotics to which it was sensitive in vitro. Alarmingly, pathogenic species became dominant in every patient during antibiotic therapy, and both the loss of diversity and P. aeruginosa
dominance often persisted during prolonged antibiotic therapy. When P. aeruginosa declined with antibiotic therapy after
becoming dominant (patient 2), there was a substantial recov-

ery in microbial diversity. In contrast, when P. aeruginosa was
replaced by a dominant pathogen (patient 4), diversity declined. Together, our data demonstrate that loss of diversity is
highly correlated with pathogen selection in P. aeruginosacolonized patients who are treated with antibiotics. We hypothesize that reduced microbial diversity under antibiotic selection in the airways may contribute directly to pathogen
selection through the loss of microbial competition. This concept is supported by the observation that the abundance of
specific organisms (notably Actinobacteria and Bacilli) always
appeared to change in a manner opposite that of P. aeruginosa.
It has long been hypothesized that the evolution of virulence
is related to the number and variety of bacterial species infecting the host (4, 31). Previously, it was predicted that increased
diversity of pathogenic species would promote virulence of
individual species (31). However, more recently it has been
demonstrated that in polymicrobial infections, less-virulent
strains are often favored, suggesting that increased diversity
may in fact reduce virulence (21). This hypothesis is supported
by our observation that administration of antimicrobials eliminates competition by decreasing the diversity of nontarget
organisms and allowing an increase in pathogen abundance.
One mechanism through which a decrease in bacterial diversity
might alter virulence is quorum sensing. Quorum sensing is a
means of bacterial cross-talk between individual cells incorporated into a biofilm, and it may radically affect the gene expression and virulence of pathogens, including P. aeruginosa
(24, 25, 43). Further studies investigating the contribution of
bacterial dynamics to pathogenicity will be required to fully
evaluate this hypothesis.
This study highlights the importance of recognizing and
understanding the complex bacterial community dynamic
that exists in the airways of intubated patients and that is
routinely missed by traditional culture-based analyses.
Treatment strategies that rely primarily on the identification
of P. aeruginosa in the airways may often result in suboptimal clinical outcomes. Specifically, in our study, administration of antibiotics to patients colonized with P. aeruginosa
within a complex bacterial community led to loss of microbial diversity and selection of P. aeruginosa or another
pathogen. In previous studies, strategies to minimize antibiotic use led to improved outcomes and the emergence of
fewer multidrug-resistant strains (5). While further study is
clearly needed, we believe that culture-independent surveillance of microbial diversity could be a useful adjunct in the
management of intubated patients colonized by P. aeruginosa by helping to determine both the effectiveness and the
appropriate duration of antibiotic therapy.
We used two culture-independent methods in this study,
both of which showed qualitatively similar reductions in
bacterial diversity during antibiotic treatment. The PhyloChip is clearly superior to clone library sequencing for assessing the complete spectrum of bacteria present in the
community, including low-abundance species, while the 16S
rRNA library approach provides important information on
relative abundance at the species level. Both culture-independent molecular methods documented a multitude of bacteria undetected by standard identification techniques. Importantly, this was true not only for fastidious, slow-growing,
and/or unculturable organisms but also for routinely cul-
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intensity of bacteria detected by PhyloChip. Bacteria demonstrating large changes in intensity between time points are
labeled, and these correspond well to the dominant bacterial
species detected by clone library analysis. The dominance of a
few species within a community analyzed by 16S rRNA clone
library clearly reflects the limited number of clones sequenced.
The PhyloChip readily demonstrated that many bacteria
present at the initial sampling point were indeed still present in
the subsequent sampling period (Fig. 4B). Conversely, bacteria
such as Klebsiella that became dominant in later clone library
samples were detected in the initial sample by PhyloChip but
were not detected in the corresponding clone library. This
underscores the potential for low-abundance species to eventually dominate bacterial communities during the course of
antimicrobial administration.
The microarray analysis also allowed us to correlate changes
in phylogenetic groups over time when these groups of bacteria
respond in similar manners to antibiotic administration. For
example the ␥-Proteobacteria (which include Pseudomonas
aeruginosa) generally exhibit an inverse relationship in abundance with bacteria in the phylum Actinobacteria and in the
class Bacilli (which includes Lactobacillus, Streptococcus,
Staphylococcus, and Enterococcus) in all patients examined
(Fig. 4A). Similarly Haemophilus and Pseudomonas also demonstrated an inverse relationship. The reciprocal changes in
these subgroups within the bacterial community suggest they
may be competing for similar niches in the endotracheal environment or otherwise influencing each other’s growth.
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tured pathogens (3, 10, 44). Unlike sequencing, the PhyloChip method does not require cloning and is therefore rapid
enough that it could be used to provide information about
bacterial abundance and diversity in the clinical setting.
In summary, we have documented the evolution of the complex bacterial community that exists in intubated patients, who
are often subjected to a variety of antibiotics. Our data indicate
that P. aeruginosa frequently arises to become the dominant
organism in colonized patients, as competing flora are eliminated by antimicrobial therapy. This may occur even when the
patient is on appropriate antipseudomonal therapy as indicated by the in vitro susceptibility profile. If bacterial community changes could be monitored in a timely and cost-effective
manner, the effectiveness of antimicrobial therapy might be
more readily judged. Furthermore, we hypothesize that this
methodology could be utilized to gauge the effectiveness of
antibiotic treatment and individualize the duration of antibiotic therapy, perhaps by treating only until microbial diversity
rebounds. Ultimately, culture-independent methods such as
the PhyloChip will need to be tested for the ability to help
guide antibiotic therapy and improve outcomes for intubated
patients.
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Reduction of soluble uranium U(VI) to less-soluble uranium U(IV) is a promising approach to minimize
migration from contaminated aquifers. It is generally assumed that, under constant reducing conditions, U(IV)
is stable and immobile; however, in a previous study, we documented reoxidation of U(IV) under continuous
reducing conditions (Wan et al., Environ. Sci. Technol. 2005, 39:6162–6169). To determine if changes in
microbial community composition were a factor in U(IV) reoxidation, we employed a high-density phylogenetic
DNA microarray (16S microarray) containing 500,000 probes to monitor changes in bacterial populations
during this remediation process. Comparison of the 16S microarray with clone libraries demonstrated successful detection and classification of most clone groups. Analysis of the most dynamic groups of 16S rRNA
gene amplicons detected by the 16S microarray identified five clusters of bacterial subfamilies responding in
a similar manner. This approach demonstrated that amplicons of known metal-reducing bacteria such as
Geothrix fermentans (confirmed by quantitative PCR) and those within the Geobacteraceae were abundant
during U(VI) reduction and did not decline during the U(IV) reoxidation phase. Significantly, it appears that
the observed reoxidation of uranium under reducing conditions occurred despite elevated microbial activity
and the consistent presence of metal-reducing bacteria. High-density phylogenetic microarrays constitute a
powerful tool, enabling the detection and monitoring of a substantial portion of the microbial population in a
routine, accurate, and reproducible manner.
Although a wide range of bacteria are capable of uranium
reduction (27), the reduction of U(VI) to U(IV) typically coincides with an increase in populations of metal-reducing bacteria such as members of the Geobacteraceae and others within
the Deltaproteobacteria (18, 22, 28, 54). A recent pilot scale
field application has suggested that uranium reduction is transient, with remobilization apparently associated with shifts to
microbial populations possibly less capable of U(VI) reduction
(2). While it has been shown that reoxidation of U(IV) can
occur in the presence of molecular O2, NO3⫺, and denitrification intermediates (NO2⫺ and N2O) (15), it is generally assumed that reduced U is stable under constant low redox
conditions.
In an effort to monitor the long-term stability of bioreduced
U(IV), we carried out flowthrough column incubations for
more than 500 days using soil from Area 2 of the uraniumcontaminated NABIR Field Research Center (FRC) at Oak
Ridge, Tenn. (60). U(VI) reduction and immobilization appeared to be successful for the first 100 days; however, following this period of net U(VI) reduction, significant reoxidation
of U(IV) and remobilization of U(VI) occurred. Surprisingly,
during the period of net U(IV) reduction, columns were under
constant reducing (methanogenic) conditions. To determine if
the remobilization of U(VI) was associated with alterations in
microbial populations, we used a high-density oligonucleotide
microarray-based approach (10) which permits simultaneous
monitoring of the population dynamics of almost 9,000 distin-

Uranium contamination is a persistent legacy of the cold war
era. When uranium mining and processing for nuclear weapons
and fuel were at their peak, uranium-containing wastes accumulated, resulting in a multitude of contaminated sites worldwide. In
the United States specifically, there are more than 120 uranium
contaminated sites, containing approximately 6.4 trillion liters of
waste (33). The dominant uranium isotope in this waste, 238U, has
a half-life of approximately 4.5 billion years; additionally, uranium
is a heavy metal and as such is toxic to cellular function. Uranium
remediation strategies in recent years have focused on containment, to minimize migration of uranium in groundwater and
prevent infiltration into surrounding water courses and potable
water supplies. A promising approach to minimizing uranium
migration is to catalyze the reduction of soluble U(VI) to the
less-soluble U(IV) (31, 39). This process can be accelerated by the
action of indigenous microorganisms fueled through the addition
of exogenous carbon. Organic carbon addition stimulates biomass
and microbial activity in these typically nutrient-poor environments and has a profound impact on microbial community composition (18, 35).
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guishable prokaryotic taxa/units (operational taxonomic units
[OTUs]). To validate this approach, we also analyzed identical
samples using a more routine clone library approach in addition to confirmatory tests using quantitative PCR. Microarrays
targeting functional genes have been employed for analysis of
biodegradative capabilities in contaminated sites (43), while
16S rRNA gene microarrays have been used successfully to
differentiate bacteria in specific groups, such as Enterococcus
(26), Cyanobacteria, (4), nitrifying bacteria (24), fish pathogens
(61), and human colon microflora (37). Here we report the first
application of high-density array technology in profiling the
complex microbial communities of soils or sediments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Column setup and analyses. The experiment was conducted on soils heavily
contaminated from past U waste disposal (U concentration of 206 mg kg⫺1),
obtained from the NABIR Field Research Center (FRC) at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (Tennessee) (http://www.esd.ornl.gov/nabirfrc/). Wet soils were
passed through a 5.6-mm sieve, homogenized, packed into columns (200-mm
length, 32-mm inner diameter [ID]) to a bulk density of 1.35 Mg m⫺3 and
permeated with 10.7 mM Na-lactate solution (32 mM organic carbon [OC], pH
7.2) to stimulate U bioreduction by the native microbial community. The solution
was supplied at a pore fluid velocity of 13 mm day⫺1 for 215 days, and thereafter
decreased to 10 mm day⫺1. Uranium reoxidation and remobilization was noted
after 100 days, 115 days prior to the reduction in fluid pore velocity. Throughout
the experiment, OC concentrations in the column effluents did not decline below
1 mM, demonstrating a nonlimiting supply of OC despite decreased pore fluid
velocity. Further details are presented by Wan et al. (60).
Microbial activity. Dehydrogenase activity was determined by 2-(p-iodophenyl)3-(p-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl tetrazolium chloride (INT) reduction (57) under anaerobic conditions at room temperature.
DNA extraction from soil. DNA was extracted from 500 mg (wet weight) of
soil using a BIO101 soil DNA extraction kit (QBiogene, Irvine, Calif.) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. For samples taken prior to lactate stimulation
(“Area 2” soil) and during the net U(VI) reduction phase (“Red.”), 3 subsamples
were taken from homogenized material and each extracted independently. For
samples taken during the net U(IV) oxidation phase (“Ox.”), 3 regions of the
column were sampled, bottom, middle, and top, to test for variability in microbial
community composition. Extracted DNA was quantified by absorption at 260
nm, and quantities are expressed in terms of g DNA g soil (dry weight)⫺1.
PCR amplification of 16S rRNA genes. 16S rRNA genes were amplified from
each DNA extract in triplicate, and amplicons were pooled for each extract.
PCRs were performed in a final volume of 100 l and contained 1⫻ Takara
ExTaq PCR buffer, 2 mM MgCl2, 300 M primers (27F and 1492R) (62), 200
M deoxynucleoside triphosphates, 50 g bovine serum albumin, 0.5 l of DNA
extract, and 2.5 U ExTaq DNA polymerase (Takara Mirus Bio Inc., Madison,
Wis.), and sterile milliQ H2O up to 100 l. For terminal restriction fragment
length polymorphism (T-RFLP) analysis, the forward primer 27F was labeled
with 6-carboxyfluorescein for detection by capillary electrophoresis. Cycling was
performed using an iCycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, Calif.) with initial denaturation
at 95°C (5 min), followed by 35 cycles of 95°C (30 s), 53°C (30 s), and 72°C (1
min) using maximum temperature ramp rates, and a final extension at 72°C (7
min). Amplicons were run on 1% agarose gels. Amplicons were purified using an
UltraClean PCR clean up kit (MoBio, Inc., Carlsbad, Calif.) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol, eluted in a final volume of 50 l, and quantified by gel
electrophoresis.
Microbial community screening by T-RFLP. Terminally labeled 16S rRNA
gene amplicons were generated, purified, and quantified as described above.
Approximately 400 ng of amplicon was digested overnight at 37°C in a 50-l
reaction mixture containing 2 U of restriction endonuclease AluI (NEB, Beverly,
Mass.) in 1⫻ NEB buffer 2. Digested amplicons were precipitated and desalted
prior to capillary electrophoresis using glycogen as a coprecipitant and standard
salt-alcohol procedures. Pellets were dried under a vacuum in the dark and
resuspended in Hi-Di formamide (10 l; Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
Calif.). Aliquots (1 l) were mixed with a GeneScan 500-Rox size standard (0.25
l; Applied Biosystems) and 10 l Hi-Di formamide. Immediately prior to
electrophoresis, samples were denatured at 95°C for 5 min and cooled rapidly on
ice. Electrophoresis was carried out using an ABI 3100 automated capillary
sequencer (Applied Biosystems) run in GeneScan mode, with an electrokinetic
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injection time of 60 s. Terminal restriction fragments (TRFs) were sized using
GeneScan v3.7 software (Applied Biosystems). All profiles consistently gave
cumulative peak heights of over 10,000 fluorescence units, and only peaks of 50
fluorescence units or greater were considered further. TRFs were considered
identical if they differed by ⬍0.5 bp. Individual TRF heights were normalized as
a percentage of total peak height. Principal component analysis (PCA) ordination was performed using the software package PC-Ord v.4.01 (MjM Software,
Gleneden Beach, Oreg.).
Oligonucleotide probe selection and 16S PhyloChip design. The microarray
probe design approach previously described for differentiating Staphylococcaceae
(10) was applied to all known prokaryotic sequences of substantial length.
Briefly, 16S rRNA gene sequences (Escherichia coli base pair positions 47 to
1473) were obtained from over 30,000 16S rRNA gene sequences that were at
least 600 nucleotides in length in the 15 March 2002 release of the 16S rRNA
gene database “Greengenes” (greengenes.lbl.gov). This region was selected because it is bounded on both ends by universally conserved segments that can be
used as PCR priming sites to amplify bacterial or archaeal genomic material
using only 2 to 4 primers (11). Putative chimeric sequences were filtered from the
data set using the software package Bellerophon, preventing them from being misconstrued as novel organisms (19). The filtered sequences are considered to be the
set of putative 16S rRNA gene amplicons. Sequences were clustered to enable each
sequence of a cluster to be complementary to a set of perfectly matching (PM)
probes. Putative amplicons were placed in the same cluster as a result of common
17-mers found in the sequence. The resulting 8,935 clusters, each containing approximately 0 to 3% sequence divergence, were considered OTUs representing all
121 demarcated prokaryotic orders. The taxonomic family of each OTU was assigned according to the placement of its member organisms in Bergey’s Taxonomic
Outline (16). The taxonomic outline maintained by Philip Hugenholtz (20) was
consulted for phylogenetic classes containing uncultured environmental organisms
or unclassified families belonging to named higher taxa. The OTUs comprising each
family were clustered into subfamilies by transitive sequence identity according to a
previously described method (10). Altogether, 842 subfamilies were found. The
taxonomic position of each OTU and the accompanying NCBI accession numbers of
the sequences composing each OTU can be viewed at http://greengenes.lbl.gov
/Download/Taxonomic_Outlines/G2_chip_SeqDescByOTU_tax_outline.txt.
The objective of the probe selection strategy was to obtain an effective set of
probes capable of correctly categorizing mixed amplicons into their proper OTU.
For each OTU, a set of 11 or more specific 25-mers (probes) were sought that
were prevalent in members of a given OTU but were dissimilar from sequences
outside the given OTU. In the first step of probe selection for a particular OTU,
each of the sequences in the OTU was separated into overlapping 25-mers, the
potential targets. Then each potential target was matched to as many sequences
of the OTU as possible. It was not adequate to use a text pattern search to match
potential targets and sequences, since partial gene sequences were included in
the reference set. Therefore, the multiple-sequence alignment provided by
Greengenes was necessary to provide a discrete measurement of group size at
each potential probe site. For example, if an OTU containing seven sequences
possessed a probe site where one member was missing data, then the site-specific
OTU size was only six. In ranking the possible targets, those having data for all
members of that OTU were preferred over those found only in a fraction of the
OTU members. In the second step, a subset of the prevalent targets was selected
and reverse complemented into probe orientation, avoiding those capable of
mis-hybridization to an unintended amplicon. Probes presumed to have the
capacity to mis-hybridize were those 25-mers that contained a central 17-mer
matching sequences in more than one OTU (34, 56). Thus, probes that were
unique to an OTU solely due to a distinctive base in one of the outer four bases
were avoided. Also, probes with mis-hybridization potential to sequences having a
common tree node near the root were favored over those with a common node near
the terminal branch. Probes complementary to target sequences that were selected
for fabrication are termed PM probes. As each PM probe was chosen, it was paired
with a control 25-mer (mismatching [MM] probe), identical in all positions except
the 13th base (34). The MM probe did not contain a central 17-mer complementary
to sequences in any OTU. The target probe and MM probes constitute a probe pair
analyzed together. PM probes for each OTU can be viewed at http://greengenes
.lbl.gov/cgi-bin/nph-show_probes_2_otu_alignments.cgi.
The chosen oligonucleotides were synthesized by a photolithographic method,
at Affymetrix, Inc. (Santa Clara, CA), directly onto a 1.28-cm by 1.28-cm glass
surface at an approximate density of 10,000 probes per m2 (6). Each unique
probe sequence on the array had a copy number of roughly 3.2 ⫻ 106 (Affymetrix,
personal communication). The entire array of 506,944 features was arranged as
a square grid of 712 rows and columns. Of these features, 297,851 were oligonucleotide PM or MM probes targeting 16S rRNA gene sequences, and the
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remaining were used for image orientation, normalization controls, or other
unrelated analyses.
16S microarray sample preparation. From each of the 9 pools of 16S rRNA
gene amplicons (3 each for Area 2, reduction, and oxidation sampling time
points), 2 g was DNaseI fragmented and biotin labeled, and an aliquot (1.85
g) was hybridized to custom-made Affymetrix GeneChips (16S PhyloChip)
according to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol in the same way as
cDNA is processed for expression arrays. Hybridization was performed at 60 rpm
at 48°C overnight. PhyloChip washing and staining were performed according to
standard Affymetrix protocols as described previously (32). In total, 9 microarrays were analyzed. Each PhyloChip was scanned and recorded as a pixel image,
and initial data acquisition and intensity determination were performed using
standard Affymetrix software (GeneChip microarray analysis suite, version 5.1).
Background subtraction. Background probes were identified as those producing intensities in the lowest 2% of all intensities. The average intensity of the
background probes was subtracted from the fluorescence intensity of all probes.
The noise value (N) was the variation in pixel intensity signals observed by the
scanner as it read the array surface. The standard deviation of the pixel intensities within each of the identified background cells was divided by the square
root of the number of pixels comprising that cell. The average of the resulting
quotients was used for N in the calculations described below.
Detection and quantification criteria. Probe pairs scored as positive were
those that met two criteria: (i) the intensity of fluorescence from the PM probe
was greater than 1.3 times the intensity from the MM control and (ii) the
difference in intensity, PM minus MM, was at least 500 times greater than the
squared noise value (⬎500 N2). These two criteria were chosen empirically to
provide stringency while maintaining sensitivity to the amplicons known to be
present from sequencing of cloned Area 2 16S rRNA gene amplicons. The
positive fraction (PosFrac) was calculated for each probe set as the number of
positive probe pairs divided by the total number of probe pairs in a probe set. An
OTU was considered present in the sample when over 90% of its assigned probe
pairs were positive (PosFrac ⬎ 0.90). A hybridization intensity score (HybScore)
was calculated in arbitrary units for each probe set as the trimmed average
(maximum and minimum values removed before averaging) of the PM minus
MM intensity differences across the probe pairs in a given probe set. All
HybScores of ⬍1 were shifted to 1 to avoid errors in subsequent logarithmic
transformations. Two groupings are used to describe bacteria detected by the 16S
microarray, the OTU and the subfamily. An OTU consists of a group of one or
more sequences with typically 97 to 100% sequence homology, while a subfamily
consists of a group of OTUs with typically no less than 94% sequence homology.
Most comparisons are presented in terms of subfamilies as a conservative estimate of array specificity.
Array normalization. To account for variation from array to array, internal
standards were added to each experiment. The internal standards were a set of
15 amplicons generated from yeast and bacterial metabolic genes, spiked into
each amplicon pool prior to fragmentation. The known concentrations of the
amplicons ranged from 4 pM to 605 pM in the final hybridization mix. HybScores
resulting from the 15 corresponding probe sets were natural log transformed.
Adjustment factors for each array were calculated by fitting a linear model using
the least-squares method. The calculated array-specific adjustment factor was
then subtracted from each probe set’s ln(HybScore) for each array. When summarizing array results to the subfamily, the probe set (OTU) with the highest
normalized array intensity (HybScore) was used as a representative.
Clone library comparison with microarray analyses. To compare the detection of bacteria using the 16S microarray with a more commonly used clone
library approach, aliquots from the same 16S rRNA gene amplicon pools generated from Area 2 soil for array analysis were combined prior to ligation to
pCR2.1 vectors. Following ligation, plasmids were transformed into TOP10 cells
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif.).
Clones (742) were randomly sequenced at the Department of Energy, Joint
Genome Institute. Individual cloned rRNA genes were sequenced from each
terminus, assembled using PHRED (14) and PHRAP (17), and required to pass
quality tests of Phred 20 (base call error probability ⬍ 10⫺2.0) to be included in
the comparison. Chimeric sequences were identified using BELLEROPHON
(19) and removed. Nonchimeric sequences of ⬎1,300 bp in length were retained
for further study and have been submitted to GenBank (see “Nucleotide sequence accession number” below). Representative 16S rRNA genes from each
array-detected OTU were aligned with quality-assured sequences from the clone
library. For phylogenetic placement, hypervariable regions of the alignment were
masked, leaving 1,287 columns for generating a distance matrix. Phylogenetic
trees were created from a neighbor-joining distance matrix using the ARB
maximum parsimony algorithm (29). Rarefaction analysis of clone library sampling and Chao1 (5) estimates of richness were carried out using the software
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package DOTUR (46). Coverage was calculated according to the method described by Singleton et al. (49).
Identifying dynamic OTUs and subfamilies. Triplicate PhyloChip arrays were
analyzed for each sample type, and normalized hybridization scores of representative OTUs within each subfamily were used to track changes in specific populations. A change in HybScore of 1,000 units is approximate to a 10-fold change
in gene copy number (data not shown). To identify the most dynamic 16S rRNA
gene amplicons, hierarchical clustering was performed on a prefiltered subfamily
list containing only the 100 most variable subfamilies (based on standard deviation). This was performed within the R statistical programming environment
(42) using the function “heatmap” within the package “made4” (9). Both samples
and subfamilies were clustered with 1 Pearson’s correlation as the distance
metric and UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean) as
the linkage method. Heatmaps were reordered by dendrogram clustering to
relocate covarying subfamilies and samples. The HybScore pattern over time for
each cluster was plotted by averaging the intensities of all subfamilies within a
cluster.
Real-time quantitative PCR confirmation of Geothrix fermentans population
dynamics. Previously described primers (7) were used for quantitative real-time
PCR (qPCR) (Gx.193F, 5⬘-GACCTTCGGCTGGGATGCTG-3⬘; Gx.448R, 5⬘AGTCGTGCCACCTTCGT-3⬘). qPCR was performed using an iCycler iQ realtime detection system with the iQ Sybr Green Supermix kit (Bio-Rad). Reaction
mixtures (final volume, 20 l) contained 1X iQ SYBR green Supermix, 6 pmol
of each primer, 10 g bovine serum albumin, 0.5 l DNA extract, and DNase/
RNase-free water. Following enzyme activation (95°C, 3 min), 40 cycles of 95°C
for 20 s, 51°C for 20 s, and 72°C for 30 s were performed. A specific data
acquisition step at 87°C for 10 s was set above the melting temperature of
potential primer dimers to minimize any nonamplicon SYBR green fluorescence.
The copy number of Geothrix fermentans 16S rRNA gene molecules was quantified by comparing cycle thresholds to a standard curve (in the range of 102 to
108 copies), run in parallel, using Geothrix fermentans 16S rRNA gene amplicons
generated by PCR (using universal bacterial primers 27F and 1492R) (62).
Regression coefficients for the standard curves were consistently greater than
0.99, and postamplification melt curve analyses displayed a single peak at 90°C,
indicative of specific Geothrix fermentans 16S rRNA gene amplification (data not
shown).
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The nonchimeric sequences of
⬎1,300 bp in length have been submitted to GenBank and assigned accession
numbers DQ125500 to DQ125935.

RESULTS
Microbial biomass and activity. Unsurprisingly, column infusion with lactate stimulated microbial biomass, with DNA
concentrations in soil samples taken during net U reduction
being almost 10 times greater than in the original soil (Fig.
1A). However, biomass decreased between the net reduction
and net oxidation phases. Lactate infusion also stimulated microbial activity (Fig. 1B), which increased from barely detectable levels in the original soil (1.2 g iodonitrotetrazolium
formazan [INF] g⫺1 h⫺1) to over 690 g INF g⫺1 h⫺1 in
samples from the net U reduction phase. Significantly, despite
decreased biomass, microbial activity more than doubled to
over 1,540 g INF g⫺1 h⫺1 in the net oxidation phase.
T-RFLP analysis of bacterial population shifts. Principal
component analysis (PCA) of 16S rRNA gene-based T-RFLP
profiles showed bacterial community divergence from the original starting material (Fig. 2), with separation occurring along
both axes. The net U reduction phase and net oxidation phase
samples also diverged but only along axis 2 (Fig. 2), indicating
closer association to each other than to the original Area 2 soil
community.
Clone library comparison with microarray analyses. Relatively large clone libraries (742 clones) were sequenced, assembled, and trimmed for quality before being screened for chimeras. After this quality control process, 429 high-quality
clones remained, with almost 24% being detected as chimeric,
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FIG. 1. Plots show DNA concentration (A) and microbial activity (dehydrogenase) (B) in soil samples taken from Area 2 soil before column
packing and during net U reduction and oxidation phases. Bars show means ⫾ standard errors (n ⫽ 3).

possibly due to the harsh nature of bead beating. Figure 3
shows a rarefaction curve with a sampling efficiency determined at 100% sequence homology (i.e., unique clones) and
99% sequence homology (i.e., the array defined OTU level).
Neither curve reached an asymptote, indicating incomplete
sampling of the Area 2 soil bacterial community after 429
high-quality clone sequences were analyzed. Coverage rates
were 0.49 at 100% homology (unique), 0.61 at 99% homology
(OTU), and 0.84 at 94% homology (subfamily).
Phylogenetic analysis of the composition of the Area 2 clone
library (Fig. 4) shows an amplicon pool dominated by the
Actinobacteria phylum accounting for almost 60% of the clones
sampled. The families Micrococcaceae and Microbacteriaceae
dominated the Actinobacteria clones, with the dominant species having their closest cultured homologs in Arthrobacter spp.
and Microbacterium spp., respectively. The Firmicutes and the
Proteobacteria represented the next most abundant phyla at
16% of clones each, with the latter being dominated by Alphaproteobacteria. Only one clone within the Deltaproteobacteria
was detected.

FIG. 2. PCA of 16S T-RFLP profiles showing bacterial community
divergence from original FRC Area 2 soil prior to column packing and
through net uranium reduction and reoxidation phases.

In total, all clones detected could be assigned to 63 groups,
most at the family or subfamily level. Of the 63 clone groups
detected, the 16S microarray accurately identified a member of
the same group in 59 cases, the other four cases consisted of
two novel singleton clones (AKAU3608 and AKAU3516) not
placed in any recognized bacterial grouping, a group of 11
clones within the family Nocardiaceae (subfamily 3) and a
group of 13 novel Chloroflexi clones (which we have termed
“uranium-contaminated soil clones”) with low homology to
previously sequenced Chloroflexi (3). In addition to the 59
groups of sequences in common between the clone and array
approach, the array also detected 194 additional groups at the
subfamily level. A phylogenetic tree comparing array and clone
library detection of bacterial groups is available (see Fig. S1 in
the supplemental material). Among the groups neglected by
the cloning approach but detected by the array were organisms
of significance to uranium bioremediation such as the

FIG. 3. Rarefaction analysis of clone library coverage of microbial
diversity in uranium-contaminated Area 2 soil samples. Two sequence
homology levels are shown: 100% represents the coverage estimate
when clones are placed in groups using this homology cutoff and 99%
represents the coverage estimate based on clones grouped using a 99%
sequence homology cutoff, which corresponds to the typical divergence
of sequences within array-defined OTUs.
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FIG. 5. Chao1 richness estimates of Area 2 soil bacterial communities based on clone library sampling. Richness estimates were made
using a 99% sequence homology group classification equivalent to
array-defined OTUs. The dashed gray line denotes the mean number
of OTUs detected by array in Area 2 samples. The dashed black line
denotes the number of OTUs detected by clone sequence analysis in
Area 2 samples.

FIG. 4. Neighbor-joining tree showing phylogenetic position of 16S
rRNA gene clones generated from Area 2 soil prior to column packing.
Sequences were inserted by parsimony into a tree containing all bacteria and archaea in the “greengenes” database (as of 3 May 2005).
Abbreviations are as follows: ␤-proteo, Betaproteobacteria; ␥-proteo,
Gammaproteobacteria; ␦, Deltaproteobacteria; G, Gemmatimonadetes;
Bact, Bacteroidetes; Ver, Verrucomicrobia; P, Planctomycetes; W, candidate division WS3; D, candidate division DSS1; Acido, Acidobacteria; Chlorof, Chloroflexi; T, candidate division TM7. Values in parentheses indicate numbers of clones in each group. Methanobacterium
subterraneum strain C2BIS was used to root the tree. The scale bar
represents 10 inferred nucleotide changes per 100 nucleotides analyzed.

Geobacteraceae, which we have previously shown by primerspecific PCR to be present in this Area 2 sediment genomic
DNA sample (60).
As rarefaction curves did not reach an asymptote, a nonparametric richness estimator, Chao1 (5), was used to predict
richness (Fig. 5). The predicted richness of 948 OTUs corresponds well with the array-detected richness of 978 OTUs.
While the curve has not yet leveled off, it is also possible that
richness is being underestimated.
Identifying dynamic OTUs and subfamilies. Dynamic OTUs
and subfamilies were detected by confining the analysis to the
100 subfamilies exhibiting the greatest standard deviation between the phases sampled. Hierarchical cluster analysis allowed detection of correlations between samples and also between subfamilies (Fig. 6). Array analysis indicated that Area
2 soil sample communities formed a separate cluster from
those sampled during the net uranium reduction or oxidation
phases, with the latter two arising from a common node. Overall, five groups of dynamic subfamilies were detected by cluster
analysis (Fig. 6; see Table S2 in the supplemental material).
Cluster group 1 sequences increased following lactate
amendment to reach a peak during the reduction phase and
subsequently decline during the oxidation phase. This group
contained mostly Proteobacteria with some Actinobacteria,
Firmicutes, and members of the Deinococcus-Thermus and
Planctomyces phyla. The Proteobacteria which responded in
this manner were mostly orders within the ␣ (Azospirillales,
Caulobacterales, Sphingomonadales) or ␤ (Burkholderiales,
Neisseriales, Rhodocyclales) subphyla and are typically capable
of nitrate reduction. Sequences within the Cellulomonadaceae
family (order Actinomycetales) also increased following lactate
addition and subsequently declined. Two orders of Deltaproteobacteria, Bdellovibrionales and Desulfobacterales, and a Firmicute
of the homoacetogenic genus Sporomusa (44) also responded
in a similar way.
Cluster group 2 sequences increased following lactate stim-

FIG. 6. Heatmap and dendrograms showing the response of 100 bacterial subfamilies (shown on y axis) exhibiting the highest standard deviation
between samples (shown on x axis) taken pre-lactate stimulation (Area2.1, Area2.2, and Area2.3), during net uranium reduction (Red1, Red2, and Red3),
and during net uranium reoxidation (Ox1, Ox2, and Ox3). The color gradient from green to red represents increasing array hybridization intensity. Five
main response groups were detected, and the average intensity (HybScore) of the cluster group response is presented in line plots to the right of the
heatmap. Error bars represent standard errors in HybScore differences between all subfamilies in a cluster.
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ulation and remained at elevated concentrations in the amplicon pool throughout the net uranium reduction and oxidation
phases. This group contained three families of Deltaproteobacteria, the Nitrospinaceae, Geobacteraceae, and Anaeromyxobacter.
In addition to Deltaproteobacteria, members of the Acidobacteriaceae were also detected, specifically the species Geothrix fermentans. This cluster also contained Rhodocyclaceae, Comamonadaceae (Malikia spinosa), and an Actinomycete of the genus
Intrasporangium.
Cluster group 3 sequences comprised three subfamilies
which were of lower abundance in the original Area 2 soil and
reduction-phase soil amplicon pools but increased during the
net uranium oxidation phase. Two of the subfamilies were
from the Acidobacteria, with both representative clones coming
from halogenated organic carbon-degrading consortia (47, 59).
The other member of cluster group 3 was a bacterium within
the Desulfovibrionaceae family.
Cluster group 4 was a large cluster containing sequences
from 28 bacterial subfamilies whose amplicons declined in
abundance or disappeared following lactate addition. The
groups consisted of four families of Actinomycetes, including
Microbacteriaceae, one of the dominant families in the original
Area 2 soil amplicon pool. Bacteria within the Chloroflexi,
Cyanobacteria, and Acidobacteria also followed this pattern.
Five families within the order Bacillales also declined following
lactate addition, as did 8 families within the Alphaproteobacteria. The Xanthomonadaceae, which initially was the most abundant Gammaproteobacteria family in the Area 2 soil clone
library, also declined.
The final cluster group observed, group 5, consisted mainly
of Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, Cyanobacteria, and Alphaproteobacteria sequences, representing most of the initially dominant clones present in the original Area 2 soil, including the
family Micrococcaceae. Following lactate addition, these amplicons appeared to maintain similar abundance through the
uranium reduction phase but showed a sharp decline during
the uranium reoxidation phase.
Analysis of the dynamics of all subfamilies detected indicated that, between the net U reduction and net U oxidation
phases, the amplicon signatures of many (206 subfamilies) did
not change, while a large number (139 subfamilies) declined,
with only a small proportion (13 subfamilies) increasing in
quantity (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). However, compared with other bacterial groups, a disproportionate
amount of Actinobacteria and ␣-, ␤-, and ␥-proteobacteria subfamilies showed a decline in amplicon concentration between
the reduction and oxidation phases.
Real-time quantitative PCR confirmation of Geothrix fermentans population dynamics. We have previously demonstrated via 16S microarray analysis and confirmed by qPCR
that bacteria within the family Geobacteraceae increased in
abundance following lactate addition and maintained an increased abundance through both uranium reduction and reoxidation phases (60). To confirm array observations that the
Acidobacteria species Geothrix fermentans showed this pattern
of increased abundance, as detected by the 16S microarray, we
used primers specific for this species together with a SYBR
green-based quantitative PCR approach. This showed that initial populations of G. fermentans in Area 2 soil were below
detection limits (103 copies g soil⫺1 for qPCR) (Table 1);
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TABLE 1. Real-time quantitative PCR analysis of changes in
Geothrix fermentans gene copy number compared
with array intensity
Sample sourcea

Area 2
Reduction
Oxidation

Replicate
no.

Normalized array
intensityd

No. of 16S rRNA
gene copies g⫺1

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

133b
119b
135b
6,309
6,295
6,122
5,497
6,054
6,433

NDc
ND
ND
1.7 ⫻ 106
3.3 ⫻ 106
4.7 ⫻ 106
2.7 ⫻ 106
4.0 ⫻ 106
9.5 ⫻ 106

a
Area 2 indicates the original sediment prior to column packing, reduction
indicates samples taken during the net uranium reduction phase, and oxidation
indicates samples taken during the net uranium oxidation phase.
b
The Geothrix fermentans probe set was below the positive fraction threshold
of 0.90 (90% of probe pairs must pass) in these samples and therefore is considered not detected by the array.
c
ND, none detected.
d
Array intensities are expressed in arbitrary fluorescence units.

however, following lactate stimulation, G. fermentans abundance increased to over 106 copies g soil⫺1 during the uranium
reduction phase. Samples from the uranium reoxidation phase
also showed increased G. fermentans populations over 106 copies g⫺1, correlating well with 16S microarray observations
(Table 1).
DISCUSSION
The observed reoxidation of bioreduced U(IV) reported by
Wan et al. (60) is of significant concern, considering the limited
options available for uranium remediation. From this work, it
now appears that even under highly reducing (methanogenic)
conditions, the stability of bioreduced U(IV) can be transient.
A by-product of microbial metabolism, dissolved inorganic carbon, coupled with high Ca2⫹ concentrations was shown by
Wan et al. (60) to drive the redox potential of the U(VI):U(IV)
oxidation couple more negative, thus accounting for the thermodynamic feasibility of U(IV) oxidation under reducing conditions. The terminal electron acceptor(s) for U(IV) oxidation
have not yet been identified for this process, but it has been
hypothesized that either Fe(III) or Mn(IV) is the likely candidate (60). What remains unclear is the role of alterations in
microbial community composition coincident to the changing
process dynamics. Is there an active microbially catalyzed oxidation process? Or is the microbial role indirect, simply
through the production of CO2? If U(VI) reduction and U(IV)
reoxidation are thermodynamically favorable under similar redox conditions, then the possibility remains that a balance
exists between the two processes and that during the net reoxidation phase, reoxidation rates exceed those of reduction. In
terms of microbial community composition, a possible explanation for this would be the loss of microbial species or functional groups capable of U(VI) reduction. It is conceivable, for
example, that Geobacter species, having reduced all available
iron and uranium within their immediate vicinity or range of
motility, are faced with no terminal electron acceptor with
which to couple the oxidation of organic carbon, resulting in
population decline as other organisms, possibly sulfate re-
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ducers, fermenters, or methanogens, are able to out-compete the metal reducer. To test for functionally significant
alterations in bacterial community composition, we analyzed
samples from both the net U reduction and net U reoxidation phases of a column incubation using historically contaminated soil from Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Using DNA as a proxy of microbial biomass, it was clear that
lactate infusion into contaminated soils resulted in significant
biomass stimulation, which reached a peak during the net U
reduction phase. However, biomass was observed to decline
from the net U reduction to the net U oxidation phase despite
a nonlimiting supply (60) of OC. A decrease in suitable terminal electron acceptors (TEAs), as indicated by methane production, low effluent concentrations of iron, uranium, and
manganese, and low redox potential (60), may have resulted in
decreased biomass as microorganisms become unable to fuel
cellular metabolism. This effectively would result in a decline in
organisms solely reliant on oxygen, nitrate, iron, uranium,
manganese, or sulfate as TEAs for oxidation of OC. Despite
the significant reduction in bacterial biomass, microbial activity
(using dehydrogenase activity as a proxy) more than doubled
between net reducing and oxidizing phases. However, the INT
reduction assay used to estimate dehydrogenase activity may
also be considered an assay of total reducing potential. Nonviable cells may possess residual reduction capacity, and nonbiological reduction of INT may be possible in environments
with redox potentials below that of INT (⫺90 mV) (50), as
found in the soil columns during this study (⫺250 to ⫺150 mV)
(60). Nevertheless, as the system redox potential was below
that of INT in columns during both U reduction and oxidation
phases, the increase in INT reduction during the oxidation
phase cannot be solely due to abiotic effects. Studies using
Escherichia coli have demonstrated that dehydrogenase activity, measured by INT reduction, is greater in cells growing
fermentatively than in cells exhibiting anaerobic respiration
(50). Such a shift to fermentation as the dominant process
following TEA exhaustion may explain the observed increase
in INT reduction in the net U oxidation phase despite reduced
biomass.
To investigate shifts in the composition and dynamics of
bacterial populations during the remediation process, we employed a high-density DNA microarray approach together with
a traditional clone library as validation. Both methods sample
a gene amplicon pool following PCR amplification; however,
clone libraries are known to underestimate microbial diversity
either due to insufficient number of clones sequenced (46) or
cloning bias (58). DNA microarray approaches, on the other
hand, are not subject to cloning bias and have the capacity to
sample a far greater number of molecules, which represents a
significant advantage, particularly when highly abundant sequences mask clone sampling efforts. However, it must be
noted that, in its current form, the DNA microarray approach
described here is subject to end-point PCR bias in the same
way as the accepted 16S rRNA gene clone libraries. This bias
is primarily due to primer degeneracies resulting in preferential amplification of specific sequences and potential misrepresentation of sequence abundance within genomic DNA extracts (40); however, misrepresentations based on these studies
of noncomplex mixtures appear to be on the order of two- to
fourfold (36). This bias is thought to be magnified by increasing
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the number of PCR cycles and has only recently been tested in
complex environmental mixtures (1, 30). Acinas et al. (1) observed no effect of cycle number on PCR bias, where clone
distribution was generally in good agreement with previously
observed distributions for bacterioplankton. In this study, we
used a conservative approach by confining analyses to the 100
most dynamic subfamilies detected, all of which exhibited
changes 10-fold or greater. PCR bias is also thought to be most
significant in the early cycles where random priming effects
may result in misrepresentation of phylotype abundances. To
minimize this effect, we combined triplicate PCRs for each
sample (40), and although PCR bias due to template reannealing is thought to be minimal in complex environmental samples
(51, 52), we attempted to reduce any bias by using the fastest
possible temperature ramp times during PCR cycling (25).
Like all PCR-based clone library analyses, we cannot rule out
bias in altering the relative abundance of phylotypes or OTUs;
however, we have taken several steps to minimize its influence.
The design of the probes contained in the 16S microarray
was based on approximately 30,000 sequences of 600 bp or
greater which were available in public databases in March
2002. Therefore, it was possible that recently published novel
sequences would not be detectable using the 16S microarray.
To confirm the ability of the 16S microarray to accurately
classify bacterial sequences in the uranium-contaminated soil
from Area 2 at the Oak Ridge Field Research Center (60), 16S
amplicon pools from three independent soil extractions were
processed and hybridized to separate 16S microarrays. For
clone libraries, an aliquot of the three amplicon pools was
combined and used in the ligation reaction. Assembled clone
sequences were obtained for 742 clones, which after quality
screening, yielded 429 high quality sequences.
Amplicons from the initial Area 2 soil bacterial community
were dominated by high-G⫹C gram-positive bacteria, particularly the families Micrococcaceae (Arthrobacter spp.) and Microbacteriaceae (Microbacterium spp.). Arthrobacter species
have been shown to be resistant to high concentrations of
uranium while also capable of intracellular heavy metal accumulation (53) and uranium adsorption (55); as such, they may
play a role in natural uranium immobilization at the Oak Ridge
site. Although Microbacterium spp. are known to be capable of
heavy metal (chromate) reduction (21) and have been reported
to accumulate actinides (plutonium) intracellularly (23), their
potential role in uranium immobilization is not clear. Other initially abundant 16S sequence types included ␣-proteobacteria
within the Rhizobiales (Hyphomicrobiaceae, “Candidatus Rhodoplanaceae,” Phyllobacteriaceae) and the Sphingomonadales, organisms typically considered oligotrophic. Hyphomicrobium has
previously been detected at the Oak Ridge site as the dominant
nirK type denitrifier (63).
Comparison of phylogenetic composition of the Area 2 soil
by clone library and 16S microarray analysis showed that most
clone groups (59 of 63) were detected by the array. As might be
expected, two of the clone groups not identified by the array
were singletons which could not be placed in any recognized
bacterial phylum. The other two groups consisted of 11 clones
within the Nocardiaceae (subfamily 3) and 13 clones representing novel Chloroflexi. While the 16S microarray was capable of
accurately detecting most bacteria sampled by the clone library
analysis, the 16S microarray detected many more (253 groups)
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bacteria than the clone library (63 groups). One explanation
for this observation may be inadequate clone library sampling,
resulting in an underestimation of bacterial richness. Rarefaction analysis of clone library sampling demonstrated that the
number of clones sequenced was indeed insufficient to adequately determine diversity within the Area 2 soil sample. As is
typical in analysis of soil microbial communities, the predicted
richness (948 OTUs), by Chao1 estimates in this case, was far
greater than that observed by cloning (215 OTUs). Array analysis, however, detected a number (978 OTUs) similar to the
Chao1 diversity estimate; therefore, it appears the array approach is capable of detecting substantially more sequence
types than a relatively large sample clone library.
Another possible explanation for the discrepancy between
array and clone library observed bacterial richness is the influence of nonspecific hybridization leading to false positives in
array analysis. In designing this 16S microarray,we specifically
chose the Affymetrix platform due to its probe capacity and the
added confidence provided by the probe-pair strategy. Here,
each perfectly matching probe is paired with a corresponding
mismatch probe containing a single-base mismatch at the central nucleotide position, providing a nonspecific hybridization
control for each probe on the array. In addition, we have
previously confirmed by primer-specific PCR that families of
bacteria that are detected by the 16S microarray and overlooked by cloning are indeed present (60).
A major strength of using high-density arrays is the ability to
perform replicated analyses in a routine and reproducible
manner. While clone libraries may also be replicated, the cost
is generally prohibitive, and additional bias may occur (52). In
this study, we required an approach that allowed statistical
analysis of the changes in bacterial communities and their
members over time to determine if the observed uranium
reoxidation was a result of shifts in microbial groups of interest. T-RFLP analysis indicated that the bacterial community
composition had changed following lactate addition but that
the communities during the U reduction and U oxidation
phases were only separated along one PCA axis. This is a
useful approach, but 16S rRNA gene-based T-RFLP of diverse
communities with universal primers does not provide reliable
information regarding community composition. To mine the
large quantities of data produced by this phylogenetic array
and identify groups of covarying bacterial sequences, we used
clustering approaches in a similar manner to those used for
more standard gene expression arrays (9). Hierarchical clustering of the 100 most variable subfamilies detected by the 16S
microarray demonstrated that variable sequences fell into 5
primary response groups from which it is possible to suggest
common population dynamics. Cluster group 4 exhibited a
distinct profile, declining rapidly following lactate addition
through the U reduction and U reoxidation phases. This cluster consisted mostly of sequences from the actinobacteria, bacilli, and ␣-proteobacteria, which presumably declined as bacteria with more efficient lactate utilization flourished. Cluster
group 1 sequences increased initially following the lactate
amendment but declined during the U reoxidation phase. This
group was primarily composed of ␣- and ␤-proteobacteria typically capable of nitrate reduction in addition to some bacteria
recognized as potential uranium reducers, such as the family
Cellulomonadaceae (45). While some Deltaproteobacteria se-
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quences were also in this cluster, neither group has been reported to reduce U(VI). Interestingly Bdellovibrio spp. are
bacterial parasites, and their increase may simply be a response
to the increased biomass of their prey. The significant increase
of this cluster of sequences followed by a significant decline
may indicate a rapid oxidation of added carbon coupled with
reduction of available TEAs and a subsequent decline as suitable TEAs are exhausted. Cluster group 5 sequences were
initially at a higher density in the original Area 2 sediment
amplicon pool prior to lactate amendment, but unlike cluster
group 4, they did not immediately decline following carbon
addition. Again, like cluster group 4, this sequence group contained many families of Actinobacteria, including the family
Micrococcaceae, the dominant 16S rRNA clone type. This may
be significant in explaining some of the observed mobilization
of uranium in these column studies, as any intracellular uranium accumulated by these organisms would be released upon
cell lysis. Cluster group 4 also contained many Alpha- and
Gammaproteobacteria capable of nitrate reduction, which may
have retained competitiveness until the in situ nitrate (only 1.1
mg kg⫺1) was depleted.
Cluster group 2 sequences increased following lactate addition but showed no decline during the observed reoxidation
phase, and significantly, this group contained many typical
U(VI) reducing bacteria such as the family Geobacteraceae and
the genera Geothrix and Anaeromyxobacter. These bacteria
have been detected before in either iron- or uranium-reducing
enrichments using other NABIR FRC sediments (36, 38, 48).
We confirmed this observation for Geothrix fermentans using
qPCR in this study and for Geobacteraceae in a previous study
(60). The fact that these bacterial sequences did not decline
during the oxidation phase strongly suggests that a shift in
community composition away from metal reducers was not a
factor in reoxidation of U(IV).
However, the questions remain, how would these bacterial
sequences remain at elevated densities despite low concentrations of U(VI) and other suitable TEAs in highly reducing
(methanogenic) conditions, and why did uranium reduction
rates decline? One possible strategy for survival in the absence
of a suitable abiotic TEA would be a syntrophic association
with an organism acting as a biological electron acceptor for
excess electrons generated during fermentation. The significant increase observed in dehydrogenase activity between the
U reduction and U reoxidation phase may support such a shift
to fermentative pathways. A closer look at other bacterial
sequences in this cluster also indicates bacteria capable of
survival under highly reducing conditions (i.e., reductive dechlorination, TCE-contaminated site clone FTLM5 [accession
no. AF529125]). Cluster group 3 contained bacteria whose
amplicons increased in abundance between the U reduction
and U oxidation phases; significantly, two of the organisms
detected (Acidobacteria) matched clones previously detected in
reductive dechlorinating enrichments (47, 59), while the third
organism was a Desulfovibrio-related isolate. This covariation
of a sulfate reducer and reductive dechlorinating organisms
may indicate an interaction such as interspecies hydrogen
transfer (13). Drzyzga et al. (12) demonstrated the maintenance of a Desulfovibrio sp. in a chemostat in coculture with a
dehalorespiring bacterium, which occurred despite the absence
of sulfate. The authors proposed that the two organisms were
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in syntrophy with Desulfovibrio, fermenting lactate and using
the dehalogenating bacterium as a “biological electron acceptor.” Another possibility may be a syntrophic association between the Desulfovibrio-like organism and methanogens (41),
as we observed methane production (60) during both the U
reduction and oxidation phases. Significantly, Geobacter spp.
may also benefit from syntrophic relationships with biological
electron acceptors. Geobacter sulfurreducens was shown to be
capable of sustaining growth by electron transfer, following
acetate oxidation, to an anaerobic partner bacterium in the
absence of Fe(III) or other TEAs (8).
While the observed increase in a Desulfovibrio species deserves further investigation, the observation that other metal
reducing bacteria, Geothrix and Geobacter spp., showed no
decline indicates that a community shift away from more-efficient U(VI) reducers was not a primary factor in the net
oxidation of U(IV), as was perhaps the case in the Colorado
field study of Anderson et al. (2). The reoxidation of bioreduced U(IV) has been shown to be thermodynamically possible under the reducing conditions in these column studies (60),
with Fe(III) and Mn(IV) being identified as possible electron
acceptors. While the bacterial dynamics documented here by
the array data do not support direct microbial involvement in
this process, neither do the data eliminate this possibility. This
is a focus of future studies. The high-density oligonucleotidebased microarray approach used here constitutes a powerful
tool which holds significant promise for application in microbial ecology. The ability to detect and monitor a substantial
portion of the microbial population in a routine, accurate, and
reproducible manner will aid our understanding of the functioning of microbial communities, ranging from natural ecosystems to managed microbial consortia.
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Abstract

Molecular approaches aimed at detection of a broadrange of prokaryotes in the environment routinely rely
on classifying heterogeneous 16S rRNA genes amplified
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers with
broad specificity. The general method of sampling and
categorizing DNA has been to clone then sequence the
PCR products. However, the number of clones required
to adequately catalog the majority of taxa in a sample is
unwieldy. Alternatively, hybridizing target sequences to a
universal 16S rRNA gene microarray may provide a more
rapid and comprehensive view of prokaryotic community
composition. This study investigated the breadth and
accuracy of a microarray in detecting diverse 16S rRNA
gene sequence types compared to clone-and-sequencing
using three environmental samples: urban aerosol, subsurface soil, and subsurface water. PCR products generated from universal 16S rRNA gene-targeted primers were
classified by using either the clone-and-sequence method
or by hybridization to a novel high-density microarray of
297,851 probes complementary to 842 prokaryotic subfamilies. The three clone libraries comprised 1391 highquality sequences. Approximately 8% of the clones could
not be placed into a known subfamily and were
considered novel. The microarray results confirmed the
majority of clone-detected subfamilies and additionally
demonstrated greater amplicon diversity extending into
phyla not observed by the cloning method. Sequences
matching operational taxonomic units within the phyla
Nitrospira, Planctomycetes, and TM7, which were
uniquely detected by the array, were verified with specific
primers and subsequent amplicon sequencing. Subfamily
Correspondence to: Gary L. Andersen; E-mail: GLAndersen@lbl.gov
DOI: 10.1007/s00248-006-9134-9

richness detected by the array corresponded well with
nonparametric richness predictions extrapolated from
clone libraries except in the water community where
clone-based richness predictions were greatly exceeded. It
was concluded that although the microarray is unreliable
in identifying novel prokaryotic taxa, it reveals greater
diversity in environmental samples than sequencing a
typically sized clone library. Furthermore, the microarray
allowed samples to be rapidly evaluated with replication,
a significant advantage in studies of microbial ecology.

Introduction

Molecular approaches designed to describe prokaryotic
diversity routinely rely on classifying heterogeneous
nucleic acids amplified via universal 16S rRNA gene
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The resulting mixed
amplicons can be quickly, but coarsely, categorized
using terminal-restriction fragment length polymorphism (t-RFLP), single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP), or temperature/denaturing gradient
gel electrophoresis (T/DGGE) [39]. Association of
taxonomic nomenclature to each group may be accomplished through sequencing, but this requires additional
labor to physically isolate each gene and does not scale
well for large comparative studies such as environmental monitoring. Species richness may be predicted from
a few hundred sequences, but reproducible discovery of
species composition may require 9104 sequencing reactions per sample [14].
To increase the throughput of detection of microorganisms within complex samples, multiple DNA
probes have been arrayed onto solid surfaces to allow
for parallel, multispecies detection. Successful differen-
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tiation of specific collections of bacteria has been
achieved by using 16S rRNA gene microarrays containing tens to hundreds of probes for Enterococcus
[37], Cyanobacteria [2], nitrifying bacteria [33], fish
pathogens [58], and other bacterial groups. Alternatively,
protein-encoding genes have been targeted to survey
environments using microarrays [63, 64]. Recently, highdensity 16S rRNA gene microarrays have emerged in
efforts to detect any bacterial type without a priori
knowledge of the community structure. Two major
challenges have impeded this goal: Probes must be
designed that are sensitive to only a specified branch of
the prokaryotic tree, and hybridization scoring algorithms are required to interpret probe responses into
reliable identifications. If a single unique probe for a
taxon cannot be found, several probes can be utilized in
combination with rule-based scoring. By vastly increasing the total number of probes within a microarray,
more taxa can be queried and detection confidence can
be improved. Using this approach, it was shown that
organisms from environmental samples were accurately
classified into their respective orders using an array with
62,358 probes [12, 61].
In this study, a novel microarray containing 297,851
probes targeted to 16S rRNA genes was tested by using
amplicons derived from soil, water, and aerosols. The
community profiles derived from the hybridizations were
compared to the results from cloning-and-sequencing
the same amplicons. A fraction of the clones (8%) were
sufficiently divergent from database sequences to be
considered novel and were not identified by the array.
The microarray results confirmed the majority of clonedetected subfamilies, but additionally showed greater
amplicon diversity. Importantly, the microarray detected
phyla that would have otherwise been overlooked if
relying solely on the clone library. Three of these phyla
have been confirmed with specific PCR amplification.
The results illustrate the consequence of relying only on
clone libraries or high-density 16S rRNA gene microarrays when profiling a microbial community.
Methods
Microarray Design.
The microarray probe design
approach previously described for differentiating
Staphylococcaceae [9] was applied to all known 16S
rRNA gene sequences containing at least 600 nucleotides.
Briefly, sequences (Escherichia coli bp positions 47 to
1473) were extracted from a multiple sequence alignment
composed of more than 30,000 records within the 15
March 2002 release of the 16S rRNA gene database,
greengenes.lbl.gov [11]. This region was selected because
it is bounded on both ends by universally conserved
segments that can be used as PCR priming sites to
amplify bacterial or archaeal [13] genomic material using
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only two to four primers. Putative chimeric sequences
were filtered from the data set by using the software
package Bellerophon [25], preventing them from being
misconstrued as novel organisms [28]. Filtered sequences
were clustered to enable each sequence of a cluster to be
complementary to a set of perfectly matching (PM)
probes. Putative amplicons were placed in the same
cluster as a result of common 17-mers found in the
sequence. The resulting 8935 clusters, each containing
approximately 3% sequence divergence, were considered
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) representing all 121
demarcated prokaryotic orders. The taxonomic family of
each OTU was assigned according to the placement of its
member organisms in Bergey’s Taxonomic Outline [22].
The taxonomic outline as maintained by Hugenholtz
[26] was consulted for phylogenetic classes containing
uncultured environmental organisms or unclassified
families belonging to named higher taxa. The OTUs
comprising each family were clustered into subfamilies
by transitive sequence identity according to a previously
described method [9]. Altogether, 842 subfamilies were
found. The taxonomic position of each OTU as well as
the accompanying NCBI accession numbers of the
sequences composing each OTU can be viewed at
http://greengenes.lbl.gov/Download/Clones_v_Array/.
The objective of the probe selection strategy was to
obtain an effective set of probes capable of correctly
categorizing mixed amplicons into their proper OTU.
For each OTU, a set of 11 or more specific 25-mers
(probes) was sought to be prevalent in members of a
given OTU but dissimilar from sequences outside the
given OTU. The average number of probes chosen for
each OTU was 24. In the first step of probe selection for a
particular OTU, each of the sequences in the OTU was
separated into overlapping 25-mers, the potential targets.
Then each potential target was matched to as many
sequences of the OTU as possible. It was not adequate to
use a text pattern search to match potential targets and
sequences because partial gene sequences were included
in the reference set. Therefore, the multiple sequence
alignment provided by Greengenes was necessary to
provide a discrete measurement of group size at each
potential probe site. For example, if an OTU containing
seven sequences possessed a probe site where one
member was missing data, then the site-specific OTU
size was only six. In ranking the possible targets, those
having data for all members of that OTU were preferred
over those found only in a fraction of the OTU members.
In the second step, a subset of the prevalent targets was
selected and reverse-complimented into probe orientation, avoiding those capable of mishybridization to an
unintended amplicon. Probes presumed to have the
capacity to mishybridize were those 25-mers that
contained a central 17-mer matching sequences in more
than one OTU [56]. Thus, probes that were unique to an
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OTU solely due to a distinctive base in one of the outer
four bases were avoided. Also, probes with mishybridization potential to sequences having a common tree node
near the root were favored over those with a common
node near the terminal branch. Probes complementary to
target sequences that were selected for fabrication are
termed PM probes. As each PM probe was chosen, it was
paired with a control 25-mer [mismatching probe
(MM)], identical in all positions except the thirteenth
base. The MM probe did not contain a central 17-mer
complimentary to sequences in any OTU. The probe
complementing the target (PM) and MM probes constitute a probe pair analyzed together. Sets of probes for
each OTU can be viewed at: http://greengenes.lbl.gov/
cgi-bin/nph-show_probes_2_otu_alignments.cgi.
The chosen oligonucleotides were synthesized by a
photolithographic method at Affymetrix Inc. (Santa
Clara, CA, USA) directly onto a 1.28  1.28 cm glass
surface at an approximate density of 10,000 molecules/mm2 [6]. The entire array of 506,944 probe features
was arranged as a grid of 712 rows and columns. Thus,
each unique probe sequence (feature) on the array
occupied a square with an 18-mm side and had a copy
number of roughly 3.2  106. Of these features, 297,851
were oligonucleotide PM or MM probes with exact or
inexact complementarity, respectively, to 16S rRNA
genes. The remaining were used for image orientation,
normalization controls, or for pathogen-specific signature amplicon detection using additional targeted regions
of the chromosome [62]. Each high-density 16S rRNA
gene microarray was designed with additional probes
that: (1) target amplicons of prokaryotic metabolic genes
spiked into the 16S rRNA gene amplicon mix in defined
quantities just before fragmentation and (2) are complimentary to prelabeled oligonucleotides added into the
hybridization mix. The first control collectively tests the
fragmentation, biotinylation, hybridization, staining, and
scanning efficiency. It also allows the overall fluorescent
intensity to be normalized across all the arrays in an
experiment. The second control directly assays the
hybridization, staining, and scanning.
Environmental Sampling and DNA Extraction.
Air
samples were collected at a flow rate of approximately
10 L/min onto 1.0 mm polyethylene terephthalate
(Celanex) filters (Hoechst-Celanese, Dallas, TX) over a
24-h period simultaneously from six locations in San
Antonio, TX, USA. Sample filters were washed in 10 mL
buffer (0.1 M sodium phosphate, 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.4,
0.01% Tween 20), and the suspension was stored frozen
until needed. One 0.6-mL aliquot of wash was taken from
each thawed filter wash and combined in a Bday pool^.
DNA was extracted by using a modification of a soil
technique [46]. After centrifugation of the day pool at
16,000  g for 25 min, the pellets were resuspended in
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400 mL sodium phosphate buffer (100 mM NaH2PO4,
pH 8) and transferred into two 2-mL silica bead lysis
tubes containing 0.9 g of zirconia/silica lysis bead mix
(0.3 g of 0.5 mm and 0.6 g of 0.1 mm). For each lysis
tube, 300 mL buffered SDS [100 mM NaCl, 500 mM
Tris pH 8, 10% (wt/vol) SDS] and 300 mL phenol/
chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) were added. Lysis
tubes were inverted and finger-flicked three times to
mix the buffers before bead mill homogenization with a
Bio101 Fast Prep 120 machine (Qbiogene, Irvine, CA,
USA) at 6.5 m/s for 45 s. The bead-beating duration
was selected for its ability to release DNA from spores
while not overfragmenting genomes [12]. Following lysate
centrifugation at 16,000  g for 5 min, the aqueous supernatant was removed to a new 2-mL tube and maintained at _20-C for 1 h to overnight. An equal volume
of chloroform was added to the thawed supernatant
prior to vortexing for 5 s and centrifugation at 16,000 
g for 3 min. The supernatant was then combined with
two volumes of binding Solution 3 (MoBio, Carlsbad, CA,
USA). Genomic DNA (gDNA) from the mixture was
isolated on a MoBio spin column, washed with Solution 4,
and eluted in 60 mL of 1 TE according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The gDNA was further purified
by passage through a Sephacryl S-200 HR spin column
(Amersham, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and stored at 4-C.
Each of the gDNA preparations from four different Bday
pools^ from the week of July 14, 2003 was independently PCR-amplified. PCR products were combined to
constitute the sample for the week.
Subsurface water was collected during polylactatestimulated bioremediation of a chromate-contaminated
aquifer at the Hanford 100H site, WA (http://www-esd.
lbl.gov/ERT/hanford100h/). Water, approximately
150 mL, was filtered through sterile 0.22-mm anodisc
filters (Whatman, Florham Park, NJ, USA) and DNA was
extracted by using a modification of the procedure
described for air samples. Anodisc filters were manually
fragmented in a sterile whirlpak bag, and 1 mL of
phosphate buffer was added. Filter fragments in buffer
were transferred to a bead lysis tube. Tubes were
centrifuged at 16,000  g for 5 min and 700 mL of buffer
was removed. Next, 300 mL of buffered SDS solution and
300 mL of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1)
were added and bead beating was performed at 5.5 m/s
for 30 s. After centrifugation, the aqueous phase was
mixed with an equal volume of chloroform in a phaselock gel tube (Eppendorf, Westbury, NY, USA) and
further extracted. The top phase containing nucleic
acids was purified as for the air samples without the
need for additional Sephacryl purification. DNA was
eluted in 50 mL sterile water and stored at _20-C until
needed.
Subsurface soils were obtained from a uraniumcontaminated soil (area 2) at the NABIR Field Research
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Center at Oak Ridge, TN, USA (http://www.esd.ornl.gov/
nabirfrc/). More information about the soil characteristics
is available at http://public.ornl.gov/nabirfrc/other/
FRCSummary.pdf DNA was extracted from triplicate
500-mg (wet weight) subsamples of soil using a BIO101
soil DNA extraction kit (Qbiogene) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.
16S rRNA Gene Amplification.
The 16S rRNA gene
was amplified from the DNA extracts using universal
primers 27f.1 (50 -AGRGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG) and
1492R (50 -GGTTACCTTGTTACGACTT). PCR for air
and soil samples was carried out by using the TaKaRa Ex
Taq system (Takara Bio Inc., Japan) as follows, with at
least three replicate PCR reactions performed per sample
and pooled before analysis. Each PCR reaction mix
contained 1 buffer, 0.8 mM TaKaRa dNTP mixture,
0.02 U/mL Ex Taq polymerase, 0.4 mg/mL bovine serum
albumin (BSA), and 1.0 mM of each primer. PCR
conditions were 1 cycle of 3 min at 95-C, followed by
35 cycles of 95-C (30 s), 53-C (30 s), 72-C (60 s), and
a final extension at 72-C for 7 min. DNA extracts from
water samples were amplified by using a slightly
different protocol using a range of eight different
annealing temperatures between 48-C and 58-C. Only
30 cycles were performed for amplification from water
samples and amplicons from the eight different
annealing temperatures were combined.
Cloning-and-Sequencing.
Amplicon pools from
the three environments were subjected to cloning as
follows: Amplicons were ligated and cloned by using the
TOPO-TA pCR2.1 kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Individual
clones containing organism-specific 16S rRNA gene
fragments were purified by using magnetic beads [54],
and sequenced from each terminus using an ABI3700
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), assembled using
Phred and Phrap [16, 17], and were required to pass
quality
tests of Phred 20 (base call error probability
_
G 10 2.0) to be included in the analysis. Sequencing was
performed at the DOE Joint Genome Institute (JGI;
http://www.jgi.doe.gov/). Putative chimeric sequences
were obtained by using Bellerophon [25]. Sequences
were aligned to the Greengenes 7682-character format by
using the NAST [10] web server (http://greengenes.lbl.gov/
NAST). Similarity to public database records was
calculated with DNADIST [19], by using the DNAMLF84 option assuming a transition/transversion ratio of 2.0,
and an A, C, G, and T 16S rRNA gene base frequency of
0.2537, 0.2317, 0.3167, and 0.1979, respectively. This was
empirically calculated from all records of the Greengenes
16S rRNA gene multiple sequence alignment over 1250
nucleotides in length. The lane mask [35] was used to
restrict similarity observations to 1287 conserved columns
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(lanes) of aligned characters. Cloned sequences from this
study were rejected from further analysis when less than
1000 characters could be compared to a lane-masked
reference sequence. Sequences were assigned to a
taxonomic node by using a sliding scale of similarity
thresholds [52]. Phylum, class, order, family, subfamily, or
OTU placement was accepted when a clone surpassed
similarity thresholds of 80%, 85%, 90%, 92%, 94%, or
97%, respectively. When similarity to nearest database
sequence was below 94%, the clone was considered to
represent a novel subfamily and a novel class was denoted
when similarity was less than 85%.
Accumulation curves, diversity estimates (Shannon–
Weaver index [43]), and nonparametric richness estimations (Chao1 and ACE [4, 5]) were calculated by using
the software DOTUR [51] with the clone distance
matrix as input and a nearest-neighbor clustering
algorithm. Dominance in clone libraries was calculated
as 1 _ Shannon evenness index (1 _ E), where evenness
(E) is represented as follows: E = H/ln S (H = Shannon–
Weaver diversity index; S = total richness in a sample).
Accession Numbers.
Sequences generated in this
study have been deposited in Genbank as accession
numbers DQ125500–DQ125935 (soil), DQ129237–
DQ129656 (air), and DQ264398–DQ264650 (water).
Fasta formatted records can also be obtained at
http://greengenes.lbl.gov/Download/Clones_v_Array/.
Microarray Processing.
Identical amplicon pools
used for cloning were also used for array analysis. For
air samples, 2 mg amplicons was concentrated to a
volume less than 40 mL with a Microcon YM100 spin
filter (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). For soil samples
and water samples, 2 mg (õ1012 gene copies) and 500 ng
(õ3  1011 gene copies) of amplicons, respectively, were
concentrated using a PCR clean up kit (MoBio). The
PCR products were spiked with known concentrations
of amplicons derived from prokaryotic metabolic genes.
This mix was fragmented to 50–200 bp using DNase I
(0.02 U/mg DNA; Invitrogen) and One-Phor-All buffer
per the Affymetrix protocol. The complete mixture was
incubated at 25-C for 10 min, 98-C for 10 min, and
then labeled. Biotin labeling was accomplished using an
Enzo Bioarray Terminal Labeling Kit (Affymetrix) as
per the manufacturer’s instructions. Next, labeled DNA
was denatured (99-C for 5 min) and hybridized to the
DNA microarray at 48-C overnight (916 h) at 60 rpm.
The arrays were subsequently washed and stained.
Reagents, conditions, and equipment are detailed
elsewhere [44].
Scanning and Probe Set Scoring.
Arrays were
scanned using a GeneArray Scanner (Affymetrix). The
scan was captured as a pixel image using standard
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Affymetrix software (GeneChip Microarray Analysis
Suite, version 5.1) that reduced the data to an individual
signal value for each probe. Background probes were
identified as those producing intensities in the lowest 2%
of all intensities. The average intensity of the background
probes was subtracted from the fluorescence intensity of
all probes. The noise value (N) was the variation in pixel
intensity signals observed by the scanner as it read the
array surface. The standard deviation of the pixel intensities
within each of the identified background cells was divided
by the square root of the number of pixels comprising that
cell. The average of the resulting quotients was used for N
in the calculations described below.
Probe pairs scored as positive were those that met
two criteria: (1) the fluorescence intensity from the
perfectly matched probe (PM) was at least 1.3 times
greater than the intensity from the mismatched control
(MM), and (2) the difference in intensity, PM minus
MM, was at least 130 times greater than the squared
noise value (9130N2). The positive fraction (PosFrac)
was calculated for each probe set as the number of
positive probe pairs divided by the total number of probe
pairs in a probe set. An OTU was considered Bpresent^
when its PosFrac was greater than 0.92 in all three
replicates. Present calls were propagated upwards
through the taxonomic hierarchy by considering any
node (subfamily, family, order, etc.) as Bpresent^ if at
least one of its subordinate OTUs was present.

call error probability were accepted for analysis. After
removing contigs that did not contain sufficient data to
allow at least 1000 characters to be compared to a lanemasked reference sequence and filtering the sequences for
putative chimeras, 1155 remained. The vetted libraries
from air, soil, and water contained 417, 485, and 253
clones, respectively. Figure 1 shows the class level (85%
database sequence homology) distributions of clones
within each of the three ecosystem samples; not shown
are 1, 8, and 0 clones (air, soil, water) considered novel at
the class level compared to existing database entries. For
air, soil, and water clone libraries, 9.8%, 14.4%, and 1.6%
of clones, respectively, were outside the subfamily level
(94%) assignment threshold and were considered novel
sequences.
Clone library analysis indicated that Firmicutes
dominated the air sample mostly within the class Bacilli,
whereas Actinobacteria dominated the soil sample. The
water sample consisted solely of three classes: flavobacteria
(Bacteroidetes), b-proteobacteria, and g-proteobacteria,
each with similar distribution. Figure 2 shows the
accumulation curves for the three samples where the
cumulative number of subfamilies observed is plotted
against the sampling effort. All communities were
incompletely sampled as evidenced by the nonasymptotic
curves [30]; however, the water community appeared
relatively well sampled compared to air and soil.

Validation of Array-Detected OTUs Not Detected
PCR primers targeting specific
by the Clone Library.

A comparison between clone library and microarray
assessment of community composition is shown for each
taxonomic level in Table 1. The breadth of 16S rRNA gene
sequence types was expressed as a count of distinct groups
detected in each environment, by each method, at six
levels of taxonomic resolution. It is clear that even at the
phylum level cloning underestimated richness compared
with the microarray. Among all three environments, the
amplicons categorized by cloning were in general concordance with a subset of taxonomic categories reported
from the arrays. This trend continued as the resolution of
the comparisons increased from phylum to subfamily.
Hybridization of aerosol amplicons produced Bpresent^
calls in 238 subfamilies, 178 of which were not found in the
corresponding clone library. Subfamily richness appeared
to be greater in the soil sample with 279 subfamilies
detected; of these, 239 were not encountered in the clone
library. The water sample was shown to have the lowest
richness by both methods, but of the 99 subfamilies
detected by microarray, only 6 were detected by cloning.
For all sample types, very few subfamilies deemed present
by the clone libraries were not reflected in the microarray
hybridization results.
A synopsis of the phylum-level community composition is assembled in Table 2, allowing comparison of
the 34 phyla reported in at least one of the environments

Comparison of Cloning with Microarray Analysis.

OTUs within the Nitrospiraceae and Planctomycetaceae
(Table 3) were generated by ARB’s probe design feature
[41] and Primer3 [50]. Melting temperatures were
constrained from 45-C to 65-C and G + C content
between 40% and 70% was preferred. The primers were
chosen to contain 30 bases non-complimentary to
sequences outside of the sub-family. TM7 phylumspecific primers [29] were obtained from the literature.
DNA sequences were generated by PCR as described
above with the necessary adjustments in annealing
temperatures. Amplicons were purified (PureLink PCR
Purification Kit, Invitrogen), sequenced, and matched to
an OTU in the same manner as described in the cloningand-sequencing method except the minimum count of base
comparisons was not used to exclude data.

Results
Cloning.
Sequences from the clone libraries of the
three environments were assembled into contigs from
two sequencing reactions initiated at the 50 and 30 termini
of the 16S rRNA gene. Initially, 1391 contigs with low base
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by at least one of the methods. By cloning, 10 phyla were
detected in the aerosol and soil samples, whereas only 2
phyla were detected in the water sample. In contrast, the
array method detected all of the phyla detected by
cloning and an additional 17, 23, and 17 phyla in the
air, soil, and water samples, respectively.
PCR and Sequencing Confirmation of Additional
To determine whether
Phyla Detected by Microarray.

the additional phyla detected by microarray were true
positives, and not the product of unforeseen crosshybridization, three OTUs from diverse phyla, detected
in aerosols by microarray only, were chosen for further
investigation (Table 3). OTU 864 (OTU numbers
correspond to 16S rRNA microarray probe sets) within
the phylum Nitrospira comprised sequences discovered
in sludge, soil, reservoirs, and in an aquifer. All 13 probe
pairs in the probe set for OTU 864 were positive in 3 of 3
arrays. The sample was interrogated with primers
designed from known sequences in the OTU and the
resulting amplicons were sequenced, revealing similarity
to OTU 864. Similarly, all 11 probe pairs of a
Planctomycetes OTU (OTU 4948) were consistently
positive despite this OTU being unrepresented among
the 417 aerosol clones. Primers were designed from the
five 16S rRNA gene sequences generated from a
municipal wastewater plant [7] that defined OTU 4948.
Taxon-specific PCR and sequencing confirmed that a
sequence matching this OTU was present in the sample.
Evidence for the presence of phylum TM7 came from the
probe set complementary to OTU 8155. General TM7
phylum-specific primers [29] produced sequences
attributed to a related TM7 OTU identified as 3664.
Diversity Estimates.
Table 4 lists diversity
estimates and richness predictions based on the clones
sampled and also compares predicted richness values to
those observed by both cloning and array methods.
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Shannon–Weaver diversity estimates for the clone
libraries indicate that sample diversity is of the order air >
soil >>> water. Both Chao1 and ACE nonparametric
richness estimators predicted that the subfamily level
richness of the air and soil samples is far greater than that
observed through clone sampling and these estimates were
in strong agreement with the subfamily counts reported by
the array analysis. The water sample produced a large
discrepancy in subfamily richness between the cloning and
array methods regardless of whether direct clone
observations or nonparametric predictors were used for
the comparison. In Table 4, a trend was observed—the
greater the dominance encountered in the clone library, the
greater the difference between the cloning and array
observed counts of subfamilies.

Discussion

The postulated complexity of each microbial community
that has been isolated from the environment, combined
with the number of potentially unique ecosystems, has
hindered efforts to sufficiently catalog microbial biodiversity. There are estimates of thousands [14, 55] to
millions [21] of unique bacterial genomes present in a
gram of soil. Outdoor aerosols may be equally complex,
composed of organisms released from multiple habitats,
both locally and over long distances. Furthermore, microbial communities can change temporally as environmental conditions vary. The need for high-throughput
accurate biological monitoring is clear.
Community fingerprinting has provided methods
for rapidly profiling microbial communities with
replication. These approaches, based on heterogeneity
in amplicon length, endonuclease cleavage sites, melting profiles, or single strand secondary structure, have
allowed high-throughput inference of species richness
and evenness [39]. However, fingerprinting methods are

Figure 1. Class-level distribution
of clones within libraries from air,
soil, and water samples.
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Figure 2. Accumulation curves for air ( ; n =
417), soil (Ì; n = 485) and water (q; n = 253)
bacterial communities analyzed by clone library.
The maximum diversity scenario where every
sample is a new observation ()). Sampling
efficiency at subfamily level is presented: subfamily is defined as 94% sequence homology.
Data for curves represent an average of 1000
simulations performed using the software
DOTUR.

generally deficient in providing taxonomic microbial
identity and typically yield less than 100 clearly defined
bands, peaks, or products for analysis. T-RFLP offers the
greatest taxonomic resolution of the rapid fingerprinting
methods, potentially capable of class identification [34]
when DNA sequences in the sample are nearly identical
to database reference sequences, or when over 10
restriction enzymes are used in parallel for each sample
[49]. However, the reliability of T-RFLP for taxonomic
assignment is unclear, because the presence of classes
reported by T-RFLP—but not found in a corresponding
clone library—have been left unverified.
PCR has made it possible to easily obtain composite
samples of mixed rRNA genes from natural environments
[53, 60]. Although amplification biases have been
demonstrated in defined communities due to primer
selection, number of cycles, and template concentration
[18, 48, 59], this technique has been valuable in increasing
our understanding of the complexity of individual
communities [27]. Regardless of the method used to
limit biases from environmental samples, most of our
knowledge on microbial composition of specific communities comes from isolating individual, amplified 16S
rRNA genes for cloning and sequencing. The sequences
are compared to references in large databases, allowing
either specific phylogenetic classification or proposal of
novel taxa when a clone is sufficiently divergent from
known groups. The limitation becomes the number of
clones or PCR products requiring sequencing and analysis. It has been suggested that environmental samples may
require over 40,000 sequencing reactions to document
50% of the richness [14]. This approach is laborious,
costly, and time-consuming, often taking weeks to
complete the analysis of one clone library. Thus,
performing studies with sample replication becomes

rapidly overwhelming. Despite the effort required, clone
libraries are often the chosen method, and the current
Bgold standard^ for obtaining the greatest estimate of
diversity. Typical libraries of cloned 16S rRNA gene
fragments include fewer than 1000 sequences [15, 32,
45], well below the suggested quantity.
By making it possible to conduct sequence analyses
on the complete pool of 16S rRNA gene fragments at
once, high-density photolithography microarrays have
the ability to provide microbial identification within
complex environmental samples in a high-throughput
manner. Hybridization (with replicates) requires only
Table 1. Count of distinct taxonomic groups detected by
microarrays and/or clone libraries from three sample matrices

Matrix
Air

Soil

Water

a

Taxonomic
level

Array only

Array and
clonea

Clone onlya

Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Subfamily
OTU
Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Subfamily
OTU
Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Subfamily
OTU

17
34
82
157
178
961
23
49
105
194
239
1237
17
31
60
86
93
250

10
21
35
62
60
54
10
19
29
46
40
37
2
3
4
6
6
17

0
1
2
5
6
76
0
1
1
3
3
28
0
0
0
0
0
5

The DNAML-F84 homology cutoff used for clone assignment to each
level of taxonomic resolution is as follows: Phylum 80%, Class 85%, Order
90%, Family 92%, Subfamily 94%, OTU 97%.
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Table 2. Phyla detected in different sample matrices by cloning and sequencing or by high-density DNA microarray analysis

Air

Soil

Water

Phylum

Clone

Array

Clone

Array

Acidobacteria
Actinobacteria
AD3
Aquificae
Bacteroidetes
BRC1
Caldithrix
Chlamydiae
Chlorobi
Chloroflexi
Coprothermobacteria
Cyanobacteria
Deinococcus–Thermus
DSS1
Firmicutes
Gemmatimonadetes
Lentisphaerae
marine group A
Natronoanaerobium
NC10
Nitrospira
OD1
OP10
OP8
OP9/JS1
Planctomycetes
Proteobacteria
SPAM
Spirochaetes
Termite group 1
TM7
Verrucomicrobia
WS3
WS5
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a

Phylum confirmed by taxa-specific PCR.

Table 3. Phyla detected only by DNA microarray analysis and subsequently verified by PCR

Phyla verified

Confirming amplicon
GenBank acc. #

Closest matching
database sequence
(GenBank acc. #)

Closest matching
array OTU

Primer sequences
(50 to 30 )
For-TCGAAAAG
CGTGGGG
Rev-CTTCCTC
CCCCGTTC
For-GAAACTGC
CCAGACAC
Rev-AGTAACG
TTCGCACAG
For-AYTGGGCGT
AAAGAGTTGC
Rev-TACGGYTA
CCTTGTTACGACTT

Nitrospira

DQ129656

Sludge clone GC86
(Y14644)

Nitrospiraceae;
OTU 864a

Planctomycetes

DQ129666

anoxic basin clone
CY0ARA027D12
(BX294763)

Planctomycetaceae;
OTU 4948a

TM7

DQ236249

Sludge clone
SBR1071
(AF268996)

TM7-1; OTU 3664b

a

Closest match of confirming amplicon is contained within array-detected OTU.
Closest match of confirming amplicon is contained within alternate TM7 OTU.
Amplicons confirming the phyla detected by microarray were sequenced and identified by comparison to database sequences.

b

PCR annealing
temperature
(-C)
47.0

60.0

66.3
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Table 4. Clone library based estimates of diversity and predicted richness compared with observed richness determined by cloning
and array approaches

Predicted richnessa

Estimated diversity
Matrix

Shannon

Air
Soil
Water

2.74
2.18
0.65

b

Dominance
0.38
0.46
0.64

c

Chao1
155–396
119–276
4–17

Observed richness

ACE

Clone

Array

165–354
123–250
2–17

66
43
6

238
279
99

Differenced
3.61
6.48
16.5

a

95% confidence intervals are shown both Chao 1 and ACE richness estimators.
Shannon–Weaver index of diversity.
c
Dominance is expressed as 1 _ Shannon’s equitability (evenness) index.
d
Fold difference in richness observation between clone library and array approaches.
b

1.5 days compared to the clone-and-sequence method,
which necessitates 3 days or longer to sequence and
analyze a typical library of several hundred clones. It
has previously been demonstrated that organisms from
complex environmental samples can be accurately
classified into their respective orders by using an array
with 62,358 probes [12, 61]. The present study investigated the response of a novel microarray containing
297,851 probes when hybridized to 16S rRNA gene
amplicons generated from aerosols, soil, and water. The
microarray design approach was based on the anticipation that the tool would be used to characterize samples
without prior knowledge of their microbial composition.
For this reason, more than 30,000 diverse 16S rRNA gene
sequences were clustered into 8935 OTUs consisting of
842 subfamilies. Every OTU was interrogated by 24
probes, on average, each adjacent to a control probe used
to subtract the effects of nonspecific hybridization. The
requirement of a sequence-specific interaction from multiple unique probes to identify the presence of each OTU
was implemented to increase the confidence of detection
over single probe per OTU methods.
This high-density microarray targets the most unique
portions of the 16S rRNA gene for a given cluster, and
the results are summarized at higher phylogenetic levels.
This is in contrast to scoring probes at each node in a
hierarchical tree [40]. Our approach accommodates
OTUs that may be divergent from other members of
the same encapsulating node (which is often the case
with environmental sequences) by not requiring that a
single probe solution must be found for the entire
node. Although the microbial census from every
environment is far from complete [3], the key questions
for suitability of this approach are: BIs the sequence
variation from all extant prokaryotes unlimited, encompassing every possible nucleotide variation within the 16S
rRNA gene?^, or conversely, BCan a majority of the
organisms be classified on the basis of similarity to
identified sequences in the databases?^ Unlike estimates
of microbial genomic variability [21], sequence variability of the 16S rRNA gene appears more constrained [52],
most likely because of the functional necessity of the
ribosome. Thus, to some degree, sequences not yet in the

database may share some homology with targets used for
probe analysis. This basic assumption of probe design,
which has enabled the identification of one or a few
OTUs using Southern analysis [20, 36], fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) [8, 23], and quantitative PCR
(QPCR) [1, 24], was extended to design probes for a
substantially greater number of OTUs. To allow for the
detection of environmental sequences slightly divergent
from those represented on our array, we do not require a
sequence specific interaction of 100% of probe pairs
defining an OTU.
It was hypothesized that a phylogenetic profile
calculated from an array analysis should reflect the
composition of sequence types obtained by cloning the
same amplicon pool. Specifically, we tested the effectiveness of the novel microarray in detecting and categorizing environmental 16S rRNA genes into taxa with
defined nomenclature. Three environments were selected
for bacterial community evaluation by means of DNA
extraction and universal 16S rRNA gene PCR amplification. Products were split for sampling by cloning-andsequencing or microarray hybridization.
The three clone libraries produced 253 – 485 sequences each and varied in composition relative to each other.
The soil and air were dominated by Actinobacteria and
Bacilli, respectively (Fig. 1), and contained over 40
subfamilies each. The water library possessed considerably less richness with only six subfamilies. As predicted,
accumulation curves demonstrated that hundreds of
clones were insufficient to catalog all subfamilies putatively present, but that the water appeared more
thoroughly sampled than the others. The divergent
characteristics of the three clone libraries were considered beneficial for testing the array against dissimilar
16S rRNA gene amplicon community structures.
After each amplicon pool was hybridized to replicate
arrays, probe responses were matched to OTUs in the
database. Detection of an OTU required more than 92%
of the probe pairs assigned to the particular probe set to
hybridize such that the PM probe had a greater intensity
than the MM probe partner. This threshold was chosen to
allow sequences with minor divergence from database
entries, from which the array was designed, to be
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detectable by the array. The OTUs found by the array and/
or the cloning method were summarized to the subfamily,
family, order, class, and, lastly, phylum to discern the
resolution at which the results deviate. Regardless of
the resolution considered, the array consistently revealed
greater richness than the corresponding clone library
(Table 1). This result was expected because nonasymptotic accumulation curves demonstrated that the clone
libraries were only a partial sample of the total sequence
diversity. The array predicted the presence of every
phylum represented in the clone library. The same
concurrence held for nearly all classes and orders in all
three environmental samples. The atmospheric bacterial
samples offered the most relevant example of a previously
uncharacterized environment, because very few aerosolderived 16S rRNA gene sequences are publicly available.
In this relatively unstudied environment, OTU-level
matching of cloned sequences and array positives was in
poor agreement. Yet, the two methods concurred at the
subfamily ranking with some exceptions. For example, in
air samples, subfamilies within the Myxococcaceae (dproteobacteria) and Williamsiaceae (Actinobacteria) were
overlooked by the array. Similarly, in the soil, cloned
subfamilies within the Opitutaceae (Verrucomicrobia)
and Propionibacteriaceae (Actinobacteria) were not
found by the arrays using a PosFrac threshold of 0.92.
Although an explanation for the reduced PosFrac within
Myxococcaceae and Opitutaceae could not be attributed
to mismatches between the clone and probe sequences, it
was clear that divergence at the loci targeted by the probes
would prohibit a sequence-specific response for the
Williamsiaceae and Propionibacteriaceae.
The greater number of phyla reported by the array,
but not represented in the clone libraries, was unanticipated (Table 2). There are two main factors which,
individually or combined, may help explain this anomaly: (1) either the array approach overestimates richness
as a result of nonspecific hybridization leading to falsepositives or (2) cloning does not truly represent sequence
distribution because of insufficient sampling or perhaps
cloning bias. Three phyla detected only by array analysis
(Nitrospira, Planctomycetes, and TM7) in air samples
were chosen for further investigation. Amplification using
specific PCR primers and sequencing of amplicons
confirmed the presence of the phyla and in two cases the
exact OTU detected by the array was also confirmed. This
demonstrated not only that the microarrays revealed
broader diversity than a typical clone library, but also that
the additional components could be identified and
subsequently verified with a confirmatory third method.
It is significant that entire phyla would have been
overlooked if the clone library were the sole source of
taxonomic sampling.
It was impractical to determine if sequencing to
extinction (asymptotic accumulation/rarefaction curves)
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would have revealed the additional phyla, because it has
been estimated that 9104 sequences may only be sufficient
to encounter half of an environment’s microbial richness
[14]. However, the clone libraries presented in this work
reflect the method as it is typically practiced rather than
how it would be statistically complete. Nonetheless, it is
possible to predict richness within microbial communities by using rarefaction and statistical estimators [4, 5,
51]. As expected for environmental bacterial community
sampling efforts, accumulation curves and nonparametric richness estimators demonstrated that no community
in this study was sampled to completion. Importantly,
the predicted richness extrapolated from cloning observations from the air and soil was quite similar to that
enumerated by array analysis. The richness detected by
the array for the water sample considerably exceeded the
predicted richness due to high dominance.
In a previous study on environmental amplicon
sampling, we demonstrated a lack of correlation between
the numbers of clones from a phylogenetic taxon and the
corresponding hybridization intensity by using a 62,358
probe array [61]. Analogous discrepancies have been
documented when sampling environmental PCR products by cloning versus SSCP [31], or versus T-RFLP
[42]—suggesting a cloning bias. It is possible that the
cloning process is limited because of nonrandom
selection from a heterogeneous pool when amplicons
are nonuniform in length [47] or form variable secondary structures [38]. Conversely, the 16S rRNA microarray
has the potential advantage of increased sensitivity.
Where typical clone libraries must be pruned of sequencing aberrations (including chimeras) usually resulting in
only hundreds of amplicons graduating to the final
taxonomic assessment, the array accepts the entire mass
of PCR products to be exposed to the probes. Using the
described method of data analysis, the microarray requires
9107 gene copies for detection (manuscript in preparation). In this study, between 1011 and 1012 molecules
were sampled by the array, whereas only hundreds were
analyzed by cloning. Therefore, minority amplicon
types, with concentrations 4 orders of magnitude less
than those in the majority, will have an increased
probability of being detected by the microarray. In fact,
high dominance within clone libraries correlated with
large differences between the richness detected by array
and cloning approaches (Table 4). The trend may predict
that underestimation of the true richness can occur when
cloning efforts produce only a limited pool of diversity.
We acknowledge that further investigation of this trend is
necessary, especially to exclude the possibility that simply
small sample sizes are the sole cause of underestimation.
The described high-density universal 16S rRNA
microarray has been successfully used to monitor metalreducing bacteria during uranium bioremediation [57]
and flux in airborne prokaryote populations in urban
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settings (Andersen et al., unpublished data). In this
study, we presented the results of applying PCR products
to the arrays; however, by interrogating nonamplified
rRNA, a significant source of bias can be alleviated. This
is the focus of ongoing studies.
In summary, although this microarray is unreliable in
classifying novel taxa it, was capable of confirming the
majority of clone-detected subfamilies in addition to
revealing greater richness, even at the phylum level.
Furthermore, richness observations from the array analysis corresponded well with nonparametric richness
predictions calculated from clone sampling, indicating a
more complete inventory of the sampled ecosystems. A
subset of taxa uniquely identified by the array was
verified, illustrating the consequence of relying solely
on clone libraries when profiling a microbial community. The laborious, costly, and time-consuming nature
of clone library analysis diminishes its utility in studies
requiring replication and temporal monitoring. The
responsiveness of the 16S rRNA microarray to nucleic
acids from diverse phyla in complex mixtures and its
suitability for investigations requiring replication, demonstrated a necessary advance toward the goal of highthroughput ecological monitoring. For these reasons,
we believe the high-density DNA microarray offers a
promising approach for studies of microbial ecology.
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A 16S rRNA gene database (http://greengenes.lbl.gov) addresses limitations of public repositories by providing chimera screening, standard alignment, and taxonomic classification using multiple published taxonomies. It was found that there is incongruent taxonomic nomenclature among curators even at the phylum
level. Putative chimeras were identified in 3% of environmental sequences and in 0.2% of records derived from
isolates. Environmental sequences were classified into 100 phylum-level lineages in the Archaea and Bacteria.
ont, or an uncultured organism. Other standard descriptors include sequence quality measurements, authors, and a “study_id”
that links all the records associated with a project. Greengenes
maintains a consistent multiple-sequence alignment (MSA) of
both archaeal and bacterial 16S small-subunit rRNA genes to
facilitate taxonomic placement. Taxonomy proposed by independent curators, including the NCBI, the Ribosomal Database
Project (RDP) (Bergey’s) (7), Wolfgang Ludwig (21), Phil Hugenholtz (16), and Norman Pace (23), is tracked to promote user
awareness of several estimations of phylogenetic descent, allowing a balanced approach to node nomenclature when dendrograms are generated. Comprehensive chimera assessment
is a distinguishing characteristic of the Greengenes data assembly process. Each sequence is scored for chimeric potential, a breakpoint is estimated, and parent sequences are identified. Furthermore, since biologists often collect and visualize
16S small-subunit rRNA gene relationships using the freely
available ARB software, Greengenes simplifies the chore of
keeping a research group’s private ARB database current by
providing standardized alignments and an import filter (greengenes.ift) that imports the alignment and other standardized
fields from 16S small-subunit rRNA gene records vetted
weekly from GenBank.
To illustrate the utility of the Greengenes data assembly
process and to examine the validity of prokaryotic candidate
phyla, we aligned and chimera checked more than 90,000 public 16S small-subunit rRNA gene sequences. Taxonomic classifications from the major curators were used when such classifications were available. Sequence data were imported from
NCBI for complete or nearly complete gene sequences (length,
⬎1,250 nucleotides) deposited as of 2 April 2006. Alignment of
both archaeal and bacterial sequences was performed with the
NAST aligner (8) against a “Core Set” of templates selected
from a phylogenetically broad collection (16). The resulting
MSA was formatted so that each sequence occupied a consistent 7,682 characters or 4,182 characters; the latter allowed

Comparative analysis of 16S small-subunit rRNA genes is
commonly used to survey the constituents of microbial communities (4, 13, 23, 24), to infer bacterial and archaeal evolution (14, 19), and to design monitoring and analysis tools, such
as microarrays (5, 10, 17, 20, 29, 30). Because the rate of
production of 16S small-subunit rRNA gene sequence records
for uncultured organisms now exceeds the rate of production
for their cultured counterparts, taxonomic placement of sequences lags behind. In fact, 43% of full-length 16S smallsubunit rRNA gene records in the GenBank database are
amalgamated into the pseudodivisions “environmental samples” and “unclassified.” Annotation styles are inconsistent,
creating barriers for computational categorization of biological
sources. Furthermore, since rRNA genes from environmental
DNA are usually PCR amplified, it is suspected that many
clandestine chimeric sequences are intercalated into the public
databases. For a small sample of 1,399 sequence records from
known phyla, it was estimated that 3% of the public data might
contain chimeras (2). The effect of these poor-quality data,
exacerbated by barriers in exchanging nomenclature, has led to
several conflicting taxonomies. The probability of mistakenly
adopting a chimeric sequence in a phylogenetic inference or as
a reference for probe/primer design is increasing noticeably.
Finally, ARB (21) database administration needs to be streamlined for workers who maintain 16S small-subunit rRNA gene
collections on their local computers.
Greengenes addresses these concerns by providing four features: a standardized set of descriptive fields, taxonomic assignment, chimera screening, and ARB compatibility. Heuristics are used to consider the author’s annotations and categorize
each source as a named or unnamed isolate, an unnamed symbi-
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compatibility with RDP v8.1 (22) alignments. Both these formats were concise enough for browsing in common MSA
graphical interfaces, such as ClustalX (28), MEGA (18), and
the platform-independent interface Jalview (6), as well as
ARB. Other standard expansions, such as the ⬎20,000-character Ludwig alignment, are alternate formats that will be
available in future releases to give maximum flexibility to researchers.
For high-throughput chimera screening of the aligned sequences, the program Bellerophon (15) was used with two
modifications. First, the algorithm was modified to reduce the
number of potential parents considered in the partial trees,
which allowed run time to scale linearly rather than logarithmically with the count of candidate sequences in a collection.
Second, a new metric was implemented, which weighted the
likelihood of a sequence being chimeric according to the similarity of the parent sequences. The more distantly related the
parent sequences were to each other relative to their divergence from the candidate chimeric sequence, the greater the
likelihood that the inferred chimera was real. This metric,
called the divergence ratio, used the average sequence identity
between the two fragments of the candidate and the corresponding parent sequences as the numerator and the sequence
identity between the parent sequences as the denominator. All
calculations were restricted to 1,287 conserved columns of
aligned characters using a 300-bp window on either side of the
most likely breakpoint. A divergence ratio of ⬎1.1 and fragment-to-parent levels of similarity of ⬎90% were required for
classifying sequences as putatively chimeric.
Taxonomy was linked to each record by various methods.
NCBI taxonomic nomenclature and RDP taxonomic nomenclature were extracted directly from the corresponding
GenBank-formatted records. The Pace and Ludwig annotations were exported from curated ARB databases. The Hugenholtz taxonomy was also derived from a curated ARB database
in which tree topologies had been verified using RAxML-VI
(27) for maximum likelihood inference. The general time-reversible model of evolution was applied together with optimization of substitution rates and site-specific rates according to
a gamma distribution. Different search algorithms were considered depending on the run time of the standard hill climb
(SHC) search method. If the running time was less than 8 h,
simulating annealing (SA) was processed with the default starting temperature and a termination time set at approximately
24 h. If simulating annealing was not used and SHC terminated
within 24 h, SHC was used. Furthermore, rapid hill climb was
used in all other cases when the running time was less than
24 h. If rapid hill climb did not terminate within the set limit,
the number of taxa was reduced. After 100 bootstrap replications, a consensus tree was calculated using Consense (12) and
imported into ARB. This database (greengenes.arb) is available for download through Greengenes and is updated periodically.
Of the 90,000 NCBI records analyzed, 54% were derived
from uncultured organisms, the majority of which were deposited in the last 5 years (Fig. 1). Only three studies have submitted more than 1,000 full-length clones; however, we expect
the number of large 16S small-subunit rRNA gene surveys to
increase due to the availability and falling cost of high-throughput sequencing. Bellerophon detection of putative chimeras in
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FIG. 1. 16S rRNA gene sequencing projects that produced more
than 200 full-length records. All projects were submitted to GenBank
between October 2000 and February 2006. Sequences were generated
from gastrointestinal (GI), soil (SO), vaginal (VG), aerosol (AR),
culture collection (CC), insect (IN), water (WA), waste treatment
(WT), and fecal (FC) sources as indicated on the x axis. The projects
are ordered by sequence count.

3% of the sequences from uncultured organisms was not unexpected considering the initial estimates (2). Surprisingly,
0.2% of sequences derived from pure cultures were also determined to be putative chimeras. Multiple distinct 16S rRNA
genes have been encountered when clone libraries have been
created from colonies assumed to be pure cultures prepared
from numerous third-party sources (Colleen Cavanaugh, personal communication). It is possible that isolated colonies contain
symbiotic bacteria which increase PCR template complexity, enabling chimera formation. In addition, thousands of full-length
16S small-subunit rRNA gene-annotated GenBank records were
only partially aligned using NAST. Future versions of NAST
could be altered to allow alignment extensions across regions
having low template similarity or to allow candidates to be
aligned in sections using divergent templates. Both of these
options may allow a greater abundance of chimeric data to be
imported into Greengenes but perhaps would capture novel
phyla from the public repositories. Alternately, manually aligned
sequences from novel phyla can be offered from the user community for recruitment to the Core Set advocating periodic reevaluation of the partially aligned set.
Discovery of chimeras in 16S small-subunit rRNA gene data
collections is crucial if the data set is going to be a foundation
for applied bioinformatics. Chimeras are a fundamental problem when they are used as templates with probe selection
software, a growing concern with the recent increase in 16S
small-subunit rRNA gene microarray probe development (3, 8,
11). The 15 to 30 bases surrounding the chimeric breakpoint
can appear to be sufficiently different from all other records in
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a database to cause a probe selection algorithm to justifiably
identify the region as a target’s signature and suggest complementary probes that can be synthesized. These probes could
appear to be very valuable considering their minimal mishybridization potential, but in fact, they would rarely be useful
since they target nonexistent organisms. Chimera test results
from Greengenes allow greater control over input to probe
selection software, should aid in avoiding artificial terminal
restriction fragment length polymorphism pattern predictions
from ARB-compatible TRF-CUT (25), and can increase the
accuracy of sampling rarefaction curves (26).
The fraction of putative chimeras in the deposited sequences
from an individual study varies from none to more than 20%
(Fig. 1), suggesting that chimera screening is still not being
uniformly applied by sequence generators. The problem is
exacerbated with sparsely populated candidate phyla. For instance, the bacterial phyla “SAM” and “5” and the class GN4
(Proteobacteria) may require reevaluation. Likewise, the genera
Tistrella, Caldotoga, Dehalobacterium, and Desulfovermiculus
are currently anchored by sequences with evidence of chimeric
composition. Additional sequences could lead to empirical rejection of certain classifications or may aid in defining the true
breadth of sequence variation for these taxa.
Comparison of five different taxonomies uncovered surprisingly great disparity between expert curators. Loosely interpreting a “phylum” to be any labeled group or division immediately subordinate to the domain Archaea or Bacteria, we
compared the five curations in a Venn diagram (Fig. 2). The
main source of the disparity is the discordant naming of novel
candidate phyla or the absence of names for candidate phyla.
For example, Pace and Hugenholtz have independently named
more than 12 phylum-level lineages, many of which are the
same lineages, and RDP has not named any of these lineages.
This is a consequence of the huge number of environmental
sequences in the public databases and the frequent redundant
naming of environmental lineages in the literature. We hope
that making multiple taxonomic classifications available through
Greengenes will aid in standardizing classification, particularly
classification of environmental lineages.
Greengenes is also a functional workbench to assist in analysis of user-generated 16S rRNA gene sequences. Batches of
sequencing reads can be uploaded for quality-based trimming
and creation of multiple-sequence alignments (9). Three types
of non-MSA similarity searches are also available, seed extension by BLAST (1), similarity based on shared 7-mers by a tool
called “Simrank,” and a direct degenerative pattern match for
probe/primer evaluation. Results are displayed using user-preferred taxonomic nomenclature and can be saved between
sessions.
In summary, Greengenes offers annotated, chimera-checked,
full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences in standard alignment
formats. The relational database links taxonomies from multiple curators and multiple sequences from a single study. We
found that there is incongruent taxonomic nomenclature
among curators even at the phylum level. Bellerophon found
putative chimeras in sequences derived from both uncultured
and isolated organisms. The data set can be compared to
user-provided sequences via a web interface or can be imported directly into ARB for advanced analyses. We anticipate
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FIG. 2. Phylum-level nomenclature shared by independent curators represented as a five-way Venn diagram. Yellow spheres represent
the 126 phylum or candidate division names encountered in at least
one of the five taxonomy systems (Pace, Hugenholtz, Ludwig, RDP, or
NCBI). The numbers in parentheses are the counts for phylum or
candidate division names recognized by an individual curator. Clusters
of yellow spheres connected by more than one colored web symbolize
names recognized by multiple curators. The image was rendered by the
AutoFocus software (Aduna B.V., The Netherlands). A complete
table of phylum-level nomenclature comparisons is available at
http://greengenes.lbl.gov/TaxCompare.

that Greengenes will be valuable to researchers conducting
environmental surveys and for 16S rRNA microarray design.
In the immediate future, we plan to develop and implement
a number of community curation tools. This should allow the
user community to actively participate in improving the quality
of the Greengenes database and should ensure that time-consuming manual improvements of sequence and sequence-associated data, including taxonomic corrections, are propagated
for the benefit of the whole community. Specifically, five curation tools that should capture manual improvements are in
development: (i) improvements in individual sequence alignments, (ii) manual verification of putative chimeras, (iii) recruitment of novel lineages to the Core Set, (iv) corrections in
the Greengenes description (the abbreviated description of the
record usually has the form [habitat] clone [clone name] for
environmental sequences), and (v) updating taxonomic group
names. One of the main challenges in the implementation of
these tools is to ensure that only high-quality manual edits are
incorporated into Greengenes. For example, for a suggested
alignment alteration, the submitted sequence must (i) match
the existing sequence, (ii) preserve the location of highly conserved positions in the 16S rRNA gene, and (iii) record the
curator information as part of the update transaction. We
recognize the desire of many users to contribute to a distrib-
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uted curation effort, and we hope that Greengenes will become
a resource to facilitate this desire.
We thank Kirk Harris and Norman Pace for sharing their ARB
database and Richard Phan and Yvette Piceno for assistance with the
web interface.
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Long-Term Sustainability of a
High-Energy, Low-Diversity Crustal Biome
Li-Hung Lin,1,2* Pei-Ling Wang,3 Douglas Rumble,4 Johanna Lippmann-Pipke,5 Erik Boice,6
Lisa M. Pratt,6 Barbara Sherwood Lollar,7 Eoin L. Brodie,8 Terry C. Hazen,8 Gary L. Andersen,8
Todd Z. DeSantis,8 Duane P. Moser,9 Dave Kershaw,10 T. C. Onstott1
Geochemical, microbiological, and molecular analyses of alkaline saline groundwater at
2.8 kilometers depth in Archaean metabasalt revealed a microbial biome dominated by a single
phylotype affiliated with thermophilic sulfate reducers belonging to Firmicutes. These sulfate
reducers were sustained by geologically produced sulfate and hydrogen at concentrations
sufficient to maintain activities for millions of years with no apparent reliance on
photosynthetically derived substrates.
ost subsurface microbial ecosystems
examined to date (including subseafloor sediments, deep-sea hydrothermal vents, terrestrial sedimentary aquifers,
and petroleum reservoirs) ultimately depend
on sunlight. These studies have been mostly
confined to depths of less than 1 km, and the
ecosystems are either supported by photosynthetically produced electron donors and
acceptors transported by groundwater or
seawater with ages much less than a million
years, or are in constant contact with oxygenated seawater migrating through the underlying fractured basaltic aquifer (1–4). Although
two occurrences of autotrophic microbial
communities have been reported to exist in
G300-m-deep volcanic aquifers flushed with
fresh meteoric water (5, 6), their long-term
sustainability on H2 and isolation from
photosynthetically produced substrates have
not been demonstrated. Although the existence of subsurface microorganisms at depths
greater than 1 km in pristine environments is
well established (7), much is still unknown
regarding the abundance, diversity, and sustainability of these microbial communities over
geological time scales.
To determine the long-term sustainability
of a deep terrestrial environment, we examined the microbial diversity and metabolic
activity of a 3-to 4-km-deep fracture in the
2.7-billion-year-old Ventersdorp Supergroup
metabasalt, in which fracture water ages of
tens of millions of years (8), abundant abio-
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genic hydrocarbons (9), and radiolytically
produced H2 (10) have been reported. To
characterize the indigenous microbial composition and its principal respiratory pathway,
we analyzed 16S ribosomal DNA (rDNA)

sequences, aqueous and gas geochemistry,
and stable and noble gas isotopic signatures
of moderately saline groundwater emanating from a fracture zone 2.825 km below the
land surface (kmbls) in the Mponeng gold
mine, South Africa. This high-pressure waterbearing fracture was intersected during exploratory drilling ahead of a tunnel advancing
into an unmined zone È100 m above the
Ventersdorp Contact Reef (VCR) ore zone.
The fracture water was initially sampled as
soon as it was safe to do so (4 days after the
fracture intersection), and three subsequent
samples were obtained over a 54-day interval
(Table 1) to monitor drilling contamination
and possible changes of community structure
and geochemistry as the fracture was dewatered and before being sealed by the
mine_s cementation team.
Fracture water samples yielded a uniform
community structure dominated by a single
phylotype (MP104-0916-b1) that constituted

Table 1. Geochemical and microbiological characteristics of fracture water and mining water. NA,
not available; Gd.l., below detection limit, which is 1 mM for O2 and 0.5 fg ml–1 for archaeal DNA;
Ma, million years ago.
Sample no. (number of days
since intersection)
Sample name
Origin
Water and gas flow rates
(liters minj1) (borehole
volumes)
pH
Eh (mV)
Temperature (-C)
Formate (mM)¬
Acetate (mM)¬
Cl– (mM)*¬
Br– (mM)¬
SO42– (mM)¬
HS– (mM)†¬
H2 (mM)†¬
CH4 (mM)†¬
O2 (mM)‡¬
d2H-H2 (° VSMOW)¬
d13C-CH4 (° PDB)§¬
d2H-CH4 (° VSMOW)¬
4He model age (Ma)
40Ar model age (Ma)
134Xe model age (Ma)
136Xe model age (Ma)
Bacterial DNA (pg mlj1)
Archaeal DNA (pg mlj1)
Cell density (cells mlj1)

1 (4)

2 (7)

MP104E65X
C-091602
Fracture
water
40/2.4 (45)

MP104E65X
C-091902
Fracture
water
10.9/0.8 (55)

9.3
–330
960
7.6
24.6
54.1
125
529
NA
1940
8580
6
–684
–31.6
–364
20.9 T 10.5
16.3 T 8.2
18.7 T 7.0
21.6 T 6.0
15 T 8
È5  10–4
5.1 T 0.5 
104

9.3
–350
52
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1390
2600
11800
Gd.l.
–684
–31.7
–367
20.4 T 10.2
21.3 T 10.6
19.4 T 3.8
25.0 T 3.8
16 T 8
Gd.l.
NA

3 (15)
MP104E65X
C-092702
Fracture
water
8.2/1.2 (64)

4 (58)
MP104E65X
C-110902
Fracture
water
2.3/1.7 (96)

5
MP104E65XCSW-091602
Mining
water
NA

9.3
9.2
NA
–340
–263
NA
52
52
20
7.1
8.9
1.4
22.5
35.7
5.9
71.9
84.9
0.42
177
218
3.8
900
1860
171
NA
1060
NA
2090
3715
NA
9320
16600
NA
Gd.l.
Gd.l.
285
–688
–695
NA
–32.8
–33.2
NA
–366
–390
NA
15.8 T 7.9
NA
NA
16.9 T 8.4
NA
NA
21.0 T 6.0
NA
NA
23.8 T 4.6
NA
NA
30 T 15
30 T 15 3 T 1.5  105
È5  10–4 È5  10–4 206 T 100
NA
3.3 T 0.3
NA
104

*The concentrations derived from charged balance were 10.2 mM for sample 1, 27.6 mM for sample 3 and 50.6 mM for sample 4.
†The
concentrations of dissolved gases were reported as concentrations corrected for diffusive loss (8). Diffusive correction was not applied to
sample 4 because of the lack of noble gas analysis.
‡The positive O2 content for sample 1 may be derived from incomplete
isolation of fracture water from the mining environment caused by the extremely high water pressure and flow rate.
§The carbon
isotopic value was referenced to Pee Dee belemnite (PDB).
¬The uncertainties for aqueous and gas chemistry are T10% and
T20%, respectively. The uncertainties for isotopic measurements are T0.5° for d13C-hydrocarbon and T5° for d2H-hydrocarbon
and d2H-H2.
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic trees for bacteria
(A) and archaea (B) based on 16S rDNA
sequences recovered from fracture and
mining water in the Mponeng gold
mine, South Africa. The fraction number
in parentheses represents the number
of clones for each phylotype versus the
total number of clones analyzed in each
sample. The scale bar is equivalent to
the sequence variation of 10%.
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988% of the clones in the 16S rDNA libraries
we generated but did not appear in the water
used for mining (Fig. 1A). This phylotype
was related (96% similarity) to an uncultured clone recovered from thermal fluids
of oceanic crust (11) or to Desulfotomaculum
kuznetsovii (91% similarity) (12), a sulfate
reducer growing at moderately thermophilic
conditions. Of the other minor bacterial and
archaeal phylotypes associated with the
fracture water, MP104-1109-a19 resembled
(98% similarity) environmental clones (the
SAGMEG-2 group) obtained from fracture
water in an adjacent mine (13) (Fig. 1B).
Other phylotypes were closely related (98 to
99% similarity) to environmental clones recovered from surface environments (such as
soils and sludge) or to various mesophiles
distributed within Proteobacteria, Firmicutes,
and Methanobacteria (Fig. 1). These minor
phylotypes did not resemble those from the
mining water Esee supporting online material
(SOM)^.
High-density 16S rDNA microarray analysis was also used as a more sensitive approach to assess microbial diversity. Array
hybridization results supported the finding
that microbial diversity was much less (table
S2) and the Firmicutes were of greater relative abundance (table S3) in the fracture
water than in the mining water. Some overlap between the sequences found in the
fracture water and those in the mining water
is expected because mining water is a mixture of recycled fracture water and surface
water.
The geochemistry of the fracture water
was characterized to identify its origin and
to assess the principal metabolic pathways
(Table 1 and tables S1 and S4). Over the observation period, the temperature decreased
from 960- to 52-C, while the pH was constant and the redox potential (Eh) increased
from –330 to –263 mV. The Cl–, Br–, and
SO42– concentrations increased significantly,
whereas other anion concentrations fluctuated
or decreased slightly. Reduced gases (H2 and
CH4) were abundant (91 mM), and their

and dewatering. Desulfotomaculum-related
environmental clones and isolates have been
detected in other subsurface environments,
including an oil reservoir (18), deep sedimentary strata (19, 20), an ore deposit (21),
and saline water emanating from a 3.2-kmbls
borehole located 13 km east of this borehole
(22). The evident success of these microorganisms may not be surprising because their
ability to form endospores would facilitate
their survival during periods of low water
activity, nutrient deprivation, and suboptimal
temperature (23). Whether the less abundant
members of the clone libraries represent
indigenous microorganisms that are capable
of acquiring energy through metabolisms
that are distinct from those of the strains
they most resemble phylogenetically, or alternatively represent moribund relics of
shallower, less saline paleometeoric water
that has mixed with this fracture water, is not
known.
Sulfur isotopic analyses yielded d34S values of HS– ranging from 11 to 13° Vienna
Canon Diablo meteorite (VCDT) and those
of SO42– from 19 to 26° VCDT (table S4).
The depleted d34S value of HS– relative to
that of SO42– (–7.7° for sample 4 and –12.4°
for sample 7) is consistent with microbial
sulfate reduction. The fact that SO42– concentrations in the fracture water were higher
than that of the overlying dolomitic aquifer
(13), and that SO42– has been reported in
analyses of fluid inclusions from hydrothermal quartz in the VCR (24) and the reservoir
mixing-fractionation model (SOM), all suggest that the SO42– originated from the
ancient hydrothermal fluid, not the paleometeoric end member. The d34S values of
fracture pyrite (0 to 2° VCDT) were less
than that of the coexisting barite (10.1°
VCDT) (table S4) and were consistent with
those of hydrothermal 2.0-billion-year-old
pyrite from the VCR in the same mine (25).
The D33S values for all samples clustered
around 0° (table S4). To reproduce the D33S
of total dissolved S species (–0.022°) for
sample 7, a mixing of SO42– derived from

concentrations increased as water flow rates
declined and gas flow rates remained constant. Formate and acetate concentrations
ranged from 7 to 9 mM and 22 to 36 mM, respectively. The d2H and d13C of the abundant dissolved C1–4 hydrocarbons indicated
an abiogenic origin, based on their similarity to abiogenic hydrocarbon gases identified at other Precambrian Shield sites (9).
The d2H and d18O values of the fracture water, –29.1 per mil (°) and –6.9° VSMOW
(Vienna standard mean ocean water), respectively, plotted slightly above the global and
local meteoric line (14). The d2H-H2 values
ranged between –680 and –690° VSMOW,
which when compared with the d2H-H2O
value yielded isotopic equilibrium temperatures of 62-C for the first sample, declining
to 49-C for the last sample. Based on the
thermal conductivity model (15) and the heat
flow data (16), the initial temperature equates
to that at 4.2 kmbls and the final temperature
to that at 2.9 kmbls.
Noble gas analyses yielded elevated radiogenic and fissiogenic concentrations of 4He,
40Ar, 134Xe, and 136Xe (table S1) but exhibited
no systematic trend during the observation period. The bulk model age of the fracture water
ranged from 15.8 T 7.9 million years to 25.0 T
3.8 million years (Table 1). This model age
represents either the true subsurface residence time or the mixing between a hydrothermal fluid that is ancient (0.8 to 2.5 billion
years old); saline; and H2-, C1–4 hydrocarbon–,
and SO42–-rich; and paleometeoric water that
is È3 to 4 million years old; moderately saline; and H2-, C1–4 hydrocarbon– and SO42–poor (SOM).
The exceptional dominance of the Firmicutes clones; d2H and d18O values of the fracture water that are distinct from those of the
mining water (17); and increasing H2, CH4,
He, Cl–, Br–, and SO42– concentrations during the observation period suggest that the
fracture environment favors the survival of
these Firmicutes-related microorganisms and
that mining operations had minimal impact
on this environment during depressurization

Table 2. Gibbs free energy (DG), substrate consumption rate and steady-state free-energy flux for various microbial redox reactions.
Sample no.

1

31

4

DG
Substrate rate* Energy flux*
DG
Substrate rate* Energy flux*
DG
Substrate rate* Energy flux*
(kJ molj1) (mM yearj1) (kJ cellj1 sj1) (kJ molj1) (mM yearj) (kJ cellj1 sj1) (kJ molj1) (mM yearj1) (kJ cellj1 sj1)
H2-sulfate reduction†‡
Acetate-sulfate reduction†‡
H2-methanogenesis‡
Acetate-methanogenesis‡
Formate-methanogenesis‡
H2-acetogenesis‡

–148
–86
–94
–33
–74
–62

5.9
1.9
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.4








106
105
105
105
104
105

–9.2
–1.7
–2.1
–6.6
–1.4
–9.3








10–13
10–14
10–14
10–15
10–15
10–15

–155
–94
–95
–34
–86
–61

8.6
1.5
2.9
1.5
1.5
2.0








106
105
104
105
104
104

–1.4
–1.5
–2.9
–5.5
–1.3
–1.2








10–12
10–14
10–15
10–15
10–15
10–15

–146
–82
–93
–28
–42
–64

1.8
2.4
3.8
2.4
1.8
2.5








107
105
105
105
103
105

–2.7
–2.1
–3.7
–7.1
–8.1
–1.7








10–12
10–14
10–14
10–15
10–17
10–14

*The calculation for maximum substrate consumption rate and steady-state free-energy flux is shown in SOM.
†The HS– concentration used in the calculation for sulfate reduction for samples 1
and 3 were assumed to be 1.3 mM. The free energy for sulfate reduction only varied less than 5% when HS– concentration was changed between 1.1 to 1.5 mM.
‡The reactions for free energy
calculations were as follows: H2-sulfate reduction: 4 H2 þ Hþ þ SO42– Y HS– þ 4 H2O; acetate-sulfate reduction: CH3COO– þ SO42– Y 2 HCO3– þ HS–; H2-methanogenesis: 4 H2 þ Hþ þ HCO3– Y
CH4 þ 3 H2O; acetate-methanogenesis: CH3COO– þ H2O Y CH4 þ HCO3–; formate-methanogenesis: 4 HCOO– þ Hþ þ H2O Y CH4 þ 3 HCO3–; and H2-acetogenesis: 4 H2 þ Hþ þ 2 HCO3– Y
CH3COO– þ 4 H2O. The uncertainties are T10%.
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pyrite oxidation and barite dissolution with
a Rayleigh isotopic fractionation by microbial sulfate reduction was required (SOM).
Such a mixture, composed of 30% SO42– derived from the oxidation of pyrite by radiolytically produced oxidants (10) and 70%
SO42– derived from the dissolution of barite,
produced an initial d34S value of 8.13° VCDT
and a D33S value of –0.0087° (SOM). The
isotopic evolution from the initial 8.13° VCDT
to the present observation (18.63° VCDT for
total dissolved S species) requires a Rayleigh
fractionation process in which 70% of the
initial SO42– was removed as microbially precipitated pyrite (SOM). By this model, the
total HS– formed by microbial sulfate reduction would be 4.35 mM E1.52 mM 
70%/30% þ 0.80 mM HS– (SOM)^.
The Gibbs free energy for microbial redox
reactions was calculated to provide additional
constraints on the dominant respiratory pathway occurring in this fracture water. Sulfate
reduction dominated the free-energy yields
for a wide range of electron donor and acceptor combinations (Table 2). The freeenergy yields for these reactions were much
greater than the minimum requirement for
synthesis of 1/3 of an adenosine triphosphate
molecule by pumping one proton across the
cell membrane (È –20 kJ) (26). Among electron donors available for sulfate reduction
and methanogenesis, H2 yielded more free
energy than acetate and formate, and H2utilizing sulfate reduction yielded the highest
free energy and energy flux (Table 2), suggesting that CO2-utilizing methanogens and
acetogens cannot sustain as high a population
density as sulfate reducers and therefore would
be minor constituents of the community, as is
observed in the clone libraries. The prominence of the free-energy flux for H2-utilizing
sulfate reduction over other metabolic reactions is consistent with the depletion of d34S
values of HS– relative to SO42– (27) and the
physiological characteristics inferred from the
dominant phylotype.
The in situ rate of microbial sulfate reduction was estimated to range from 0.22 to 1.45
nM yearj1, or from 5.5  10j18 to 3.6 
10j17 moles per cell yearj1 (assuming that all
observed cells, 4  107 cells literj1, actively
reduce SO42–), based on the potential microbially produced sulfide E4.35 mM (SOM)^
and fracture water residence time of È3 or
È20 million years inferred from noble gas
analysis. Such a rate is comparable to rates

482

reported in subseafloor sediments (28) and
to the estimated rate of radiolytic H2 generation (10), but far less (4 to 5 orders of magnitude) than the maintenance energy demand
of mesophilic sulfate reducers as determined
in laboratory experiments (29) (SOM). The
estimated in situ sulfate reduction rate, when
combined with the experimental maintenance
energy demand E48 mol (g dry weight cell)j1
yearj1^ (29) and assuming 20 fg per cell,
would support only 200 to 1600 cells literj1,
which is far below the observed È4  107
cells literj1. If cells were constantly growing
and dying, then the experimental sulfate
reducer yield of 12.2 g of dry weight cell
molj1 (29), when combined with the in situ
sulfate reduction rate, would correspond to
cell turnover times of 45 to 300 years. The
isotopic estimate of the long-term in situ microbial activity, however, is 109 to 1010 times
less than the maximum substrate consumption
rate (Table 2), which would seem to indicate
that as-yet-unidentified factors play a role in
restraining the microbial respiration.
The hot, reducing, gaseous water emanating
from a fracture at 2.8 to 4.2 kmbls harbored a
microbial community dominated by a single
Firmicutes phylotype. The Firmicutes probably
penetrated the Mponeng fracture zone at
current depths during infiltration of paleometeoric water between 3 and 25 million years
ago and since then have relied on nonphotosynthetically derived H2 and SO42– converted
from Archaean/Proterozoic pyrite/barite. Nutrient concentrations have remained much higher
than observed in shallower crustal environments, suggesting that the deep crustal biosphere may be energy-rich, is not approaching
entropic death, and is capable of sustaining
microbial communities indefinitely by geological processes.
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Microbes galore.
This African sandstorm will deposit millions of tons of dust over the
Caribbean and Florida. A study of airborne microbes indicates that these
storms may be delivering more than just hazy skies.
Credit: NASA

Microbiology's Air Force
By John Bohannon
ScienceNOW Daily News
20 December 2006

Air is filthy with microbes, at least in the city. That's
the conclusion from a genetic study of airborne
bacteria in two U.S. cities that suggests the
atmosphere may be a more important part of global
microbial ecology than was assumed. It also provides
the first baseline for monitoring the air for bioterrorist
attacks.
Because airborne bacteria are exposed to extremes of temperature,
dryness, and radiation, they are thought to be far less diverse and
abundant than their peers down on the ground. It has been difficult to test
that idea. The traditional method of surveying microbial populations-growing colonies in the lab--doesn't work well for studying the
atmosphere's flora. Not only are airborne populations relatively sparse,
but the cells are often also in a quiescent state, requiring special
conditions to start growing. Finding better methods would be useful, not
only for studying basic microbial ecology but also for improving a 3year-old U.S. government effort called BioWatch, which aims to put
sniffing machines in hundreds of public places to sound the alarm in case
of a bioterrorism attack.
To get a better fix on flying microbes, a team led by Gary Andersen, a
microbial ecologist at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in
Berkeley, California, used a recently developed microbe-detector called
the Phylochip. Rather than relying on microbes to grow into visible
colonies, the device detects individual cells by grabbing their ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) genes out of a solution of broken-up cells. Fluorescent dye
then gloms onto the microbial rRNA. To see who's who, the rRNA is
then washed over a target array of more than 8000 different matching
rRNA strands that represent the 121 taxonomic orders of prokaryotic
microbes. A computer records positive hits by checking for bright spots
on the array.
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For their atmospheric samples, the researchers used three sites each in
San Antonio and Austin, Texas, both part of the BioWatch monitoring
network. The team pumped air samples through fine-meshed filters at
the rate of 10 liters per hour and collected the filters weekly for 17 weeks
in the summer of 2003.
A surprising discovery was that several nonpathogenic microbes closely
related to bioterror weapons of choice, including anthrax and tularemia,
were common in city air, which may explain some of BioWatch's false
alarms in recent years. Another surprise was the sheer diversity of the
airborne microbes, which included 1800 types of bacteria, as diverse an
assemblage as typically found in soil, the team reports online today in
To Advertise | Find Products
Proceedings of the National Academies of Science. The diversity and
concentration varied dramatically from week to week, with much of the
variation explained by weather conditions.
The bottom line? "We humans are embedded in a microbial world that
we barely acknowledge, and this study is one that is beginning to shed
light on what kinds of organisms are out there in the environment," says
microbiologist Norman Pace of the University of Colorado at Boulder.
"The only problem I see is that the numbers of samples and locales are
very limited. We need a lot more of this in a lot of environments."
Related sites

●
●

The BioWatch program
More about the Phylochip
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Microbe Census Reveals Air Crawling
with Bacteria
Thousands of microbes that change with the weather drift in the atmosphere

By David Biello

The air is a hostile place for a microbe. Often dry, lacking in nutrients and
filled with deadly ultraviolet radiation, the atmosphere would seem to be the
last place a microbe would want to find itself. Yet, a new genetic census of
some air samples from Austin and San Antonio, Tex., finds that as many as
2,000 different kinds of microbes may be present in the air we breathe on
any given day.

AIRBORNE MICROBES: Despite the
difficulties of living in thin air, more
than 1,800 microbes showed up in a
recent census of the atmosphere in
Austin and San Antonio, Tex.
© PETER
MALTZ/IMAGES.COM/CORBIS

Microbial ecologist Gary Andersen of Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory and his colleagues collected air samples in the two Texas cities
over a period of 17 weeks, starting in 2003. They then used a specially
designed microarray--a small chip roughly the size of a quarter that carries
probes to detect specific genetic information--to search for a gene involved
in the making of a protein (16S) that is found in many microbes. "We
designed a 500,000-probe array to identify up to about 9,000 different
groups of bacterial and archaean organisms," Andersen explains. "It looks at
the differences in the 16S sequence to identify a specific type of prokaryotic
organism."

In the air samples, the researchers uncovered at least 1,800 different types
of microbes, including those such as the diarrhea-causing Arcobacter and
ulcer-inducing Heliobacter genera that can be dangerous to human health. Previous efforts to determine microbe
counts in the atmosphere had relied on culturing the air to see what grew. "Over 90 percent you can't recover even
though it was not only present but viable," Andersen notes. "It's just something about the physiological state it gets
in; when it's not in rich media, it has a different physiology."
This puts the diversity of microbes in the air on par with the diversity of microbes in the soil, a fertile environment for
such life-forms. In fact, there is a large crossover between the microbes in the air of a city and the microbes in its
soil. The ecologists found that airborne microbes were broadly the same in Austin and San Antonio as well, and
varied more depending on the weather than any other factor.
The most common microbes included those that thrive in hay fields and deteriorating exterior paint, according to the
paper published online December 18 in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA. "We were surprised
at how many different types of sequences we were seeing," Andersen adds. "Obscure phyla, like TM7, which have
been seen in soil and gum tissue; hot springs type organisms; and microbes from sewage treatment plants."
The census provides a background for ongoing efforts by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security to monitor city
air for potential bioterrorism attacks as well as fills in a gaping hole in the understanding of where microbes persist.
For example, storms of Saharan dust--and their attendant microbes--have been linked to local meningitis outbreaks
and tracked across the Pacific to coral deaths and an increase in childhood asthma in the Caribbean. "It's important
to do a microbial census to see what's in the air we breathe. I believe it's going to change as the climate changes,"
Andersen says. "We may see very different populations of microbes in the air and that may have some health
implications."
The air is now being tested in at least 30 U.S. cities and Andersen hopes the effort will be broadened. "How is it in
the middle of the oceans?" he asks. "Is it just what's coming up from the sea's surface or is it a long-range dispersal
of organisms?" Whatever the case, fresh, clean, bacteria-free air is rarer than previously thought.

Shrinking to Enormity
Coral-Killing Dust
Anthrax Genome Spills Its Deadly Secrets
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BERKELEY, Calif., Dec. 19 (UPI) -- U.S. scientists, conducting a first-of-its-kind
census, found Texas air teeming with more than 1,800 types of bacteria.
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They said some 1,800 types of bacteria showed up in the samples.
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They said the widely varied bacterial population rivaled the diversity found in soil.
They also found naturally occurring relatives of microbes that could be used in
bioterrorist attacks.
Astro
labo
spac

"Before this study, no one had a sense of the diversity of the microbes in the air,"
said lead author Gary Andersen, who noted the findings pave the way for regional
bacterial censuses that will help a Department of Homeland Security bioterrorism
surveillance program differentiate between normal and suspicious fluctuations in
airborne pathogens.
The study will also help scientists establish a baseline of airborne microbes, which
they can use to track how climate change affects bacterial populations.
The research appears in the online early edition of the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences.
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Scientists at Lawrence Berkeley National Labs (LBNL) are using microarrays to compile a
national database of airborne bacteria, which could be a boon for environmental researchers.
Immediately after the September 11 attacks, American security officials began planning for a
possible chemical or biological attack, and the Department of Homeland Security set up
detection systems in major cities. But the detectors have to be calibrated to ignore background
noise or, in the case of a biological attack, ambient airborne bacteria.
“The problem is that we really had to create the technology to do this,” says Gary Andersen of
the Center for Environmental Biotechnology at LBNL in Berkeley, Ca. “Nobody else has ever
done this before.” Created with the aid of gene-chip company Affymetrix, the current
generation microarray chip now holds 500,000 probes for over 9000 taxa.
“You end up with a table of what’s present and their relative abundance,” says LBNL research
associate Todd DeSantis. “So you can see from the sample when a taxa is declining or if it’s on
the rise.” This is the first work that shows microarrays can detect not just the presence but also
the quantity of taxa. The findings will be published this fall in the journal Environmental
Microbiology.
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The microarray chips uses 25 DNA-base
long probes to bind selected sections of 16s
ribosomal DNA. The ribosomal DNA is
probed because it has sufficient variability
to serve as a marker of biological taxa.
DeSantis says designing the first chip for
broad environmental sampling was difficult,
because microarrays were developed for
gene- expression work. “We initially wanted
to handle this with off-the-shelf technology,
using microarray techniques for expression
analysis,” he says. “We found that this just
wasn’t working.”
After almost two years of work, the lab has
While the above drawing shows a microarray
already evaluated thousands of samples
with binding sites that are only a six bases in
and is now awash in data. The researchers
length, the airborne bacteria study uses binding
sites that are 25 bases long. This is the first
now have to figure out what to do with it all.
microarray to broadly sample for different taxa.
DeSantis says they have just enlisted the
help of a statistician and are building a
website so that scientists can ask questions with different parameters. For instance, a wildlife
biologist in Louisiana studying avian disease might want to identify which bacteria are present
in the local environment, while an epidemiologist at a hospital in Minnesota might want to know
the seasonal fluctuations of bacteria in a nearby city.
“We’re just squirreling away a lot of data and trying to put together an ftp site so that people
can select cities and download information,” he says.
The LBNL researchers recently analyzed data collected during the summer of 2003 from two
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cities in Texas. Separated by only 80 miles, Austin and San Antonio show some significant
differences in their bacterial biota. Both cities have airborne bacteria from the genera Pirellula,
Pseudomonas, Rickettsia, Clostridium, and Bacillus. But San Antonio has a much greater
diversity of bacteria and also supports Denitrovibrio, Legionella, and Actinomyces. It is not
known why two cities so close geographically differ so dramatically in their bacteria. “There
must be some local reservoirs for the bacteria,” speculates Andersen. “We’re looking at
weather patterns to see if that might explain it.”
Although the sampling phase of the project will end in the summer of 2005, analysis of the data
could take years. In the future, the research might be expanded, according to Pete Pesenti, a
project officer with the Science and Technology Directorate at the Department of Homeland
Security. “We’ll take a look at the project next year and then decide if we might need to look at
other things in the air like viruses and fungi,” he says. —PAUL D. THACKER
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Berkeley Lab Technology Could Help Areas Flooded by Katrina
and Rita
DNA ‘Phylochip’ Scans for Thousands of Disease-Causing Microbes
Contact: Lynn Yarris (510) 486-5375, lcyarris@lbl.gov
BERKELEY, CA – The flood waters that filled the streets of New Orleans in the aftermath of Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita are now heavily populated with bacteria, viruses and other disease-causing microbes that
could pose a grave risk to residents long after the waters have been cleared. An experimental technology
developed by scientists with the U.S. Department of Energy’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(Berkeley Lab) holds promise for use in situations like this to provide a comprehensive picture of bacterial
presence in the air, soil and water and enable authorities to track how that presence changes over time.
“Warm and stagnant bodies of water
frequently give rise to large numbers
of different bacterial pathogens and
opportunistic organisms,” said Terry
Hazen, a microbiologist who heads
the Ecology Department of Berkeley
Lab’s Earth Sciences Division and is a
leading authority on pathogens in
warm environments. “A key challenge
is a comprehensive identification of
all potentially deleterious organisms
without prior knowledge of the
diversity of pathogens that may be
present.”
The floods that filled the streets of New Orleans and elsewhere in the
aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita pose long-term health risks to
residents, even after the waters have been cleared. (Photo by Kathy
Anderson, LOLA)

Originally developed for air sampling
and still being tested by Berkeley Lab
for the Department of Homeland
Security, the Phylochip and its

application to other media like those found on the Gulf Coast are pending further studies in soil and water.
Using a square-shaped DNA chip, the size of a quarter and packed with an array of 500,000 probes, Hazen
and his colleagues can analyze a sample for the unique DNA signatures of 9,000 known species in the Phyla
of bacteria and Archaea. The analysis can be completed within 24 hours from the start of the process.
“Our Phylochip makes its identification based on variations in the 16S rRNA gene, which is essential for
protein synthesis and is present in all bacteria,” said Gary Andersen, a microbiologist who now heads the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group within the Lab’s Ecology Department. “Small regions of DNA base-pair
sequence differences within the 16S rRNA gene can be used to distinguish different bacterial species,
including pathogens. The advantage of this approach is that multiple pathogens can be identified
simultaneously by targeting unique regions of the 16S rRNA gene sequence in the samples.”
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The bacterial problems facing the coastal areas of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama, which were ravaged
by Hurricane Katrina, and areas in Texas and Louisiana impacted by Hurricane Rita, are likely to persist for
an extended period of time, Hazen said. As flooded areas dry out, some of the pathogens in the
contaminated water will become airborne. Others will be absorbed or adsorbed into the soil. Some of these
will percolate down into the groundwater, and others will remain near the soil surface where they could be
desorbed through precipitation.
“Every time it rains, we could be seeing a spike in bacterial pathogen activity,” said Hazen. “The microbial
population currently in that flood environment is complex and dynamic.”
With the Phylochip and special software developed at Berkeley Lab, health and environmental officials
monitoring the areas flooded by Katrina and Rita could be provided with what Hazen characterizes as
“snapshots” over a period of time. These snapshots would tell officials whether specific populations of
bacterial organisms are increasing or decreasing. Samples collected from critical locations would have to be
transported to Berkeley Lab for DNA extraction, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification, and array
hybridization on the Phylochip.
The key to the Phylochip’s success is the 16S rRNA gene, which codes for a small substructure of the
organelle in biological cells known as a ribosome. For bacteria, the DNA sequences that make up the 16s
rRNA gene have been highly conserved throughout evolution, and can be used to positively identify
individual species within the Phyla. These DNA sequences can also be used to infer natural relationships
between different species.
In addition to bacterial pathogens, the 16s Phylochip would also reveal the presence in samples of bacterial
species that are capable of degrading or transforming contaminants of concern. Under the right conditions,
bioremediation and natural attenuation can be the safest and most cost-effective environmental
remediation technique.
“We can validate the possibility of natural biodegradation and determine which species of biodegraders
should be stimulated,” said Hazen. “With this information, appropriate treatability studies can be designed
for determining the best and most cost-effective remediation strategy.”
The 16s Phylochip has been extensively tested under a variety of conditions and locales and has proven to
be a more sensitive and accurate means of detecting bacterial species, including pathogens, than the
current standard of using 16S rRNA gene clone library sequencing.
Hazen and the other scientists in the Ecology Department are experienced at tracking bacterial pathogens in
tropical and subtropical waters, which pose a special challenge to health and environment officials. The
standard indicators used to assess whether water has been contaminated with human feces, the primary
source of pathogens that threaten human health, are the bacteria E. coli and Enterococcus. However,
according to Hazen, these standard indicators can survive indefinitely in waters where the temperature
approaches that of the human body, which means they do not necessarily reveal whether the human fecal
contamination was recent, a critical point for assessing the risk of disease.
“Our research has demonstrated that other bacteria, such as Enterococci, Bifidobacteria and Clostridia,
provide better indirect evidence of recent human fecal contamination,” Hazen said. “We also have
experience with direct detection of pathogens like Vibrio vulnificus and Vibrio parahaemolyitcus, common in
warm coastal water and already causing infections, some fatal, in Katrina-affected areas.”
Hazen and his colleagues have developed
a number of techniques for detecting both
alternative indicators and opportunistic
pathogens. These techniques can be used
to identify contamination sources and help
health and environment officials better
determine the real risk involved with
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contact and consumption of various water
sources. In addition, they have shown
how other technologies can also be
brought to bear on the situation. For
example, they have learned to use a
micro-respirometer — a device designed
to monitor real-time oxygen consumption,
carbon dioxide or methane production —
to determine within a few hours what
would be the optimum conditions for

Terry Hazen (left) and Gary Andersen, microbiologists with Berkeley
Lab, are shown here with the 16s Phylochip they developed that can
analyze a sample for the unique DNA signatures of all known species of
bacteria. (Photo by Roy Kaltschmidt, CSO)

achieving biodegradation of contaminants.
“A combination of the technologies we are developing could provide functional design criteria for the
remediation of contaminated soil and water at a number of sites in the hurricane-affected areas,” Hazen
said.
Hazen and the scientists in his department are now working on new version of the Phylochip that could be
used to detect pathogenic viruses and fungi. They are also developing chips that can be used to test for
specific pathogens, such as Yersinia pestis, the bacterium that causes the plague. This work was principally
funded by the Biological and Environmental Research program of the Department of Energy’s Office of
Science.
Berkeley Lab is a U.S. Department of Energy national laboratory located in Berkeley, California. It conducts
unclassified scientific research and is managed by the University of California. Visit our Website at
www.lbl.gov.

Additional Information
For further information about all the technologies described in this release, contact Terry Hazen by
phone at (510) 486-6223 and by e-mail at TCHazen@lbl.gov, or Gary Andersen at (510)495-2795,
GLAndersen@lbl.gov
For more information about Berkeley Lab’s Earth Sciences Division, visit the Website at
http://www-esd.lbl.gov/index.html
For more information about Berkeley Lab’s Ecology Department, visit the Website at
http://www-esd.lbl.gov/ECO/index.html
Top
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Researchers Find Pathogens in Unlikely Places Using High-density Microarrays
Lawrence Berkeley’s Gary Andersen and David Rasko of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center discuss
the surprising organisms found using microarrays to detect pathogens in the environment.
By Stacey Ryder
Berkeley, January 18, 2006 — Scientists at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory are
using two new microarrays to detect dangerous
pathogens in the air, soil,

food and water, before they spread to human
populations. In just nine hours, the group’s 16S
rRNA gene (16S phylogenetic) array identifies
up to 8,900 distinctive organisms in a single
experiment, while their multiple pathogen ID
array (MPID) tests for more than 140 genetic
regions that make bioterror agents particularly
dangerous.
The team leader, Dr. Gary Andersen, said that
his group typically discovers about twice the
number of organisms found by conventional
methods of cloning and sequencing. Using the
array, the group is able to increase sampling
size and can more accurately determine the
distribution and complexity of bacterial species
in the environment.
Andersen’s research group has already used an
earlier, prototype version of the phylogenetic
array to identify more than 14 orders of
prokaryotes andthree phyla of eukaryotes in
British air samples. The array detects the
organisms with probes complementary to
variable regions of a universally conserved gene
sequence—the small ribosomal subunit.
In a separate proof of concept study,
Andersen’s group used their MPID array to
detect Category A biothreat agents responsible
for anthrax, plague and tularemia, in complex
environmental samples. The group designed
the array to identify the presence of virulence
and pathogenicity genes from 18 bioterrorist
agents. They are now working on a multi-year
project funded by the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security to develop a comprehensive
bacterial detection array that can simultaneously
detect multiple organisms in complex
environmental samples. Andersen’s laboratory
is currently examining the microbial
composition of aero-

sols obtained from pathogen detection systems
to identify which microorganisms, including
pathogens, are normally present in the
environment.
“I guess what blew our socks off in the
beginning were the pathogens we would see in,
for instance, the air,” said Andersen. “We’d
often see things like Clostridium botulinum.
That pathogen is anaerobic, so we were a little
surprised.”
Andersen recently spoke to David Rasko, a
senior research scientist at the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas,
about the advantages of using microarrays to
look at microbial ecology and some of the
surprising findings his team has made.
Rasko, who is also an adjunct collaborative
investigator at The Institute for Genomic
Research (TIGR), studies the genomic
evolution of closely related pathogenic species.
The two discussed:
the sensitivity of microarray studies
compared to plating and surveying studies
of microbial ecosystems
the role of 16S rRNA copy number in
distinguishing microbial species from one
another
the potential for tracking the path of
infectious diseases using microarray
technology
Microarrays Vs. Plating and Surveying

Rasko: We’ve known for quite some time that
using traditional plating and survey methods,
you miss many species and see
underrepresented diversity. Your chip gives a
better idea of that diversity. What percentage do
you think is still unresolved in those
environments that you’ve tested?
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You have many very similar 16S molecules and
you’re trying to find the differences between
them.

Andersen: Well, it’s hard to say. Less than 1%
of bacteria can be seen by culture. The route
we’ve chosen is identification of bacteria by
conserved genes, such as the 16S small subunit
ribosomal gene. With this method, we can find
greater diversity and species richness in the
natural environment.

Rasko: Do you think the lack of identification
using traditional cloning and plating type
methods is based on low abundance of some
members of the diverse sample?

This has been going on for a number of years
and it’s allowed for the discovery of completely
novel organisms that have never been observed
in culture. But the number of species in
different environments depends on your
definition of a species.
For microbial ecologists like myself, the
definition is 97% identity at the 16S gene level,
or 70% DNA relatedness at the DNA/DNA
hybridization level to be called a species. For
organisms with important phenotypes, such as
causing disease or catalyzing important
reactions, we tend to use a much higher percent
identity to call a species. As we sample new
environments, we uncover new species. But as
we sample many related environments, we are
seeing less and less novel organisms being
identified.
I think where the 16S phylochip helps is in
determining the distribution and complexity of
bacterial species in the environment. In our
arrays we typically identify about twice the
number of organisms found by the cloning and
sequencing. Most of this is due to sampling
size. Cloning is expensive and time consuming.
Arrays are less expensive so many sampling
points can be identified.

Andersen: We noticed that it especially has to
do with the way clone libraries are sequenced.
Particularly when there’s a high abundance
member organism present, it seems to dominate
clone libraries and crowds out the low
abundance organisms.
One difference with the array is that instead of
just pulling out individual 16S amplified
molecules, we’re putting the entire mixture on
the array, allowing us to see the less abundant
organisms.

information from multiple laboratories helps us
identify the most specific probes to identify a
particular grouping of organisms we call a
taxon.
The other is that we use the perfect
match/mismatch probe pair to reduce the effects
of cross-hybridization. Nonspecific
hybridization has to be taken into account.

We typically use anywhere from 400 to 800
16S rRNA clones to compare with an array
hybridization. Even though that’s a large
number, we’re still missing a lot. If we
increased the number, we’d probably see more,
approaching the number we’d see on the array.a
greater degree of sensitivity. Taking advantage
of the sequence

We’ve split samples to compare our
microarrays with the clone libraries, so we
know we’re not introducing any amplification
bias when we compare microarray results with
clone library results. But some probes just
hybridize stronger than others. So, we’ve done
Latin square experiments.
We take 16S targets of known organisms. In a
rotating mixture we have different defined
concentrations and we measure the
hybridization intensity on the array. For an
individual target, we see that as we increase or
decrease the concentration, we increase or
decrease the hybridization intensity. But if you
compare several different targets at one
concentration, you’ll find that there will be
quite a bit of difference in their sequence
hybridization as measured by average
difference hybridization score.
One thing that tells us is that we can’t use our
array for measuring absolute relative abundance
of an organism unless we’ve already calibrated
it to a known concentration. The strength of
what we do, though, is we can measure the
relative increase or decrease in popula-
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tion size as measured by hybridization intensity over
time or treatment.
The Role of 16S rRNA
Rasko: Different species have different numbers of
16S genes. Does the copy number of the 16S rRNA
affect your hybridization or do you not see a huge
bias based on the genomic copy number of this
gene?

Andersen: There’s actually a significant
advantage to the different copy numbers. We
get an estimate of metabolic activity of the
organisms in the environment by knowing how
much rRNA, used for protein synthesis, is
present. In addition to using conserved primers
for a 16S gene amplification which will tell us
which organisms are present, we can directly
measure rRNA in a sample without the need
for amplification to infer which organisms are
most actively expressing proteins.
The typical active bacterium contains about
20,000 copies of rRNA. As a rule, organisms
with more copies of the gene or with a higher
metabolic rate make more rRNA molecules.
Those with fewer copies of the gene or with a
lower metabolic rate make fewer copies.
There’s no easier

way of getting this information than by
measuring the rRNA hybridization directly on
our array.
The breakthrough that made this possible was
the development of a protocol by Affymetrix to
directly label RNA molecules without cDNA
synthesis. The protocol was developed for
mRNA, but we noticed it actually works even
better for our rRNA.
We’ve used this method to measure the rise
and fall of metabolic activity in multiple
organisms in field experiments. For example,
we were recently able to identify a syntrophic
relationship between several Archaeal species
and Proteobacterial metal reducers in a
subsurface uranium-contaminated site. This is
something we would only see using this
high-density phylogenetic array and looking at
the rRNA directly.
Rasko: Well, that’s neat. That’s all I’ll say!
That’s just neat!
Andersen: This is really neat. It’s something
we’ve just recently done.

I think combining these two methods can give
you a general overview of what’s in a sample.
If you’re interested in specific pathogens, you
can target them with a number of specific probe
sets. As the number of probes that you can put
on an array increases, I think we will be able to
have everything on one array and run one
sample to answer both those questions
simultaneously.
With our latest generation microarray, which
we’re using in the air, there are certain
pathogenic organisms that we knew we
couldn’t identify by 16S because they are so
similar to other environmental organisms. We
put these pathogen-specific regions on the array
so we could distinguish the pathogen from
other environmental organisms.
For example, there’s just one base pair
difference, or in some cases even no base pair
differences, between Bacillus cereus and
anthracis. The 16S can tell you that there are
some organisms from the Bacillus cereus group
there, but we have more specific probes for the
anthracis pathogen.
Tracking Pathogen Movement

Rasko: Do you think that a version of your
array could be used in a very similar way to
identify different pathogens in respiratory
diseases? Could you see the 16S and directed
approaches working hand in hand or do you
see them as competing technologies?
Andersen: I actually can see them working
hand in hand. We’ve already experimented
with a targeted approach for identifying
pathogens in the environment. In a previous
paper, we developed an array that targeted
unique regions in the pathogen genomes to
identify 18 specific pathogens. We had primers
that were specific to each one of the pathogens.
We used those primers to amplify 100 to 200
bp fragments. Multiple probe pairs were then
used for what ended up being very highly
specific and sensitive detection.

Rasko: Do you think you can use this
microarray technology to identify movement of
bacteria, fungi or viruses on a global level? For
example, if you have something that gets
aerosolized in California after weeks, months
or years, would you expect that novel species
to show up in Washington, D.C., or Florida or
New York?
Andersen: In a way, we’re doing those
experiments now. We’re currently measuring
the bacterial populations in urban aerosols in a
number of cities across the United States and
over different seasons, for a U.S. Department
of Homeland Security project. In the process of
doing this we’ve identified a number of local
reservoirs of bacteria that are entrained into air.
We’ve also observed long-range dispersal of
certain organisms.
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for the biosurveillance of major cities for
potential bioweapon release. One question that
comes up is whether a pathogen detected by a
sensitive detector could have occurred
naturally.
That’s what we’re looking at now. What are
the background organisms that would typically
come up in a sample? We can see, for instance,
different classes of organisms that seem to be
more predominant based on prevailing wind
patterns and other meteorological conditions.
To some extent, that influences long-range
dispersal as well.
Rasko: So, theoretically, you could identify
the avian flu if it entered the United States in
California and track its progress across the
country through a methodology like this?

By looking at multiple locations over several
years, we’re for the first time getting an idea of
the scope of variation of organisms at a given
location and what factors influence the
microbial composition.
For the Department of Homeland Security, this
will be especially important in view of their
BioWatch program

Andersen: You could, yes. You’d have to use
much more extensive sampling than we’re
doing now and use probes for the specific
organism you’re looking for.
But yes, that would be an ideal way for
measuring the spread and dispersal. One of the
reasons it hasn’t caught on rapidly is probably
the type of arrays. We use very large arrays, so
there’s a cost component there. We can do
hundreds of samples, but I think it would
require thousands or tens of thousands of
samples. More inexpensive versions of the
array might be necessary for monitoring these
specific pathogens.
Surprises in the Air
Rasko: From your papers, you’ve already
identified some things that you wouldn’t have
thought would be in the air or the soil or the
water samples. Is there anything that really
surprised you?
Andersen: All the time, actually! We see
many examples of organisms that were
identified as deep-sea or from the Yellowstone
Hot Springs or the Arctic ice, in

the air or other environments. I think there are a
number of reasons for that.
An organism could truly be ubiquitous in a
number of locations, but I think a more likely
explanation is that there are subtle differences
in the 16S sequence. So, it’s probably a variant
of a species or a related species that has
adapted to these different environments. It
shares many of the properties, but not all. So, a
deep subsurface vent organism, or a related
organism with similar 16S, could also be in the
middle of the cold Arctic Ocean.
I guess what blew our socks off in the
beginning were the pathogens we would see in,
for instance, the air. We’d often see things like
Clostridium botulinum. That pathogen is
anaerobic, so we were a little surprised, but it
makes sense when you think about it. A lot of
these organisms are spore-forming. They’re
probably not active in the air, but they’re
dispersing.
Limitations of Microarrays
Rasko: What do you think is the biggest
limitation to chips in general?
Andersen: For the array that we’re
developing, I’d say one of the biggest
limitations is the resolution of organism
identification using the 16S rRNA. But for
chips in general, we have a problem with data
overload from the integration of our multiple
experiments.
Let me first talk about our specific limitations
using 16S rRNA. It gets back to our question of
what is a species. The 16S gene is somewhat
limited in the resolution and identification of
particular organisms. It’s about 1500 bp long,
and the difference between closely related
species is at best a few regions within the gene
with a few base pairs of sequence variation.
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In addition to the Bacillus anthracis/Bacillus
cereus example, there’s Yersinia
pestis/Yersinia pseudo-tuberculosis. The
organisms have very different disease
lifestyles, but a one base pair difference in the
16S rRNA gene. Oftentimes, the resolution of
this gene is not appropriate for individual
pathogen species identification.
However, there are other candidate regions
that can increase the resolution. For instance,
there’s the large subunit, or 23S rRNA, gene. It
has all the advantages of the 16S in that it’s
present in every organism and there are
conserved primers for amplification, but it’s
twice as

long with a greater amount of sequence
variation between species.
There are a number of other conserved
molecules or genes you could use to increase
resolution as well, so we need to develop a
database. For 16S we havever 200,000
sequences in the database. Until we can get
something approaching that for these other
genes, they won’t be as useful.
The other thing is that, although I’m really
keen on using the large subunit at some point,
it’s 3,000 bases long. Until you can use one
forward and one reverse reaction for
sequencing a clone with a 3000 bp gene, I

don’t think making a database for it is going to
be that popular. It’s just going to be too
expensive.
The other part of data overload is the
informatics. We have 500,000 data points for
each array and multiple arrays for each
experiment. I have a small lab without much
bioinformatics support, so we get overwhelmed
quite quickly. We can see what’s in a sample
and compare one place to another at a gross
level, but it takes us a lot of work to get into
more detailed questions. I think if we had a
better way of handling these large amounts of
data, we would be able to get to these questions
a lot quicker.
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